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Abstract
In the last decades, vehicles have evolved from mechanical machines to sophisticated
hardware and software (HW/SW) dominated systems. This digital paradigm shift can
be explained with the rise of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), as well
as applications of highly automated driving. However, such features require a nearly
exponential amount of additional SW functionalities. To support the performance
demands of such applications, powerful multi and many-processor HW platforms
have been employed, exhibiting a trend toward more integrated architectures. Yet, as
a consequence, the design and validation, as well as safety assessment of the digital
in-vehicle infrastructure of modern cars has become immensely complex.
Several techniques arose to bridge this gap, e.g., system engineering strategies,
and model-based design and validation methods. In this thesis, it is proposed to
augment such traditional approaches with purely simulation-driven techniques to
improve and accelerate overall system design. Firstly, the utilization of driving simulators is suggested to conduct virtual road tests in an early application design stage.
Furthermore, virtual prototyping is proposed to perform system exploration and extend the simulation scope of ADAS to the embedded HW/SW implementation.
However, the main research contributions of the thesis are two techniques that
enable efficient full-vehicle modeling. Firstly, multi-scale simulation, an approach to
integrate submodels of a top-level simulation system on different design abstractions.
Its main benefit is providing a tunable resolution for models, thus enabling a trade-off
between the execution performance and the required simulation accuracy. Secondly,
multi-domain co-simulation is proposed, a standardized method to interconnect and
jointly utilize multiple vehicular simulation ecosystems. This approach addresses the
multi-disciplinary nature of vehicles, requiring specialized simulators that are best
suited to implement a formalism representing an individual domain.
Putting all aforementioned concepts in practice, a comprehensive fully virtual
ADAS prototyping ecosystem is presented in this thesis. The proposed framework
assembly covers various phases of the ADAS development flow, such as model-based
design, virtual system integration, virtual system testing and verification, as well as
application refinement. To highlight its potentials, a multitude of ADAS applications
are rapidly prototyped via the proposed system. Lastly, insights into application
and system-level analyses are presented, while simulation performance evaluation is
provided to highlight the acceleration potential of the virtual ecosystems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Over the last several decades, vehicles have evolved from mainly mechanical machines
to sophisticated digital hardware and software (HW/SW) dominated systems. The
origin of this paradigm shift toward digitalization lies in the integration of novel
vehicular functionalities, such as safety and comfort features. Such applications are
manifested through conventional Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), i.e.,
vehicle-based intelligent safety utilities. The general goal of ADAS is to support the
driver in critical situations, and thus to improve road safety in terms of collision
avoidance and severity mitigation in post-crash phases.
According to a large collection of studies by the European Commission [72],
ADAS have a huge potential of reducing road accidents. For instance, an Electronic
Stability Control (ESC) aims at preventing the skid of an ego-vehicle (i.e., vehicle under test) by individually braking different wheels to stabilize the yaw and pitch rate of
the car. In one thorough study on the ESC, cumulative data from multiple countries in
the EU, the USA and Japan identified that vehicles equipped with such a system could
effectively prevent up to 35% of skid-related accidents. Among many other analyses,
the results of such studies underline the importance of ADAS in modern-day vehicles.
However, in recent years another technological paradigm shift has been taking
place: the pursuit of fully automated driving. The primary goal of these approaches
is to transfer automotive control functions from humans to an in-vehicle automation
system stepwise. To put the levels of vehicular automation in perspective, the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE International) identified a set of evolutionary steps
in [162]. A simplified form of the classification is depicted in Table 1.1, while the
definitions are explained in the following:

•

Level 0: The full-time conduction of the vehicle is performed by the human driver
with respect to all aspects of the dynamic driving task.

•

Level 1: Steering or acceleration and deceleration control can be delegated to
ADAS in certain situations, while the human performs all remaining driving tasks.

•

Level 2: Both steering and acceleration and deceleration control can be delegated
to ADAS in certain driving modes, while the human performs all remaining tasks.
Herein, system control decisions are based on the dynamic driving environment.

•

Level 3: All dynamic driving tasks can be delegated to the automation system in
certain modes, while the human is expected to react in intervention requests.

•

Level 4: All dynamic driving tasks can be delegated to the automation system in
certain modes, while the human does not need to react in intervention requests.
1
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Table 1.1:

Notation

SAE classification and terminology for vehicle automation (adapted from [162])
Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

No

Driver

Partial

Conditional

High

Full

Automation

Assistance

Automation

Automation

Automation

Automation

Human Driver

Human+System

System

System

System

System

Human Driver

Human Driver

Human Driver

System

System

System

Human Driver

Human Driver

Human Driver

Human Driver

System

System

None

Some Scenarios

Some Scenarios

Some Scenarios

Some Scenarios

All Situations

Steering,
acceleration,
deceleration
Driving
environment
monitoring
Dynamic
fallback to
driving
Driving
capability of
the system

Assisted Driving

•

Automated Driving

Level 5: The full-time conduction of the vehicle is performed by the driving automation system under all roadway and environmental conditions.

According to this classification, traditional safety applications are labeled Assisted Driving, while functions beyond these capabilities are denoted as Automated Driving. However, in this thesis, applications of both categories are commonly referred to as ADAS.
Table 1.1 indicates that the functionalities on each level build upon the utilities
of the previous ones. Yet, this progression is not by any means linear. Instead,
with higher levels of automation, a nearly exponential amount of additional driving
features is added [39]. Thus, since ADAS are manifested through specific HW/SW
implementations of such functionalities, the in-vehicle Electrical and Electronic (E/E)
system is also affected by this exponential growth, leading to major design challenges.

1.1 Challenges in ADAS Design
Two strong complications arise regarding the development of the ADAS-related invehicle HW/SW infrastructure: the aforementioned complexity explosion and strict
functional safety requirements. These topics are elaborated in the following sections.

1.1.1 Hardware and Software Complexity
To pursue the progress and to quantify the complexity increase of vehicular HW/ SW
systems, Figures 1.1-1.5 provide a thorough overview on specific automotive trends.
Historical data as well as future estimates are provided here to assess the impact of
upcoming automated driving functions on the vehicular HW/SW infrastructure.

Lines of Code
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101
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Figure 1.1 depicts the amount of SW, in terms of Lines of Code (LoCs), incorporated in vehicles over the past several decades, starting from 1977. This date pinpoints the historical integration of the first single-function automotive controller in
the General Motors Oldsmobile Tornado, executing 100 LoCs for electronic spark timing [52]. As indicated by the trendline, the quantity of integrated SW explodes in
later years nearly exponentially, as previously predicted. Moreover, vehicular SW has
overgrown multiple broad application areas, ranging from infotainment, over safetycritical ADAS, heading all together toward fully automated driving. With sophisticated vision-based and machine learning applications on the rise, a high-end vehicle
of the upcoming decade might integrate up to 200-300 million LoCs.
To support the performance demands of this vast amount of application SW, the
number of HW controllers also increased. Figure 1.2 depicts the trends of integrated
Electronic Control Units (ECUs) in the Mercedes E-Class vehicle since its first release
in 1961. Although there was a strong increase in integrated ECUs in the E-Class
over the past, the trendline shows a reduction of devices in upcoming years. This
anticipated decline can be explained with the data shown in Figure 1.3. Herein, the
number of multi vs. single-core ECU deployments are depicted over the past few
years, based on the data of VW and Audi [135]. The progress shows a clear increase
in multi-processor ECUs employed in cars, implying a trend toward more integrated
architectures, accommodating powerful multi and many-core devices.
A similar progression is notable in the evolution of vehicular communication systems. Figure 1.4 depicts the number of in-vehicle bus systems, while Figure 1.5 shows
the quantity of different signals passed over the communication infrastructure of a
Mercedes E-Class. Although the amount of different bus systems seems to saturate
in future trends, the number of signals continues to rise due to more communicationintensive applications. However, this progress is enabled by novel high-speed bus systems, e.g., Automotive Ethernet [128] as well as wireless communication approaches.
In summary, with future high-end cars running hundreds of millions of LoCs on
over 70 multi-core ECUs distributed over 10 buses and 8000 signals, the design and
validation of the in-vehicle HW/SW infrastructure has become vastly complex.

1.1.2 Functional Safety Aspects
Frequent vehicle recalls were noted for nearly all Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) over the past years, where failures could have had severe effects on passenger safety. Moreover, with the increasing digital vehicular infrastructure, a significant proportion of these errors was related to HW and SW. To quantify this issue,
Figure 1.6 provides an overview on the cumulative number of vehicle recalls resulting
from HW/SW system failures. The figure categorizes the following recall reasons:

•

SW integration: Represents bugs related to Application Programming Interface
(API) mismatches between system software components in the vehicle.

•

SW defect: Describes component failures caused by errors in their operating SW.

•

SW patch: Denotes recalls providing essential software updates, patches or fixes.
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Study on vehicle recalls resulted by HW/SW-related failures4

E/E components: Refers to failures of integrated electrical and electronic components due to physical defects (e.g., water intrusion, wiring failure).

As can be noted in the figure, E/E components invariably dominate the errata. However, in more recent years, purely SW-related recalls have steadily increased. The
maximum of around 14.8 million vehicle recalls in 2016 clearly indicate the severity
of the situation, with a 48% SW vs. 52% HW error breakdown. For this reason,
automotive HW/SW functional safety has become the highest priority of OEMs.
To address the aforementioned issues, the automotive industry laid down specific guidelines in the form of functional safety standards that focus on the design,
test and validation of the in-vehicle HW/SW infrastructure. Most importantly, the
ISO 26262 norm [107] specifies risk identification and mitigation strategies to ensure
functional safety throughout the complete life-cycle of critical systems comprised of
electrical, electronic and software components. The standard also highly recommends
full-system simulation to provide early safety guarantees in the design and verification process. Since the ISO 26262 became de facto obligatory for passenger vehicles, its
effect on OEMs, as well as first and second level contractors was immediate.
The automotive industry was confronted thus with two challenges. On the one
hand, the exploding ADAS design complexity as a result of increasing functionality
required for fully automated driving. On the other hand, the demanding reliability
requirements of functional safety standards, which profoundly complicate the design
and validation of the digital infrastructure. Thus, with an exponentially rising amount
of vehicular SW, emerging complex multi and many-core technologies and demanding requirements imposed by functional safety standards, the design and validation
of the digital in-vehicle infrastructure has become extremely complex.
4 The marked figure and the associated data set is adapted from the analysis results published in [171]. This includes cumulative
data from multiple OEMs, e.g., BMW, Daimler, FCA, Ford, General Motors, Honda, Hyundai, Kia, Toyota, VW and Volvo.
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V-model for designing safety-critical advanced driver assistance systems5

1.2 Bridging the ADAS Complexity Gap
The previously mentioned challenges call for an improved utilization of state-of-theart design, test and validation techniques as well as for the exploration of revolutionarily new approaches. Both aspects are elaborated in the following sections.

1.2.1 System Engineering via the V-Model
A rather classic approach to cope with the resulting design complexity is to follow
standardized system development processes, such as the reputable V-Model. Figure 1.7 depicts a specific extension to the original model, proposed by Gietelink et al.
[85] and Hakuli et al. [89], which is adapted explicitly for safety-critical ADAS. The
V-model consists of a top-down Design phase, a bottom-up Validation phase and an iterative Refinement phase. As can be seen in the figure, the V-model further subdivides
different stages of the system development process, for example, to capture functional and safety requirements, set specifications, design and implement subsystems,
and finally to validate these and integrate them into a target system.
Although the model helps reducing late nonconformities, its iterative designvalidation-refinement cycle lengthens the development process and thus increases its
cost. To bridge this gap, dedicated simulation-driven approaches are presented in the
following section, which enable early system exploration prior to implementation.
5 The

marked figure and the associated data set is adapted from Gietelink et al. [85] and Hakuli et al. [89].
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1.2.2 Model-Based Design
Model-Based Design (MBD) is a divide-and-conquer approach for describing complex composite systems of systems in a structured and hierarchical manner. The
MBD methodology is manifested via graphical modeling and simulation frameworks,
commonly referred to as MBD tools. Such environments frequently offer facilities for
simulation-driven algorithmic prototyping, in-tool testing and certified code generation. Thus, MBD tools became popular in the design of vehicular embedded SW.
The importance of model-based design is highlighted via the industry study presented by Broy et al. [40]. Herein, MBD tools helped to reduce ADAS turnaround
times by shortening the aforementioned design-validation-refinement cycle by up to
50% reportedly. To put this proportion in perspective, Figure 1.8 depicts the development cost of the E/E system against the total design expense of vehicles since 1970.
Based on historical data, the expense of the digital infrastructure of future high-end
vehicles is expected to reach up to 50% of the total cost. This quantification indicates
the importance and future potential of model-based ADAS design. However, MBD
tools have certain general drawbacks that limit their utilization:
(1) Usually, such frameworks provide only artificial Inputs and Outputs (I/O) for
simulation purposes, limiting the integrated in-tool testing capabilities.
(2) MBD tools support generally functional aspects of ADAS design only. This restricts representing the temporal behavior of model implementations.
(3) Such tools are frequently bound to their modeling environment, i.e., there is only
limited external connectivity to further simulation ecosystems.
Yet, certain approaches arose to overcome these restrictions, as described next.

1.2.3 Traditional Validation Techniques
Addressing the first limitation of MBD tools, so-called X-in-the-Loop (XiL) methods
are provided to extend testing capabilities. Particularly, Model-, Software-, Hardware6 The

marked figure and the associated data set is adapted from the report published in [55].
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and Vehicle-In-the-Loop (MiL, SiL, HiL, ViL) techniques are classic approaches that
help reducing late nonconformities by refining validation steps. Based on [89], the
following XiL procedures are presented (in the order of increasing effort and cost):

•

MiL: Refers to the method of algorithmically prototyping ADAS as an executable
specification that functionally matches the development objective. Recalling Figure 1.7, this approach can be used in the early design phase of the V-model.

•

SiL: Describes the approach for validating the SW implementation of ADAS models in a simulation system that is similar to the final HW target in terms of computing power and real-time operation. Depicted in Figure 1.7, the SiL approach
can be used in the late design and early validation phase of the V-model.

•

HiL: Herein, the created SW implementation of the ADAS is embedded on a target
HW device, where a combination of simulation and hardware-based component
tests validate the functional and temporal behavior of the model. As indicated in
Figure 1.7, HiL testing can be used in later validation steps of the V-model.

•

ViL: Refers to the road test based evaluation of the final ADAS HW/SW implementation integrated in a specially augmented experimentation vehicle. As shown
in Figure 1.7, ViL can be used in the latest validation steps of the V-model.

Although XiL methods largely enhance ADAS design and validation, HiL and especially ViL require a greater effort and involve higher cost. Moreover, field tests complicate reproducing scenarios, while also increasing the risks associated with testing
in open environments. Yet, several simulation-driven approaches are proposed in this
thesis to fully virtualize these processes, which are introduced in the next sections.

1.2.4 Utilization of Driving Simulators
The conduction of road tests is unavoidable to finalize ADAS integration. Yet, Virtual
Vehicle-in-the-Loop (VViL) validation, i.e., the use of driving simulators can overcome
the limitations of field testing. Furthermore, VViL can augment and improve multiple steps in the V-model, from early design to late validation phases, as shown in
Figure 1.7. In addition, recalling Section 1.2.2, such frameworks address the main
constraints of MBD tools by providing realistic I/O via their virtual driving environment. This enables ADAS evaluation and refinement using virtual test drives, while
having the freedom to experiment with various traffic and environment conditions, as
well as vehicle types (e.g., cars, trucks). Moreover, in contrast to road testing, driving
simulation implicitly ensures the deterministic repeatability of test scenarios, which
is especially crucial if spurious errors occur (e.g., when integrating multiple ADAS).
Lastly, such tools can also interactively involve the developer in the ADAS virtual test
driving loop, thus capturing human reactions instead of using artificial control only.
However, driving simulators are generally limited to integrate only functional
manifestations of ADAS models only. In addition, they are restricted to their confined
simulation environment, making a joint usage with further tools complicated.

1.2. Bridging the ADAS Complexity Gap
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1.2.5 System Exploration via Virtual Prototyping
A promising approach to extend the simulation scope of ADAS to the embedded
HW/SW implementation is virtual prototyping [183]. This methodology builds upon
so-called System Description Languages (SDLs), which provide a highly specific formalism to create models of real HW modules. Among these languages, SystemC [11]
has become the most prominent one for Electronic System Level (ESL) design. SystemC is a C/C++ library that supports functional, temporal and concurrency modeling of system HW components (e.g., CPUs, buses, memories, peripherals). By using
SystemC, so-called Virtual Platforms (VPs) can be assembled, which are the systemlevel hierarchical ensemble of such HW models and their interconnects.
VPs enable HW/SW co-design by also simulating the complete ADAS SW layer
as executed by the virtual HW system. Thus, VPs assist and accelerate system prototyping by maintaining full HW/SW visibility, debuggability and non-intrusive monitoring, while ensuring simulation determinism. In contrast to MBD tools and driving
simulators, VPs enable exploring beyond-functional system attributes, e.g., HW/SW
partitioning, task mapping, schedulability and worst-case execution time analysis.
Thus, VPs provide a promising way to decrease ADAS design complexity and to
bridge the verification and functional safety gap of the digital in-vehicle infrastructure.
Recalling Figure 1.7, VPs are envisioned to augment or even replace HiL in multiple
validation steps of the V-model via Virtual Hardware-in-the-Loop (VHiL) testing.
However, similarly to driving simulators, VPs are also bound to their closed environment, i.e., external connectivity to further modeling ecosystems is highly limited.
Moreover, VPs are large simulation systems that are usually constrained by either
their execution speed or modeling accuracy. To address these limitations, two innovative techniques are explored in this thesis, which are introduced in the next sections.

1.2.6 Multi-Scale Simulation
The first methodological pillar of this work is comprised of the multi-scale simulation approach. The general idea behind multi-scale simulation is to provide a generic
mechanism for large-scale simulation ecosystems to integrate their models on different design abstractions. The main benefit here is providing a tunable resolution for
various models of a top-level system, thus enabling the possibility to find an excellent
trade-off between the execution performance and the required simulation accuracy.
There are multiple possibilities to implement the multi-scale approach, most of
which focus on reducing model complexity. One alternative is to simplify the description of a model by reducing its state space, which is often applied in continuoustime systems. A further, more generic option is to abstract away certain modeling
attributes, which are selected via an expert insight in the top-level system. Especially
the latter idea was utilized in this thesis on simulation subsystems that were identified
as the most performance-critical: the vehicle dynamics within a driving simulator and
the VP-based HW/SW simulation. Lastly, a more thorough insight into the use cases
of multi-scale simulation in this work is presented in Sections 1.3-1.4.
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1.2.7 Multi-Domain Co-Simulation
As can be seen from the previous sections, the proposed complete virtualization of
XiL methods requires the simultaneous utilization of multiple simulation ecosystems.
This is explained with the multi-disciplinary nature of vehicular systems, requiring
specialized simulators that are best suited to implement a formalism representing an
individual domain. However, since strong inter-dependencies exist between such subsystems, all aforementioned tools and models need to be interconnected and synchronized to capture essential interactions. Although this functionality could be achieved
by point-to-point tool connections, custom coupling does not scale sufficiently well
with an increasing number of simulation systems to be integrated.
To cope with this problem, multi-disciplinary cooperative simulation, i.e., multidomain co-simulation standards have emerged. Such formalism-agnostic specifications extend the boundaries of application-specific simulation tools and models by
providing standard means for cross-domain interconnection and joint control. Recalling Section 1.1.2, the multi-domain approach may be used to fulfill the ISO 26262
requirement of whole-vehicle simulation for providing early safety guarantees for the
ADAS design cycle. Thus, as a second methodological pillar of this thesis, a collection
of multi-domain techniques is explored to join the aforementioned vast simulation
environments of MBD tools, driving simulators and VPs, among others.

1.3 Overview of the Proposed Design Flow
The main ideas in this thesis revolve around incorporating all previously introduced
tools, techniques and standards into one comprehensive framework system with the
aim of virtualizing most XiL processes of the V-model. A simplified overview of
the envisioned fully virtual ADAS prototyping ecosystem and the corresponding design flow is shown in Figure 1.9. The proposed infrastructure virtualizes and thus
greatly accelerates the aforementioned iterative ADAS design-validation-refinement
cycle, which in the new simulation-driven form consists of the following steps:
1 Model-Based ADAS and Vehicle Dynamics Design: Following Figure 1.9, the developer
may first algorithmically prototype an idea of a novel driver assistance application
using an MBD tool of choice. In the envisioned flow, the modeling of the controlled
system, i.e., the vehicle dynamics, was herein found to be an indispensable step, since
control actions of the target ADAS rely primarily on the underlying system.
2 Virtual System Integration: Following the figure, the designed ADAS prototype
needs to be integrated next on a target VP for VHiL validation. In this thesis, multiple SW integration methods are explored, ranging from simple bare-metal run-time
environments to a dedicated automotive real-time operating system. Alongside the
algorithmic implementation, the designed vehicle dynamics need to be provided for
the driving simulator of choice, targeting its utilization for VViL testing. With both of
these steps, the emphasis is placed on design automation, i.e., generating all possible
models from an MBD tool to achieve system integration reliably and rapidly.

1.4. Thesis Contributions
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A simplified depiction of the proposed fully virtual ADAS prototyping ecosystem7

3 Virtual System Testing and Verification: As shown in Figure 1.9, the next step consists
of applying multi-domain co-simulation to enable a fully virtual XiL testing of the
system. Herein, driving scenarios may be conducted that involve the target VP which,
by executing the full ADAS SW layer, controls the instantiated virtual vehicle within
the driving simulator. The goal of this step is to functionally and temporally evaluate
the overall ADAS HW/SW infrastructure in a realistic whole-vehicle simulation.
4 Refinement: Lastly (cf. Figure 1.9), based on the selected evaluation criteria, the developer can assess the algorithmic and execution performance of the designed ADAS
prototype or the virtual vehicle. Thus, necessary refinement steps may be performed
and the iteration can be repeated until the design goals of the system are met.

1.4 Thesis Contributions
To establish the aforementioned top-down design automation flow, several subframeworks were implemented within the scope of this thesis, representing its main scientific contributions. Each of these are manifested as research endeavors that enable the
cornerstone technologies proposed in this thesis via the following framework subsystems (also depicted in Figure 1.9a-e):
a) Multi-Scale ADAS Code Generator (Chapter 7): Shown in Figure 1.9a, a retargetable “one-click” ADAS generation facility is presented in the form of a plugin of
an MBD tool. Following the suggested multi-scale approach, the proposed framework
enables ADAS refinement over multiple levels of abstraction, implementing incremental targets for algorithmic exploration, task encapsulation and embedded real-time
code generation. Thus, this methodology simultaneously addresses performance limitations of VP-based simulations and continuous ADAS refinement and integration.
7 The

marked figure is adapted from the work presented by Bücs et al. in [42] © 2018 IEEE.
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b) Multi-Scale Vehicle Dynamics Generator (Chapter 6): Alongside ADAS generation, a second MBD plugin is presented in this thesis, focusing specifically on the
design of vehicle dynamics. Depicted in Figure 1.9b, this model generation facility enables a hand-in-hand controller and controlled system co-design in a fully virtual development environment. Moreover, this framework also follows the proposed multiscale approach, enabling a tunable resolution for the designed mechatronic models,
thus addressing possible performance issues of vehicle dynamics simulation.
c) Virtual Platform Integration (Chapter 4): Shown in Figure 1.9c, a critical exploration step is highlighted, aiming at the integration of VPs into the envisioned multidomain co-simulation system for VHiL testing. In this work, all possible adaptation
mechanisms were examined to address the unique modeling formalism incorporated
by virtual prototyping frameworks. Moreover, to follow the recommendations of the
ISO 26262 standard, the framework enables system-level fault injection for functional
safety testing and for increasing the overall robustness of the HW/SW infrastructure.
d) A Combined Multi-Domain Co-Simulation Ecosystem (Chapter 5): Depicted in
Figure 1.9d-e, a framework combination is annotated, linking together all previous
tools. This research effort resembles the infrastructural assembly and optimization of
the proposed fully virtual ADAS prototyping ecosystem. The work presents firstly
a generic compliance method for all incorporated frameworks (e.g., VP and driving simulator) to a selected multi-domain co-simulation standard. As the pursuit of
real-time full-system simulation execution is of high importance, novel multi-scale
techniques are proposed to overcome the critical performance bottlenecks of the system. The resulting infrastructure provides a research ground for ADAS prototyping
by incorporating and virtualizing most XiL testing and validation methods.

1.5 Synopsis and Thesis Outline
The motivation for the conducted research in this thesis was provided in this chapter.
First, ADAS design challenges were noted in Section 1.1, such as HW/SW complexity
and functional safety. Viable solutions to the previous issues (e.g., MBD, XiL validation, driving simulators and VPs) were presented in Section 1.2. The conceptual
foundations of this work, i.e., multi-scale and multi-domain simulation, were introduced in Sections 1.2.6-1.2.7. Lastly, the target design flow and the anatomy of the
associated virtual ADAS prototyping ecosystem were detailed in Sections 1.3-1.4.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. First, the prerequisites for
all upcoming sections are given in Chapter 2. Subsequently, related research efforts
are presented in Chapter 3. Following a bottom-up flow, VP integration techniques
are elaborated in Chapter 4. Next, infrastructural improvements of the joint multidomain co-simulation ecosystem are detailed in Chapter 5. Afterward, insight into
multi-scale vehicle dynamics generation is provided in Chapter 6. Following, the
design flow is augmented through multi-scale ADAS code generation, as detailed in
Chapter 7. Finally, conclusions are drawn and an outlook is given in Chapter 8.

Chapter 2

Background
The ADAS prototyping approach proposed in this thesis relies on a set of highly specific concepts, design methodologies, simulation technologies, frameworks and standards. Based on the publications presented in [44, 46, 47]1 , this chapter is dedicated to
giving a thorough overview on all these aspects as the envisioned fully virtual framework system relies on these technologies. To maximize the capabilities of the proposed ADAS prototyping framework, strict prerequisites were set for each simulation
ecosystem, tool and specification to be included. Such requirements were individually posed per subsystem and include flexibility, accessibility, integrity, performance
aspects and prevalence, among many others. Thus, the first step of examination involved a comprehensive comparison of available frameworks and standards to select
and utilize the most suitable combination fulfilling the prerequisites.
Hence, each section within this chapter starts with a detailed comparison of tools
and standards. Herein, Model-Based Design (MBD) and the selected tool for research
purposes are introduced in Section 2.1. Subsequently, driving simulator frameworks
are discussed in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, an insight into virtual prototyping technologies is given, and the features of the used tool suites are detailed. Following
the proposed multi-scale approach, a possible simulation acceleration technique is
also suggested here. Afterward, aspects of multi-domain co-simulation standards are
presented in Section 2.5, alongside the detailed introduction of the chosen interoperability mechanism. Lastly, this chapter is concluded with a summary of the insights
on the chosen frameworks and specifications in Section 2.6.

2.1 Model-Based Design Tools
In this thesis, the assembly of a full framework system is proposed with the goal to
largely accelerate ADAS prototyping. Since model-based development can strongly
reduce turnaround times of ADAS design (cf. Section 1.2.2), integrating an MBD tool
into the proposed flow was of utmost importance. However, various aspects were
enumerated and compared to select the most suitable framework for such purpose.

2.1.1 Comparison of Tools
When surveying MBD frameworks, the main requirement for all compared tools was
accessibility. For openly available frameworks this meant up-to-date and well main1 All

figures and tables of this chapter are adapted from the marked works © 2016, 2019 Springer
International Publishing AG and © 2017 IEEE
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tained source trees and adequate documentation. Regarding commercial tools, as the
cost of royalties could be prohibitively high for academic purposes, the possibility of
acquiring academic licenses was of great importance.
Concerning technical aspects, the most essential requirement for MBD tools were
a broad and compound predefined set of system building blocks and the availability
of advanced modeling semantics. Moreover, the presence of a certified in-tool code
generator was of great importance to achieve fast and error-free software integration
on hardware targets. The expandability of the code generation facility was a further requirement to support the straightforward adaptation of custom targets. It is
important to note that all these prerequisites contribute to the acceleration of ADAS
prototyping, since they facilitate system assembly, integration and aim at avoiding late
nonconformities. Lastly, the prevalence of the target tools was also examined, since a
large and active user community can often help to overcome usability obstacles.
According to these points, the most predominant MBD tools were thoroughly
examined and compared. However, as a full enumeration and description of features would go beyond the extent of this chapter, the list of frameworks is provided
in Appendix A.1. Considering all previously described comparison aspects, MATLAB/Simulink [186] was selected among all tools to be integrated into the proposed
rapid ADAS design automation flow. The key features of MATLAB/Simulink, relevant for the conducted research in this thesis, were (i) broad, predefined toolboxes and
block sets (ii) the adaptability of its code generation mechanism and (iii) the intuitiveness of the development environment, among other aspects. An in-depth description
and details on model-based design using Simulink is given next.

2.1.2 MATLAB/Simulink
Simulink lays down a well established modeling methodology and can be considered
the de facto tool for model-based design in the automotive sector. For this reason, it
is not intended to give a thorough overview on all modeling features of this tool in
this thesis. Instead, specific internal Simulink facilities are introduced in this section,
which were essential for the development of this work. Herein, special attention is
paid to code generation, and the customized creation of block models within the tool.
These related Simulink facilities are described in detail subsequently.
2.1.2.1 Simulink Code Generation Targets
Simulink Coder (formerly known as Real-Time Workshop) is an integrated retargetable code generator plugin for highly optimized C/C++ model instantiation from
Simulink blocks, charts and functions [191]. The code generation process of the plugin is based on the Target Language Compiler (TLC) facility of MATLAB [190], also
allowing a high degree of freedom for customization purposes. Since TLC plays a
major role in the research conducted in this thesis, its features are discussed in detail in Section 2.1.2.2. However, Simulink Coder already integrates pre-designed code
generation targets, which were also utilized in this work.

2.1. Model-Based Design Tools
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The Rapid SIMulation (RSIM) target is one of these packages [191]. This code generator is aimed at non-real-time capable models using only variable step size solvers.
In this regard, RSIM generated models are optimized to simulate so-called hybrid dynamic systems, i.e., models that use variable-step solvers and perform zero-crossing
detection. The greatest advantage of this target is that it supports varying data sets
and can repeat simulation runs without rebuilding a model. As these features can
accelerate the characterization and tuning of models, RSIM was used in this thesis for
ADAS algorithmic prototyping, as detailed in Section 7.1.1.
A further used package in this thesis is the Generic Real-Time (GRT) target [191].
This target is meant for algorithmic exploration, and generates non-real-time capable
models to be executed on common simulation host computers. As its name states,
the GRT target can be used for more generic fixed and variable-step solver based
simulation models. This code generator facility was also used in this thesis, as the
foundation of another custom ADAS instantiator presented in Section 7.1.2.
The last introduced package is the Embedded Real-Time (ERT) coder [189], dedicated for the generation of highly optimized embedded application codes. This target
is greatly customizable and is aimed at safety-critical C/C++ code generation for specific embedded microcontrollers starting from Simulink models that are based on a
fixed-step solver. Lastly, the ERT facility was used in this thesis as the foundation of
a custom real-time ADAS code generator target, as detailed in Section 7.1.3.
2.1.2.2 Template Based Custom Code Generation
By utilizing the previously introduced Simulink plugins, different custom code generator facilities are presented in this thesis for multi-scale vehicle dynamics and ADAS
instantiation (detailed in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively). However, to fully understand the principles of operation of these packages, it is highly important to become
acquainted with the fundamentals of the code generation process of Simulink.
Shown in Figure 2.1, this process starts with invoking Simulink Coder. This tool
compiles graphical Simulink Models (.slx) into an intermediate representation (.rtw).
This file contains all information about the system in a hierarchical description, including blocks, parameters and connections. Next, the Target Language Compiler converts this description into code. Yet, this transformation can be externally controlled
via specific files. The System .tlc is the initiator of the conversion process, defining
target-specifics and being responsible for executing the Block .tlc files, which specify
how Simulink blocks shall be translated into C/C++ code. Finally, to create libraries
beyond the predefined blocks of Simulink, Custom .tlc scripts can be implemented.
Beyond the TLC facility, the S-functions API of Simulink (short for System functions) [192] can be utilized to extend the environment of the tool. S-functions provide
a mechanism to describe the simulation functionality of custom-designed Simulink
blocks in the form of C/C++ code. By using this API, a special calling syntax is provided that enables direct interaction with the Simulink engine. S-functions follow a
general form and can accommodate continuous, discrete, and hybrid systems. This
mechanism was used in this thesis to implement a custom Simulink block set for re-
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targetable ADAS code generation, detailed in Section 7.1.4. Lastly, using S-functions
together with the TLC mechanism allows for a powerful customized code generator.
Its advantageous capabilities are highlighted in later chapters.

2.2 Driving Simulators
Recalling Section 1.2.4, to virtualize ADAS road testing, a driving simulator had to
be integrated into the proposed framework system. To achieve this, the selection and
comparison of different tools was carried out first, as detailed in the next section.

2.2.1 Framework Comparison
Currently in the area of driving simulation, commercial frameworks dominate the
market, since Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) testing of ADAS via driving simulators has
become increasingly prevalent in the automotive industry, for reasons detailed in Section 3.3. However, the main requirement for choosing a driving environment for the
proposed framework system was yet again availability. In the current case, this aspect was especially significant, since for commercial driving simulators even academic
licenses can reach a five-digit cost range per seat every year.
Regarding technical aspects, the most important requirements were a realistic virtual driving environment, as well as accurate and configurable vehicle dynamics.
Concerning the former feature, further prerequisites were adaptable environmental
conditions (e.g., precipitation, visibility) and the support of different vehicle types.
As for the latter, beyond the parametrization of virtual car components, the complete exchangeability of vehicle dynamics models was of high importance to be able
to adapt the multi-scale simulation possibility. Lastly, configurable connectivity was
also set as a requirement to enable the integration with external simulation tools.

2.2. Driving Simulators

Figure 2.2:
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In-game experience in the Speed Dreams driving simulator

Following these points, the most relevant driving simulators were thoroughly examined and compared. However, as a full enumeration and description of features
would go beyond the extent of this chapter, the list of frameworks is provided in Appendix A.2. Due to the aforementioned reasons, the focus was set here completely
on open-source frameworks. Considering all further points of comparison, the opensource racing game Speed Dreams [4] was selected among all tools to be adapted
and integrated into the proposed rapid ADAS design flow. On a further note, this
framework is the vehicle dynamics extension of TORCS [6, 215], a racing game often
used in research, for example, in ADAS development [99] and even fully automated
driving [50]. This fact further underlines the choice of Speed Dreams for the purposes
of this thesis. A more detailed tool description is presented next.

2.2.2 Virtual ADAS Testing via Speed Dreams
Now, essential features of the Speed Dreams racing game are detailed. Several excerpts of the in-game driving experience in Speed Dreams are shown in Figure 2.2.
Regarding the simulated physics, adequate vehicle dynamics are modeled in the
game, including car chassis, engine, transmission, axles, differential, steering, suspension, brakes and tires. Moreover, each of these components can be parametrized to a
certain extent by the user via external configuration files. The behavior of each virtual
car component is calculated at every simulation step to compute internal parameters
and states, as well as global properties, e.g., speed and position, among many others.
Furthermore, the effects of aerodynamics, collisions and possible damage were also
added to affect the physics of the vehicle. Based on these vehicle dynamics, over 40
different cars were integrated into the game. Lastly, a deeper understanding on this
topic is given in Chapter 6 for the utilization of multi-level vehicle dynamics.
The game also offers a large set of racetracks. These consist structurally of linked
segments: straights and left and right turns with a specified height. Moreover, such
segments can model different surfaces, e.g., tarmac, dirt or ice. Each of these hold
different physical properties and result in varying vehicle behavior (e.g. slippage).
Besides the pre-modeled tracks, multiple graphical editor tools are provided to create
custom pistes, which were also used for the research in this thesis.
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As for environment perception, the game models dynamic visibility and overcast
conditions: clear, partly cloudy, cloudy and rainy weather. Concerning the daytime,
the available options are dawn, morning, noon, afternoon, dusk, night and night
with headlamp utilization. All these properties strongly affect visibility and can be
used, for example, to test vision-based algorithms. Moreover, precipitation conditions
can also be configured, with the intensity of rainfall affecting the behavior of the road
surface during a virtual test drive. Herein, dry, light rain, medium rain and heavy rain
can be selected, each of which affects body physics. During the conducted research,
the game was extended to model environmental effects affecting vehicle dynamics in
Chapter 6, as well as ADAS behavior in Chapters 5 and 7.
Speed Dreams also includes several different computer-controlled race opponents,
referred to AIs or robots. These are software modules that manage the behavior of
other vehicles during test sessions. Robots are programmed to handle user-inputs,
e.g., throttle, brake, clutch, steering and gear control. Although the original AIs focus
on racing behavior, the configurability of robots was exploited in this work to achieve
regular traffic management, as discussed in Chapter 5.
Finally, the original game had to undergo certain adaptations to realize the envisioned experiments of this thesis. First, maps were created to mimic rural areas,
including two-lane roads, intersections, buildings and tunnels, as detailed in Chapter 5. Moreover, robots were designed that follow traffic regulations, e.g., complying
with speed limits and yielding the right of way in intersections. Next, to ensure
connectivity beyond its simulation environment, Speed Dreams was extended with
compliance to the selected multi-domain co-simulation standard. Lastly, the resulting
framework was used to experiment with multi-scale vehicle dynamics modeling, as
well as to perform virtual ADAS test drives, as detailed in Chapters 5-7.

2.3 Virtual Prototyping Frameworks
Revisiting Section 1.2.5, HW/SW system exploration of ADAS applications is envisioned in this thesis via virtual prototyping. Yet, this technology is concerned with
the strictest requirements in the proposed methodology and is thus one of the main
focus points of this work. Hence, a very thorough comparison was initially required.

2.3.1 Framework Comparison
On the one hand, the target framework needs to accurately model and simulate the
complete ADAS HW/SW stack. Regarding the virtual HW, this requires the possibility to assemble a scalable, multi-core, network-distributed system. As for the
SW stack, the target platform needs to execute a complete set of ADAS algorithms,
managed ideally by a dedicated automotive operating system.
On the other hand, due to its magnitude and complexity, such a simulation framework is expected to be the performance bottleneck of the full system. Thus, to avoid
slowing down the whole-system simulation, the platform needs to achieve high execution speeds, preferably close to real-time. Firstly, such a strict requirement can be
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addressed by using advanced simulation technologies. Prominent examples are, e.g.,
Just-In-Time Dynamic Binary Translation (JIT-DBT) described by Jones et al. [110], or
platform parallelization presented by Weinstock et al. [209]. The former refers to the
run-time translation of emulated target instructions to the simulation host instruction
set, while the latter refers to executing different platform segments on separate host
threads, which is especially beneficial for simulating multi-core systems. Moreover,
simulation acceleration can be achieved by changing the level of model abstraction, for
example, by applying multi-scale modeling, as proposed in this thesis. Although all
these technologies might co-exist in one simulator framework, this requires a high degree of configurability and flexibility of the chosen tool to adapt custom approaches.
Considering these requirements, various SystemC-based [11] technologies were
carefully examined, as SystemC has become the de facto Electronic System Level (ESL)
design standard. However, as custom simulators and models can be adapted to comply with SystemC, the examination of tools was broadened. Since a full enumeration
and description of features would go beyond the extent of this chapter, the list of
frameworks is provided in Appendix A.3. Two tool suites emerged to be integrated
into the proposed ADAS design automation flow as the result of the comparison.
Firstly, the Virtualizer tool suite of Synopsys [177] was utilized. Moreover, to experiment with acceleration techniques, an open-source technology was also chosen for
the proposed framework system: GreenSoCs [88]. This decision was taken as this
technology is also used in advanced fields such as presented by the European Space
Agency [73] for the design of an on-board high-speed serial transceiver, among others.
However, before looking into the detailed features of these frameworks, the most
essential aspects of ESL design are introduced in the subsequent section.

2.3.2 Electronic System Level Design via SystemC
As noted earlier, SystemC is the de facto System Description Language (SDL) used
in ESL design [33]. It was introduced by the Open SystemC Initiative (later to be
merged with the Accellera Systems Initiative) and was made an IEEE standard in 2005
[11]. SystemC is provided as a regular C/C++ library, including classes to support
functional, temporal and concurrency modeling of system and hardware components.
Its constructs are designed to support modeling on multiple levels of abstraction,
ranging from logic to system level. The ensemble of system-level hierarchical modules
and their modeled interconnections is referred to as a Virtual Platform (VP) [183].
Simulations are orchestrated by the SystemC kernel, an execution engine including a process scheduler that follows a discrete event-based simulation principle, i.e.,
the state of the modeled system changes at distinct points in time only. Simulation
time leaps across such discrete timestamps, where pending events are handled and
their sensitive processes are executed over so-called delta cycles. In each such cycle,
the computations of a process are performed first, then its signals are updated and
lastly related events are notified. In general, the SystemC scheduler executes timeordered events deterministically, although for events occurring at the same point in
time this is intentionally not guaranteed.
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SystemC offers a commonly used abstraction mechanism to reduce the simulation
complexity of bus protocol communication via Transaction Level Modeling (TLM)
[11]. Instead of collections of ports and signals, TLM defines single sockets between
SystemC modules and abstract bus models. This enables exchanging packet-based
data payloads in single-shot transactions (also including the target address, transmission delay, among others) instead of cycle-level bus sequences. To further refine
modeling accuracy, TLM communication abstraction models are defined via so-called
transport interfaces. More importantly, non-blocking and blocking functions can be
implemented per model. In the former, the communication is divided into subsequent phases via a callback-based mechanism, achieving better simulation accuracy.
Higher performance is achieved using the latter, where initiator processes perform
one-shot calls to targets, which either directly return or initiate further blocking calls.
Lastly, timing accuracy is preserved on the transaction granularity by the option of
annotating the duration of full or partial transfers, consumed usually by the initiator.
To even further accelerate the simulation of frequent data transfers (e.g., reads and
writes between CPU and memory), SystemC provides the Direct Memory Interface
(DMI) [11]. The purpose of DMI is to provide initiators direct pointer access to target
memory regions, thus bypassing the slower transport interface mechanism.
The utilization of all previously presented abstraction techniques results in specific
modeling styles for communication, which have different design goals. Beyond the
most precise Cycle-Approximate (CA) modeling style, common abstractions are as
follows (in the order of increasing simulation performance and decreasing accuracy):

•

Approximately Timed (AT) modeling style: components that break down transactions into different phases via the TLM non-blocking transport interface to approximate particular hardware communication protocols. This style can be applied for
architectural exploration and performance analysis, among others.

•

Losely Timed (LT) modeling style: modules that use the TLM blocking interface
and DMI to perform complete read and write transactions across or bypassing a
bus. This style can be used for software development and functional verification.

Beyond the communication, Instruction Set Simulators (ISSs), i.e., CPU models
represent a major performance bottleneck in VPs. A common acceleration technique
herein is called temporal decoupling [11]. This approach allows the SystemC process
of the ISS to run ahead of the global simulation time by a maximum amount named
quantum. Thus, the ISS can execute more instructions at once and annotate their accumulated duration only at the end of a quantum. This mechanism boosts simulation
performance by minimizing the synchronization overhead between the ISS and the
rest of the system, with the trade-off of reducing accuracy. Temporal decoupling also
improves the cache utilization of the host, leading to a further performance increase.
Lastly, this idea is not exclusive to CPU models, yet has the highest impact with ISSs.
A further abstraction mechanism of ISSs aims at the accuracy of instruction execution as follows (in the order of increasing performance and decreasing precision):

•

Cycle-Approximate ISS (CA-ISS): timed, cycle-by-cycle microarchitecture simulation model of a CPU. Often used for design space exploration of new systems.
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•

Instruction-set-Accurate ISS (IA-ISS): timed, instruction-granularity model of a
processor. Commonly used in hardware-dependent software development.

•

Untimed ISS: rather emulation-oriented, instruction-granularity model of a CPU.
Commonly used in high-level system software development.

The aforementioned integrated abstraction mechanisms of SystemC indicate that
VPs can become a strong performance bottleneck in larger simulation systems. Since
VPs are utilized as part of the proposed fully virtual rapid ADAS prototyping ecosystem (cf. Chapters 4-5), execution performance is of high importance. Thus, the designed platforms in this work always target the highest level of abstraction, i.e., LT
modeling style, temporal decoupling, DMI and virtual CPUs that operate above the
instruction granularity. Next, an acceleration method beyond the standard techniques
is presented, to be noted as part of the proposed multi-scale simulation approach.

2.3.3 Simulation Acceleration via Timed Functional Tasks
During the conducted experiments with virtual prototypes in this thesis, certain situations arose where the performance of a used platform still held back the full-system
co-simulation. Following the proposed multi-scale approach, a HW/SW abstraction
technique was thus established beyond the level of the LT modeling style.
The main idea is based on the concept of timed functional modeling of SystemC,
which is the reference of the TLM blocking transport interface. The approach states
that certain hardware functionalities shall be encapsulated into single-shot transactions, temporally annotated on the subroutine granularity. The idea was picked up in
this thesis and applied to the system software instead of the hardware, resulting in a
SystemC-supported SiL solution. In the proposed idea, Timed Functional Tasks (TFTs)
are defined, i.e., algorithmic routines that are encapsulated in single-shot tasks. Such
TFTs are essentially host-compiled variants of target software modules, augmented
with the frequency of invocation and task-level timing information, among others.
To integrate TFTs in SystemC-based platforms, so-called Abstract Execution Devices (AEDs) are utilized [167]. Such modules are SystemC wrappers that firstly incorporate a functional Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) specific to the target platform.
Moreover, based on a well-defined API, an AED can host an arbitrary number of
TFTs. These can communicate with each other and access devices of the VP. AEDs
also provide a mechanism to perform timing annotation, thus consuming the presumed execution time of TFTs on the task granularity. Lastly, AEDs are intended to
replace ISSs within a VP, while leaving other components unchanged.
Although AEDs are not nearly as accurate as ISSs, approximate software timing
annotation significantly increases their precision, while accelerating VP-based simulations by orders of magnitude. This provides a great trade-off between simulation
speed and timing accuracy, underlining the proposed multi-scale approach. Finally,
as the concept of TFTs perfectly lines up with the methodology of model-based design, the technique was used in Chapter 7 of this thesis with MBD tools for purposes
of code generation, integration and rapid algorithmic prototyping.
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Figure 2.3:

The Platform Architect tool by Synopsys

2.3.4 Synopsys Tool Suites
As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, the first virtual prototyping framework utilized in this
thesis is the Virtualizer tool suite of Synopsys [177, 179]. This package comprises of
the Virtualizer Studio framework [181], which consists of multiple subtools for SystemC/TLM model design, complete top-level VP assembly and system-level debugging. Firstly, so-called Virtualizer Development Kits (VDKs) [180] were used based
on these tools, i.e., complete, pre-assembled virtual models of specific hardware platforms. The research approach described in Chapter 4 was evaluated with such a VDK
resembling an automotive Electronic Control Unit (ECU).
For simulation execution, system analysis and HW/SW debugging, a further Virtualizer subtool named VP Explorer [182] was used. This framework within the
Synopsys tool suite is mainly applied for the development and analysis of VDKs.
Its advanced instrumentation and tracing facilities simplify SystemC-based hardware
module and application development and debugging, as well as full HW/SW analysis. Thus, this tool was mainly used for simulation execution and the extraction of
results, as described in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Most importantly, a framework called Platform Architect (PA) [175, 179, 182] was
utilized in this thesis as well. Depicted in Figure 2.3, PA is a graphical environment for bottom-up VP assembly using either custom-designed blocks or off-theshelf system components. After creation, the tool can export the assembled design
as a SystemC/TLM-based all-inclusive VP simulation package. Subsequently, simulation runs can be executed either in-tool, or by using the aforementioned VP Explorer
framework for deeper system analysis and debugging. Lastly, the developer can refine the original design by repeating the previous steps until the specifications of the
target system are fulfilled.
Finally, the previously mentioned simulation tools and infrastructures were used
in this work to explore means to include VPs in multi-domain co-simulation systems,
as detailed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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2.3.5 The GreenSoCs Simulation Approach
The second virtual prototyping technique used in this work is provided by GreenSoCs
[88], as mentioned previously. In contrast to the vast lineup of architectures supported
by Synopsys tools, GreenSoCs includes only a few mostly ARM-based platform variants. However, the most advantageous aspect of the technology lies in the special
instruction set simulation method used internally. At its heart, GreenSoCs relies on
the QEMU framework [2, 31]. QEMU is an open-source, extremely fast, standalone
system emulator. It can emulate a wide range of processor families (e.g., x86, ARM,
SPARC, MIPS, among many others), supporting 32 and 64 bit instruction sets. Building upon such virtual CPUs, QEMU provides complete platform models, mimicking
the behavior of full embedded systems. Herein, multi-core support is also provided,
i.e., QEMU can be configured to contain a user-selected number of CPU models in
a platform variant. To maintain high execution efficiency, QEMU utilizes the previously mentioned JIT-DBT technology, i.e., the run-time conversion and caching of
target CPU instructions translated into the host instruction set. However, in contrast
to simulation, the goal of emulation is to represent the behavior of a target system
only functionally. Thus, QEMU lacks essential timing annotation, which degrades its
overall accuracy.
The goal of the GreenSoCs technology is to bridge this gap. In their approach
QEMU is stripped down only to use the ISS models within, for which the GreenSoCs
package provides a dedicated SystemC wrapper. The wrapper provides TLM sockets as bus interfaces to the virtual CPU, and implements a DMI-based mechanism
for quick data access. Moreover, integrated Interrupt Request (IRQ) ports enable to
propagate events from SystemC to the QEMU-based virtual CPU. In this regard, a
bridge module is provided, capturing access commands of the virtual bus of QEMU,
converting them into SystemC transactions or signals (e.g., address, data, IRQ).
More importantly, the GreenSoCs wrapper provides timing annotation and synchronization mechanisms with the SystemC world. Firstly, the original endless simulation loop of QEMU is modified so that the emulator can yield control after executing a specified number of instructions. This amount is calculated from the SystemC
quantum and the chosen clock frequency of the virtual CPU model within QEMU.
Subsequently, as the ISS yields back control to SystemC after finishing a quantum,
the accumulated execution time of the completed instruction bundle is consumed.
Lastly, all these features are integrated into the aforementioned SystemC wrapper of
the stripped-down QEMU package, which facilitates the insertion and instantiation
of the resulting ISS into conventional VPs.
In conclusion, VPs using the GreenSoCs technology can leverage both, fast simulation and temporal accuracy at the CPU instruction level. Based on GreenSoCs, the
design of an advanced automotive-flavor VP is presented in this thesis that supports
distributed multi-core setups, while maintaining high execution efficiency. Finally,
due to the open-source nature of the technology, experiments beyond conventional
acceleration techniques are also presented, as detailed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
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2.4 Automotive Real-Time Operating Systems
After the selection of the hardware simulation technology, the next essential step
was to determine the embedded software architecture to be executed on an anticipated target platform. This step can be considered as part of the HW/SW co-design
methodology, which virtual prototyping aims to enable and accelerate.
Beyond initially integrating early applications as bare-metal embedded software
on virtual prototypes, the majority of ADAS have to be conform to exceptionally
strict safety regulations. For instance, safety-critical ADAS applications require hard
real-time execution guarantees and HW/SW safeguarding mechanisms (e.g., memory
protection and safe resource management). To support such applications, the automotive industry laid down Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) standards. One such
specification is OSEK (Offene Systeme und deren Schnittstellen für die Elektronik im
Kraftfahrzeug - open systems and their interfaces for the electronics in motor vehicles)
[194]. Moreover, its successor AUTOSAR (AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture)
[22] has become the de facto standard in modern vehicles in Europe. Both impose
portability of software components, priority-based multi-tasking, standard communication layers, safe resource management and real-time scheduling, among many other
specified features. Although the vast majority of European car manufacturers deploy
AUTOSAR for the software architecture of their vehicles, the work in this thesis is
focused rather on OSEK. This decision was made since at the time the research of
this thesis was conducted, neither freely accessible AUTOSAR implementations, nor
open-source packages with the required functionalities were available for utilization.
Although there are a few open-source implementations available, AUTOSAR requires
a significant amount of additional tool support, which only commercial packages provide. Nevertheless, AUTOSAR remains of high importance and shall be considered
as future work with regards to the scope of this thesis.

2.4.1 Comparison of Standards and RTOS Packages
For the aforementioned reasons, available open-source OSEK-compliant real-time operating systems were gathered and thoroughly compared. Beyond the reason of accessibility, further contemplated aspects of comparison were a lightweight implementation (with respect to memory footprint), simple configurability, and easy portability
across different hardware platforms. Since a full enumeration and description of features would go beyond the extent of this chapter, the list of frameworks is provided
in Appendix A.4. As the result, the ERIKA Enterprise [74, 82] package was selected
among all compared implementations, a comprehensive, open-source, fully OSEKconform OS with complete tool support. ERIKA Enterprise is generally favored in
automotive research activities, especially since it is developed toward the AUTOSAR
specification and is conforming to certain parts of this standard. An in-depth description of the most important layers, mechanisms, constructs and primitives of ERIKA
Enterprise is presented in the subsequent section.
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2.4.2 The ERIKA Enterprise RTOS
The motivation behind using ERIKA Enterprise in this thesis is to have the ability
to integrate safety-critical ADAS with hard real-time requirements on VPs. Yet, to
employ this infrastructure, essential OSEK mechanisms need to be clarified first. For
convenience, these are presented next via their ERIKA Enterprise implementation.
2.4.2.1 Interrupt Service Routines and Tasks
OSEK-conform OSs provide a set of services via well-defined APIs for so-called processing entities, which are competing for the CPU [194]. There are two basic types of
such entities also supported by ERIKA Enterprise: Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs)
and tasks [76]. The former have execution precedence over the latter and are assigned
IRQ priorities statically. ISRs can be subdivided into two classes:

•

ISR Category #1: Do not use OS services and do not influence scheduling. After
completion, execution continues at the instruction where the IRQ occurred.

•

ISR Category #2: Execute in a dedicated run-time environment. Might cause
rescheduling on completion if a task was interrupted and no other IRQ is active.

Following the OSEK standard, ERIKA Enterprise also supports tasks in two flavors:

•

Basic Task: Follow a single-shot execution model.

•

Extended Task: Follow a periodic invocation model, i.e., execution based on an
endless loop, and can perform OS API calls to wait for specific system events.

Both flavors of tasks are assigned static priorities by the user and can be declared either preemptive or non-preemptive, following specific state models. In general, higher
priorities are indicated by larger numbers in the ERIKA Enterprise implementation.
Now, primary OS services are presented that serve the introduced processing entities.
2.4.2.2 Operating System Services
ERIKA implements a pool of standard OSEK processing mechanism and services to
be used by ISRs and tasks. The most important constructs are as follows [76, 194]:

•

Alarms: Services associated with recurring events (e.g., expiring timers), utilized
to trigger corresponding actions (e.g., activating tasks or notifying events).

•

Resources: Constructs that are used to manage concurrent accesses to shared HW
devices (e.g., memory) or other specific system services (e.g., the scheduler).

•

Messages: Carriers of inter-task communication. Messages are defined as sending
or receiving, and depending on the spatial distribution of the communicating
tasks, external or internal. Lastly, receiving messages can be queued or unqueued.

•

Events: System actions signaling timer expiration, resource availability or message
reception, among others. OSEK events are mainly associated with extended tasks,
and serve to implement the mechanism for waiting on their activation.
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2.4.2.3 Conformance Classes and Scheduling
To cover the requirements of different application groups, the functionality of the
operating system is subdivided into different sets of services, called conformance
classes. OSEK defines the following statically assigned conformance classes [194]:

•

BCC1: Basic tasks that have only one activation source and unique priorities.

•

BCC2: Basic tasks with multiple activation sources and non-unique priorities.

•

ECC1: Extended tasks with only one activation source and unique priorities.

•

ECC2: Extended tasks with multiple activation sources and non-unique priorities.

ERIKA Enterprise can be configured statically to include a user-selected scheduler.
The most important schedulers offered by the ERIKA kernel are as follows [77]:

•

Fixed Priority (FP): Simple scheduling policy based only on fixed task priorities.

•

Earliest Deadline First (EDF): A dynamic scheduling policy where each task is assigned a maximum deadline and is placed in a priority queue accordingly. Whenever rescheduling occurs the task with the earliest deadline is activated.

In all use cases of this work, the OS was configured with FP scheduling for simplicity.
Lastly, all previously presented processing entities, OS services, conformance classes
and scheduling algorithms have to be statically configured into the ERIKA Enterprise
kernel. The mechanisms behind this action are described in the following.
2.4.2.4 OSEK Implementation Language
The OSEK Implementation Language (OIL) defines the possible constructs to be included into OSEK-compliant OSs prior to compilation [193]. Its manifestation is one
(or more) hierarchically structured OIL description file(s), including the full characterization of the system settings and the definition of all applications. OIL files cover, for
example, properties of the CPU, the conformance class, alarms, resources, messages
and a definition of all tasks, among many other properties. An example of an OIL
description is given in Appendix B for completeness. Although such descriptors are
usually manually created, the work in Chapter 7 is dedicated to generating OIL files
and ADAS tasks embedded into the ERIKA Enterprise kernel.
Lastly, after the OIL-based configuration of the OS was performed, the kernel can
be generated and the included applications can be build, as detailed subsequently.
2.4.2.5 System Generation and the OS Build Process
The ERIKA Enterprise package includes the fully open-source Eclipse plugin, called
RT-Druid for system generation [78]. This process is fully automated, and commences
with RT-Druid parsing the input OIL description file. Next, specific sources (eecfg.c
and .h) are created, which contain the definitions and data structures of the target
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applications. Afterward, the defined message objects are generated (Com.c). Subsequently, the main source file is added (main.c), containing all ISRs and task declarations, and the OS kick-start trigger. Next, a target-dependent makefile is generated.
Finally, all previous files are compiled together with the kernel sources via Eclipse.
As can be seen from this highly straightforward system generation process, there
is great potential for complete automation. This is achieved in the work presented in
Chapter 7 of this thesis, by also covering the creation of the application sources and
the OS kick-start trigger, alongside the files already generated by RT-Druid.
To summarize, the ERIKA Enterprise RTOS, and all related OSEK constructs were
introduced in this section. The given overview on processing entities, OS services,
conformance classes, schedulers, kernel configuration mechanisms and the system
generation and build process is a prerequisite to port ERIKA Enterprise to a designed
automotive-flavor VP, as detailed in Chapter 5.

2.5 Multi-Domain Co-Simulation Standards
Recalling Section 1.2.7, multi-domain co-simulation was envisioned for connecting
and joining all previously introduced distinct virtual ecosystems. Thus, the first step
was to choose a standard that fits best to the target purpose and application area.

2.5.1 Comparison of Standards
The most important criterion was to select a standard that is tool-agnostic and thus
technology-independent, yet widespread and supported by a large number of simulation frameworks. High co-simulation efficiency was a further selection criterion to
avoid that the simulation orchestration becomes a performance bottleneck. Moreover,
to facilitate the compliance of simulation tools and models to the target standard, its
co-simulation API had to be as compact and as straightforward as possible. Lastly, a
centralized orchestration was envisioned for overall co-simulation control.
Considering all these requirements, state-of-the-art standards were captured and
carefully analyzed. Yet, since a complete description of the compared standard would
go beyond the extent of this chapter, details are provided in Appendix A.5. From
all these possibilities the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) [34, 136, 137] was selected, a lightweight, open-source, tool-independent specification, also considered the
de facto simulation interoperability standard for automotive applications. The objective of FMI is to interconnect hierarchical systems and to support a fully simulationbased development and testing environment. Lastly, an in-depth description of FMI
is presented next to underline its applicability for the envisioned simulation system.

2.5.2 Introduction to FMI
The general aim of FMI is to provide a fully simulation-based development and testing environment for composite virtual devices, consisting of multiple coupled subsystems of different tools and vendors. The resulting co-simulation system allows
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coupling arbitrary models to it, thus overcoming the inflexibility of individual, pointto-point connection approaches. This concept has made FMI the de facto standard
for loosely-coupled multi-domain co-simulation, especially in the automotive sector.
In this thesis, FMI is utilized to interconnect all introduced tools and models beyond
their boundaries in a standardized manner. The mechanisms of FMI are detailed next.
2.5.2.1 Basic Simulation Principles
Firstly, the FMI standard comes in two flavors: FMI for model exchange and for cosimulation [137]. The intention of the former is to provide a generic environment for
models to be easily integrated and used in external modeling ecosystems. Following
the latter, a standard interface is provided for coupling simulation tools and models
in a co-simulation environment, which are then executed independently from each
other. Although both flavors have parts in common, only the FMI interface for cosimulation was used in this thesis, as this serves the foreseen purpose.
Generally, FMI defines a master-slave co-simulation principle, where a central
master is responsible for the communication, data exchange, synchronization and
execution control of multiple slave modules. Although the standard declares these
roles of the FMI master, it does not lay down a reference implementation for so-called
master algorithms [137] to orchestrate the co-simulation. Thus, the work in this thesis
presents a custom-tailored FMI co-simulation controller, presented in Section 4.3.
Each FMI slave, also commonly referred to as a Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU),
encapsulates a target model following the light-weight FMI C-API [137]. For visualizing the basic principles of FMI, Figure 2.4 is used in the following. Firstly, FMUs are
bundles in the form of an .fmu archive, containing the following elements:

•

An FMI Model Description XML, including basic properties of an FMU and the
definition of all exposed variables, i.e., its external interface. An excerpt of such a
file is shown in Figure 2.4a, while a full example is given in Appendix C.

•

The FMU model instance in the form of source code (.c and .h files) and/or a
precompiled binary (.dll or .so), implementing the FMI API Functions [137]. An
exemplified illustration of a model instance is depicted in Figure 2.4b, while a
thorough overview of the implemented API function follows in Chapter 4.

•

Additional resources, e.g., third-party run-time library dependencies, configuration files (e.g., maps, tables), documentation, model icon, among others.

2.5.2.2 Tool and Model Coupling Options
The FMI standard defines two possible coupling options for FMUs: standalone and
tool-coupling. The former FMUs are self-contained, including the model, the simulator and all run-time dependencies, as depicted in Figure 2.5. Following this approach,
the FMI master can directly load the model binary into its own OS process. On the
other hand, tool-coupling FMUs are simple communication adapters, interacting with
a simulator that contains the target model, as shown in Figure 2.6. Herein, the FMI
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master and the adapter are encapsulated in Process j, while Inter-Process Communication (IPC) is used to interact with the target tool separated in Process i. Since both
coupling options have directed use cases, standalone as well as tool-coupling FMUs
are considered in this thesis.
2.5.2.3 Model Instantiation and Co-Simulation Execution
Now, Figure 2.4 is used again to clarify the general mechanisms of FMU instantiation and execution via an abstract example. In the illustration, two MBD frameworks
are considered, Tool X and Tool Y (Figure 2.4c and Figure 2.4f), which are capable
of creating models as FMUs. In this example, two types of models can be generated: A.fmu and B.fmu, shown in Figure 2.4d-e. Both follow the standard structure of
model content, as described earlier. In the depicted example, three model instances
are created: A.fmu →A1, A.fmu →A2, B.fmu →B1 (depicted in Figure 2.4g-i). The actual
instantiation is performed by the FMI Master, shown in Figure 2.4j. After instantiation,
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the system designer can determine connections between FMUs, which are established
and managed again by the master. These connections and the I/O ports of the involved models are denoted as virtual since the actual physical mock-up is manifested
exclusively via the FMI master (cf. Figure 2.4).
Next, the master instructs all involved slaves to initialize their states and starts
the simulation. Following the notation given by Urbina et al. [198], co-simulation
execution happens over discrete synchronization points in time, denoted as tci . Every
involved model is requested by the FMI master to execute its simulation until the
next point tci +1 . The advantage of this mechanism is that arbitrary Models of Computation (MoCs) can be supported by FMI, since model execution between two synchronization points is performed independently in the own environment. The time
between two communication points represents the communication step size, given as
hci = tci +1 - tci , which can be fixed or varying. Thus, at every synchronization point,
models are allowed to exchange data, which process is managed by the FMI master.
To summarize, this section introduced the most essential aspects of the FMI standard, envisioned as the basic communication and control interface of the ADAS prototyping ecosystem proposed in this thesis. Lastly, concrete model coupling solutions
are detailed in all future chapters, while a generic method to ensure compliance of
domain-specific simulation tools to FMI is presented in Chapter 5.

2.6 Synopsis
The essential preliminaries of the further parts of this thesis were introduced in this
chapter. In Section 2.1, the main features of Simulink were presented, as the MBD tool
of choice. Herein, the mechanisms related to code generation were also elaborated.
Afterward, driving simulators were compared in Section 2.2, and the introduction of
the selected Speed Dreams racing game was given. Next, virtual prototyping frameworks were compared in Section 2.3, followed by a deeper insight into SystemC and
the idea of TFTs. Subsequently, the chosen virtual prototyping frameworks of Synopsys and GreenSoCs were introduced. Automotive RTOS standards were compared
in Section 2.4, followed by the introduction of OSEK via the ERIKA Enterprise implementation. Afterward, multi-domain co-simulation standards were elaborated in
Section 2.5. Finally, the most essential mechanism of FMI were introduced.
In the following chapter, a thorough evaluation of related scientific efforts is presented and a comparison to the proposed ADAS prototyping flow is given.

Chapter 3

Related Work

The main goal of coupling various simulation ecosystems is to achieve closed-loop
interoperability between distinct tools and models for covering multiple aspects of
system properties that have a strong influence on each other. As this research topic has
been continuously pursued in the past decades, the motivation behind this chapter is
to investigate and provide a thorough summary of the scientific efforts of this area.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Fundamental research efforts
of simulation systems are summarized in Section 3.1. Next, scientific achievements
with regards to integrating Virtual Platforms (VPs) into co-simulation systems are
presented in Section 3.2. Comprehensive automotive multi-domain co-simulation solutions are enumerated and compared in Section 3.3. Subsequently, model-based
vehicle dynamics design efforts are summarized in Section 3.4, with the focus on the
multi-scale simulation approach. Afterward, various research aspects of multi-scale
ADAS code generation are presented in Section 3.5. Lastly, the chapter is concluded
with a summary in Section 3.6.

3.1 Fundamental Simulation-Based Research Activities
One of the earliest examples of simulator coupling was already published in 1997 by
Wünsche et al. [214]. The authors illustrated an integrative solution to interconnect
the ANSYS [174] and Saber [176] frameworks to accomplish thorough microsystem
design. The former tool is originally a linear and non-linear solver for arbitrary engineering applications, while the latter is a circuit and system simulator. This multidomain coupling solution aimed at evaluating thermal properties of circuitry.
In later years, various novel approaches arose with the focus on improving the
development of miscellaneous automotive applications by ad hoc simulator integration. For instance, Schumacher et al. [169] aimed at modeling traffic situations and
the arising network load to estimate their impact on car-to-x communication. In their
approach, the OMNeT++ [152] network simulation library was coupled in a closedloop manner to the SUMO [83] traffic simulator for modeling the interdependencies
between them.
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In several subsequent works, solutions for ad hoc controller to controlled system
coupling were also realized. For instance, Mendoza et al. [130] proposed a framework to directly integrate SystemC controller models into Simulink for the verification of signal processing applications. In a later work, Zhang et al. [218] presented
a more advanced solution and evaluated their methodology via automotive applications. The authors presented a SystemC-based virtual prototyping approach to model
the network layer, sensors and actuators, and the physical environment via Simulink.
Following their technique, executable models can be generated from within Simulink
to be interconnected with the SystemC world using the S-functions API (cf. Section 2.1.2.2).
All previously presented works indicate that simulator integration is already a
proven technique for deepening the simulation scope of various applications, including automotive systems. Yet, all introduced works rely on point-to-point coupling
solutions, which are time consuming and error prone to develop, as well as lack scalability since target interfaces have to be created individually. Thus, to overcome these
complications, Wawrzik et al. [207] introduced a more generic solution by automatically generating model and tool specific interconnects from a system-level description.
In a similar, yet more advanced set of works, Kuhn et al. [119, 120] introduced
the FERAL framework. This system-level modeling and simulation infrastructure has
laid down the cornerstones of a scalable co-simulation approach. Even though all
models are required to be implemented via the specific representation of FERAL,
the tool can generate their functional executables and generic interconnects between
them. Furthermore, the simulation control facility of the framework allows to mix
heterogeneous Models of Computation (MoCs), e.g., continuous-time and discrete
event-based models. However, the limitation of FERAL lies in the requirement of
integrating and reimplementing target models into its specific environment. This
restricts the usage of third-party models and applications, which might go beyond
the modeling capabilities of FERAL.
Simulation interoperability standards solve this issue by providing explicit interfaces for tools and models to comply with, without any internal contentual restrictions. Among them, the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) [34, 136, 137] has become
the de facto specification for loosely-coupled vehicular multi-domain co-simulation
systems, as detailed in Section 2.5.1. However, this degree of freedom requires the
tool or model provider to adapt applications with arbitrary MoCs to the given standard. Thus, to validate the feasibility of such a requirement, the FMI co-simulation
concept was thoroughly examined by the scientific community. For instance Broman
et al. [36] presented comprehensive guidelines to ensure simulation determinism
and proposed control mechanisms to achieve it. Moreover, numerous further works
investigated co-simulation possibilities of continuous-time vs. discrete event-based
Functional Mock-up Units (FMUs) [37, 38, 141, 142, 164]. Such contributions have
continuously improved FMI since its creation. This is underlined with the fact that
the latest preliminary feature list of the upcoming version of FMI (v3.0 [136]) foresees
integrating concepts for hybrid MoCs into the standard.
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3.2 Integrating Virtual Platforms into FMI-Based
Co-Simulation Systems
In Chapter 4 of this thesis a significant scientific effort is presented to couple discreteevent HW/SW simulation systems to continuous-time physical vehicle models via
standard co-simulation. Yet, several approaches emerged for this purpose, targeting the closed-loop co-simulation of automotive control systems and their vehicular
environment. A summary of the most relevant scientific works is given in Table 3.1.
Krammer et al. [117] presented a thorough standalone FMI-based coupling method
specifically for SystemC Analog and Mixed-Signal (AMS) simulation models [12]. The
work focused on the low-level modeling traits of SystemC AMS, rather than the Transaction Level Modeling (TLM) style targeted in this thesis. This involved working on
the level of signals on the FMI-SystemC boundary, which possibly results in a performance penalty. The authors evaluated their approach by modeling a vehicle battery
system and a charge controller, both modeled in SystemC AMS and co-simulated as
FMU subsystems. The controller was modeled functionally, rather than in form of a
full-fledged digital HW/SW simulation, as presented in this thesis.
In a further work, Attarzadeh-Niaki et al. [21] presented a fully SystemC-managed
co-simulation environment. In this approach, individual simulation models were created in their specifically provided environment, and FMI was used on the lowest level
for co-simulation. The novelty of their approach is using Software-in-the-Loop (SiL)
controller models in the form of SystemC threads that are executed periodically with
a user-defined duration, thus mimicking tasks. Although this methodology does not
include Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) based VP models as in this thesis, the used
SiL approach can improve overall simulation performance even though by sacrificing
accuracy. Lastly, the authors presented the capabilities of their framework system by
demonstrating a cruise control prototyping use case.
Centomo et al. [51] focused on integrating discrete-event SystemC models as
tool-coupling FMUs (cf. Section 2.5.2.2). The main advantage of their work is the
generic way of extracting the I/O interface of SystemC modules to be used for FMI
model description and the generation of a communication and control proxy. Yet,
the authors stated that it is not possible to create standalone FMUs as this would
require modifications to the SystemC kernel. In this thesis a generic solution for both
FMU coupling methods is presented without any alternation to the kernel. Lastly,
their work was evaluated by co-simulating a SystemC resistor-capacitor circuit with a
heating resistance model generated from the JModelica.org [139] Model-Based Design
(MBD) tool (cf. Appendix A.1). The controller is a simplified temperature manager
without digital HW/SW models, opposed to the work presented in this thesis.
In contrast to the related scientific works summarized in Table 3.1, the methodology detailed in Chapter 4 covers both standard ways of FMI integration and coupling
of SystemC-based ISS-driven VPs. Herein, both the standalone and tool-coupling approaches are thoroughly examined and exemplified via prototype systems. Lastly, the
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Table 3.1:

Comparison of the most predominant FMI-SystemC coupling approaches

Author(s)

Year

Instruction set
simulation

FMI tool coupling
methodology

FMI standalone
methodology

Krammer et al. [117]

2015

✗

✗

✓

Attarzadeh-Niaki et al. [21]

2015

✗

✗

✓

Centomo et al. [51]

2016

✗

✓

✗

This work [45, 46]

2015/16

✓

✓

✓

frameworks are evaluated by co-simulating ADAS control applications as executed by
the particular VPs together with physical vehicle models in an FMI-based system.
Compared to all aforementioned scientific efforts, the approach in this thesis additionally presents the design of a custom-tailored FMI co-simulation controller as a
contribution, detailed in Section 4.3. As elaborated in Section 2.5.2.1, the roles of such
an FMI master are co-simulation orchestration, covering communication, control and
synchronization of multiple slave modules. Nevertheless, numerous other scientific
contributions arose, as well as full-fledged tools were designed for the implementation
of FMI-based control algorithms and even complete simulation backplanes.
For instance, Bastian et al. proposed the EAS Master, a standalone, multi-platform,
simulator-coupling FMI backplane [29]. The composed prototype provides several algorithms for simulation coordination with fixed step size. Moreover, the authors used
OpenMP [151] to execute the co-simulation in a parallel fashion, whenever possible.
In a subsequent work, Van Acker et al. [13] presented a framework to generate
FMI master algorithms (cf. Section 2.5.2.1) that are specifically tailored for a target
co-simulation run. For this purpose, the authors provided a description language
where essential algorithmic properties can be explicitly captured. The instantiated
master algorithms were then optimized for run-time performance with respect to the
provided ideal communication step size of each slave module, regardless of the MoC.
In further works, Awais et al. [24, 25, 26] proposed to combine the advantages
of FMI and the state-of-the-art High Level Architecture (HLA) [58, 102] co-simulation
standard (cf. Appendix A.5). The authors readjusted an open-source implementation
of an HLA simulation controller to orchestrate FMI-based co-simulations.
The dominance of FMI in the automotive community is indicated by the numerous open-source and commercial tools that support FMU model export or master
functionality. For instance, PyFMI [140] is an open-source, light-weight and crossplatform Python-based master implementation, also integrated into the JModelica.org
[139] modeling environment. Furthermore, a multitude of commercial FMI masters
have been developed in recent years, which echoes the interest of the automotive
industry as well. Predominant examples are, Dymola from Dassault Systémes [59],
VEOS from dSPACE [67], ICOS from Virtual Vehicle [203] and Virtual Engine from
FEV [79], among many others. According to the official FMI website [136], currently
more than 50 tools provide master functionality among the total of 90 frameworks
supporting model import or export and master-slave mechanisms in any way.
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Comparison of different multi-domain co-simulation ecosystems

Author(s)

Year

FMI-based
co-simulation

Driving
simulators

SystemC-based Near real-time
virtual platforms execution

Wehner et al. [208]

2013

✗

✓

✓

✗

Schneider et al. [165]

2014

✓

✓

✗

N/A

Urbina et al. [198, 199]

2015/16

✓

✗

✓

✗

Janßen et al. [109]

2016

✗

✓

✗

✗

Raffaëlli et al. [160]

2016

✗

✓

✓

N/A

Safar et al. [163]

2018

✓

✗

✓

N/A

This work [43, 44]

2018/19

✓

✓

✓

✓

3.3 Automotive Multi-Domain Co-Simulation
Ecosystems
Beyond the base technologies for model integration into standard co-simulation environments, several approaches emerged for simulation-driven ADAS prototyping by
joining a multitude of domain-specific tools to reap their combined benefits. A summary of the most significant scientific efforts in this regard is depicted in Table 3.2.
Herein, the requirements for FMI-based co-simulation, the use of full-fledged driving
simulators and SystemC-based VPs, as well as near real-time simulation execution
were set as prerequisites for an effective heterogeneous framework system.
In an early work, Wehner et al. [208] presented the development flow of an adaptive cruise control application by ad hoc coupling the Xilinx Zynq-7000 VP of Cadence
[48] to the Foerst driving simulator [80] (cf. Appendices A.2-A.3). The aim of the authors was to achieve seamless transitioning of the target ADAS SW between a VP and
a real prototyping HW. In their approach, applications were managed and executed
by an off-the-shelf embedded Linux distribution, integrated on the virtual and the
real device. The authors also recognized that this solution lacks real-time guarantees,
required by most safety-critical ADAS. Lastly, simulation performance measurements
indicated that 1 s of simulation time was executed in around 5.3 s of wall clock time,
thus limiting the interactive ADAS test driving capability of the framework.
In a later work, Schneider et al. [165] presented an FMI-based co-simulation system, consisting of the IPG Carmaker [106] driving environment (cf. Appendix A.2)
and a functional ADAS simulator. This SiL approach was used to develop a dynamic
headlight adjustment unit. The main contribution of the work lies in the SW automation flow from an MBD tool to a co-simulation model or embedded code.
In later works, Urbina et al. [198, 199] coupled the VEOS tool of dSPACE to
a custom SystemC and later to a gem5 [32] based communication model (cf. Appendix A.3). The aim of the work was to provide a time-triggered network communication layer to refine task timing annotation. During the prototyping process of
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an anti-lock brake system, performance measurements implied that 1 s of simulation
time was executed in 16.4 s of wall clock time, making interactive testing unfeasible.
Janßen et al. [109] introduced a university lab exercise for ADAS development.
The assembled prototyping system could realize a closed-loop interconnection of the
LabVIEW [146] tool (cf. Appendix A.1) and the previously mentioned Foerst driving simulator over an ad hoc TCP/IP-based coupling solution. Herein, assemblerprogrammed control applications were executed by a simplified ISS within LabVIEW.
More importantly, Raffaëlli et al. [160] used a combination of simulation frameworks to validate a lane departure warning and an emergency brake assist system. In
the presented approach, the Pro-SiVIC [69] driving environment was coupled over a
test automation server to the Rabbits [86] VP for closed-loop simulation (cf. Appendices A.2-A.3). The focus of the work was to perform a comprehensive model-based
testing via the co-simulation infrastructure. Although performance numbers were not
reported in the presented work, since the VP was used in an octa-core setup, the anticipated scalability gap likely causes a major simulation efficiency degradation. Thus,
although the setup is conceptually similar to the co-simulation system described in
Chapter 5 of this thesis, it may not reach the same performance.
Lastly, Safar et al. [163] presented a comprehensive, heterogeneous co-simulation
system containing a multitude of FMU submodels to represent a partial virtual vehicle. The proposed framework system incorporates the following tools and models:

•

An engine control Virtual Electronic Control Unit (VECU) modeled as a Mentor
Vista [131] VP, which executes a full Real-Time Operating System (RTOS)

•

A dashboard ECU for user control

•

A transmission controller ECU modeled via the Vector CANoe [201] residual bus
simulation framework

•

A physical brake system simulation module

The authors proposed a SystemC-based FMI master for this system, i.e., embedding the functionality of the co-simulation controller within the VP. I/O changes
were propagated in an event-driven SystemC communication mechanism. Although
the internal coupling is similar to the approach presented in this thesis, it is expected
that a TLM-based master module strongly decreases simulation performance. Even
though speed numbers were not reported, an FMI step size on the granularity of TLM
transactions likely imposes a major additional synchronization and control overhead.
In contrast to the related scientific efforts summarized in Table 3.2, the framework
system presented in Chapter 5 provides a comprehensive virtual ADAS prototyping
environment. The work combines the benefits of model-based design, driving simulators and VPs, and uses standard FMI-based coupling to overcome the inflexibility
of ad hoc point-to-point connection solutions. The main novelty of the proposed work
lies in the developed GreenSoCs-based [88] (cf. Section 2.3.5) network-distributed
multi-core VP, which is used to explore non-functional properties of ADAS. In contrast to previous works, the platform implements advanced technologies for accurate
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and fast simulation. Moreover, the VP integrates the ERIKA Enterprise [74, 82] automotive RTOS (cf. Section 2.4.2) to provide hard real-time guarantees for safety-critical
ADAS applications. Lastly, the proposed full co-simulation system can reach near
real-time execution speeds, allowing to interactively include a developer in the ADAS
test driving process. To the best knowledge of the author, these aspects have not yet
been addressed by other scientific efforts.

3.4 Multi-Scale Model-Based Vehicle Dynamics Design
As stated in Section 1.4, the next step after laying down the mentioned multi-domain
co-simulation system is to provide a top-level model-based vehicle dynamics code
generation facility. Since this topic has been well established over the past several
decades, numerous scientific and industry efforts have served as an inspiration for
the created vehicle dynamics package, for which details are presented in Chapter 6.
Computer-aided design and the first simulation technologies for vehicular applications reach back to the 1970s. At that time, research efforts were oriented rather
toward the vehicle handling performance of the driver, as presented, for example,
by Lincke et al. [126]. It was until the mid 1980s that the first driving simulators
and motion platforms were created for the purpose of vehicle development, as exemplified by Drosdol et al. [64] via the Daimler-Benz simulator. Then, in the early
1990s, the first mature vehicle dynamics modeling packages were designed, such as
the FASIM library by Bosch, presented by Schnelle et al. and later extended by Hiller
et al. [97, 98, 166]. FASIM is one of the earliest hierarchical simulation packages for
nonlinear vehicle dynamics, including various component models designed on different abstraction levels. Later on, the system has reached the maturity to assist ADAS
development, as presented by Adamski and Ward et al. [14, 206]. Such early projects
have paved the way for multi-scale vehicle dynamics modeling and utilization for
rapid ADAS prototyping.
At this point, the importance of modeling accuracy of vehicle dynamics and the
underlying driving environment were recognized, since the design of ADAS control
algorithms relies heavily on these factors. The rather conservative approach is to simply avoid modeling such traits and conduct Vehicle-in-the-Loop (ViL) tests directly.
This method was and still is predominant in the automotive industry. However, since
such test methods are extremely time consuming and thus costly, ViL validation has
been shifted to the final phases of ADAS design and integration in recent years.
This paradigm shift can also be explained with the rise of less costly, semi-virtual
test methodologies, such as the so-called vehicle-hardware-in-the-loop validation, proposed by Gietelink et al. [85]. Herein, an instrumented test-bench vehicle was included in the ADAS evaluation process, augmented by HW set top boxes and a virtual driving environment, representing a laboratory alternative to ViL. Over time, this
approach was replaced with even more cost-effective alternatives; a combination of
advanced fully virtual driving simulators and mature model-based vehicle dynamics
packages, representing a Virtual Vehicle-in-the-Loop (VViL) ADAS test methodology.
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Table 3.3:

Comparison of multi-scale vehicle dynamics code generation approaches

Author(s)

Year

Multi-domain
co-simulation

Multi-scale
models

Model-based Environment in
code generation driving simulator

Chretien et al. [56]

2013

✗

N/A

✗

✓

Li et al. [125]

2013

✗

N/A

✗

✓

Abdelgawad et al. [9, 10]

2014

✗

✓

✓

✓

Artuñedo et al. [19]

2015

✗

✗

✓

✓

This work [47]

2017

✓

✓

✓

✓

One of the first progressive research efforts in this regard was presented by von
Neumann-Cosel et al. [204]. The authors introduced the essential base technologies
of the Virtual Test Drive simulation tool, commercialized later by VIRES [202]. Such
comprehensive solutions have laid down the foundations of vehicle dynamics to be
used in virtual driving environments for the purpose of ADAS prototyping.
With such technologies in place, subsequent research efforts have been directed
toward extending model-based vehicle dynamics design, including the approach in
this thesis. An overview of the most relevant related scientific works is summarized in
Table 3.3. As can be noted, the requirements for multi-domain co-simulation, multiscale vehicle dynamics modeling, model-based code generation and the use of driving
simulator environments were set as prerequisites for an effective framework.
In the work presented by Chretien et al. [56] an ad hoc tool coupling solution
was introduced between Simulink and the SiVIC driving simulator [69]. The former
MBD tool was used to design predefined driving scenarios and to observe the vehicle
state evolution. The latter framework was then used for tests with a real driver in
the loop. Sensor and environment models and a complete parametrizable vehicle
dynamics module are provided by the SiVIC framework. The goal of the authors was
to examine the effects of vehicle dynamics on ADAS control behavior. For evaluation,
two ADAS applications were used: a lane keeping assist system and an embedded
stability control.
In a further work, Li et al. [125] presented a more intricate virtual environment,
consisting of multiple tools: Simulink for ADAS development, the PreScan [184] simulator for test driving and CarSim [129] for modeling vehicle dynamics. The latter
tool also allows the integration of user-created multi-body dynamics models.
Subsequently, Hassan et al. introduced the TRAFFIS driving simulator in multiple
works [92, 93, 94]. This framework is a Simulink-based environment for the generation
of highly configurable, task-specific driving simulators. In later works, Abdelgawad
et al. [9, 10] presented a vehicle dynamics extension to TRAFFIS. Herein, multiple vehicle dynamics models were implemented and exported via one of the real-time targets of Simulink. However, the authors noted that the adaptation of model interfaces
required certain manual effort, which might be error-prone, demanding and inflexible for more significant changes. The authors also suggested to model and generate
traffic, track and environment properties from within the MBD tool, so that only the
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3D visualization remains for an external framework. Yet, it is strongly suggested that
a clear separation is present between modeling vehicle dynamics and establishing the
driving environment. Thus, the system designer is not unnecessarily burdened with
creating the complete simulation environment from scratch, but leaves this task to a
dedicated driving simulator. Lastly, to evaluate their approach, the authors presented
the prototyping of two ADAS: an emergency brake and a steering assist system.
Artuñedo et al. [19] detailed a similar approach to bridge the gap between traffic and vehicle dynamics simulators. The authors presented a Simulink-based code
generation facility to instantiate comprehensive simulation environments. Special attention was paid here to configurable vehicle dynamics. However, this mechanism
cannot be considered as multi-scale. The generated submodules can be co-simulated
via UDP over Ethernet, which is rather a point-to-point coupling solution. Lastly, two
cruise control application variants were utilized to evaluate their approach.
In contrast to the related scientific efforts summarized in Table 3.3, the proposed
framework in this thesis (cf. Chapter 6) incorporates model-based design alongside
fully automated code generation and component interconnection. The framework allows the vehicle dynamics package to be coupled over multi-domain co-simulation
with a driving simulator to perform ADAS evaluation via virtual test drives. Moreover, the designed code generator supports multi-scale vehicle dynamics design, allowing to assemble co-existing models that aim at testing specific ADAS applications.
This feature also enables the possibility to trade off simulation execution speed and
modeling accuracy. Lastly, the resulting setup ensures environmental consistency between the model-based vehicle dynamics in Simulink and the target driving simulator,
which is essential for thorough ADAS design.

3.5 Multi-Scale ADAS Code Generation
Recalling Section 1.4, the final step after implementing all previously mentioned subsystems is to establish a top-level ADAS code generation facility. To support modelbased rapid ADAS prototyping, the tool was designed as a Simulink-plugin. Its focus
was set on the formerly introduced Target Language Compiler (TLC) mechanism (cf.
Section 2.1.2.2) to completely circumvent the necessity of manual efforts in the code
generation and integration process. Moreover, ADAS export was envisioned to support different model abstraction levels as follows:

•

Untimed, functional co-simulation models that are compliant with FMI

•

Models in the form of Timed Functional Tasks (TFTs) - cf. Section 2.3.3

•

Models exported as real-time embedded code for final (virtual) HW integration

The significant benefit of such a multi-scale feature is to have the ability to trade off
simulation speed vs. accuracy in different stages of ADAS development. Lastly, a
“one-model” approach was followed, so that a single model is refined over different
prototyping steps, independently of the chosen export target. This capability has the
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utmost importance, since it avoids possible inconsistencies of maintaining multiple
co-existing variants of a same initial ADAS application over the development process.
Although these requirements and anticipated characteristics seem highly specific
to a system, numerous scientific and commercial efforts were dedicated to addressing
some of them, which are introduced in the following sections.

3.5.1 Model-Based FMU Generation
As soon as the FMI standard was published, several research efforts were oriented
toward generating FMUs from various MBD tools, with Simulink among them. The
earliest FMU import and export facilities for Simulink were created by Andersson
et al. [15], followed by Schubert et al. [168]. Both works aimed at interfacing the
proprietary S-Functions API of Simulink (cf. Section 2.1.2.2) with FMI API functions.
Later on, as the TLC facility of Simulink became more mature, the first comprehensive template-based code generation solutions were created. For instance, Lang
et al. [122, 123] presented a thorough solution for FMU export via the Embedded
Real-Time (ERT) code generator of Simulink (mentioned in Section 2.1.2.1).
In later works, Pussig et al. [159] presented a similar TLC-based FMU export facility. Beyond this, the authors performed implicit model transformations for reducing
the simulation effort for solvers. Such model-internal optimizations can provide substantial efficiency gain, and can also lead to the utilization of less complex solvers.
Such works have paved the way to native FMI support in Simulink from version
R2017b by integrating a comprehensive plugin of Modelon [138]. This fact highlights
again the importance of the FMI standard in the domain of model-based design tools.
The retargetable ADAS code generation facility, presented in Chapter 7 of this
thesis, implements a similar but more lightweight FMI export mechanism. In contrast
to previous works, this approach adds the possibility to model target specifics (e.g.,
congruent messaging) in an already early ADAS development stage.

3.5.2 Model-Based TFT Generation
The second code generation target focuses on TFTs. Recalling Section 2.3.3, this
representation plugs functional ADAS models as tasks into a Hardware Abstraction
Layer (HAL), and adds timing annotation for their execution. For the latter, simulation kernels or solvers are required that can explicitly consume portions of simulation
time. One prominent example for such an execution engine is the SystemC kernel.
Thus, numerous scientific works were conducted to examine how such a representation can be efficiently integrated into a SystemC-based environment.
One of the earliest predominant examples was presented by Yoo et al. [217]. In
this work, the authors introduced a methodology to integrate time-annotated application code into a simulation, modeled as SystemC constructs. Such early prototypes
have paved the way for mimicking SW constructs beyond application software, for
example, by modeling the dynamic behavior of OSs. Examples of this approach were
presented by Yi et al. [216], Gerstlauer et al. [84] and later by Hassan et al. [95]. All
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of these works aimed at modeling the dynamic behavior of RTOSs by following their
scheduling schemes and by applying timing analysis to mimic their detailed operation. Implementation-specific constructs, such as sc_thread primitives, were used to
encapsulate RTOS tasks, and explicit calls to sc_wait were utilized to annotate their
execution times.
More progressively, Kempf et al. [112] introduced the concept of Virtual Processing Units (VPUs) to extend the idea of SW virtualization on multi-core platforms.
Such VPUs are instrumented wrappers of application tasks, augmented by timingannotated state machines to model mutual interaction and OS preemption, among
other features. The presented framework facilitated the spatial and temporal mapping of tasks on MPSoC platforms thus accelerating early design space exploration.
The proposed multi-scale ADAS code generator, presented in Chapter 7 of this
thesis, also integrates models as TFTs into abstract virtual Electronic Control Units
(ECUs). Although this solution does not model features to the same extent (e.g.,
task preemption), its key advantage lies in the “one-click” generation and VP-aimed
integration of TFTs, starting from a very high-level representation.

3.5.3 Model-Based RTOS Task Generation
The last and most detailed code generation target was envisioned to serve the needs
of reactive ADAS with hard real-time requirements. It aims at exporting models as
RTOS tasks, wrapping around embedded real-time code. Such tasks are generated
conforming to the OSEK standard, detailed in Section 2.4. This target is directed toward the final stages of ADAS prototyping where the most precise timing is required.
However, since the first version of the OSEK standard originates from 1994, a multitude of research and industry efforts were dedicated to supporting OSEK-conform
model-based ADAS design. Köster et al. [116] presented the first viable solution.
The authors integrated OSEK export features into the dSPACE TargetLink tool [66],
which is itself a Simulink plugin. The proprietary S-Functions API of Simulink were
used to implement the required functionality. Similarly to the conducted work described in Chapter 7, they also created a custom block set for OSEK constructs to
support user-guided code generation. For their evaluation, the authors assembled a
Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) setup with a HW board executing an OSEK system and
algorithms running in Simulink. Yet, the authors noted that certain essential reactive
mechanisms need to be shut down for the concept to work, such as system interrupts. In contrast, the work presented in Chapter 7 implicitly guarantees unchanged,
non-intrusive full-system execution by utilizing VPs.
Later on, as the TLC facility of Simulink became more mature, the first templatebased code generation solutions were developed. Balasubramanian et al. [28] and
later Zuo et al. [219] presented comparable initial approaches. Both works achieved
automated OSEK task code generation from Simulink models, together with further
OS constructs, e.g., a description file of the OSEK Implementation Language (OIL) (cf.
Section 2.4.2.4). In a further work, Wang et al. [205] proposed OS extensions, called
synchronous reactive modeling constructs, to be additionally generated beyond the
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Table 3.4:
Author(s)

Comparison of multi-scale ADAS code generation approaches

Year

FMU model
generation

Timed functional Automotive RTOS
task generation
code generation

One-model
approach

Han et al. [90]

2009

✗

✓

✗

✓

dSPACE [66, 67]

N/A

✓

✗1

✓

✗

This work [41]

2018

✓

✓

✓

✓

classical OSEK building blocks. The authors claimed that such a representation is
essential for embedded applications, and implemented a TLC-based Simulink plugin
alongside a custom block set to realize the proposed extensions.
Lastly, Simulink introduced native support for code generation toward a specific
RTOS variant, called Lynx Embedded OSEK, as early as 2001. Later on, as AUTOSAR
[22] has become the de facto successor of OSEK, the embedded coder package for
AUTOSAR was released and integrated into Simulink from version R2014b onward.
This plugin provides additional support to model AUTOSAR-specific constructs and
to generate compatible embedded real-time code from Simulink models.

3.5.4 Combined Solutions
The retargetable ADAS code generator, described in Chapter 7 of this thesis, proposes
a “one-click” generation of all previously presented export targets. Moreover, the
framework follows a “one-model” approach, i.e., ensuring modeling consistency and
seamless transitions from the highest MBD representation down to the real-time embedded SW. However, beyond the already presented works, several further scientific
efforts and industry-standard tools implement comparable combined mechanisms. A
summary of the most relevant approaches is presented in Table 3.4.
In a collection of publications, Han, Huang and Popovici et al. [90, 91, 100, 101,
154, 155, 156, 157] presented a combined framework system and a corresponding
comprehensive flow related to the work presented in Chapter 7. From this point on, all
these works are referred by the publication of Han et al. [90], which gives an excellent
overview of the complete system. The authors proposed a full MPSoC design flow
covering HW and SW, starting from an algorithm-level specification. Next, a special
Simulink-based unified representation served to model both the architectural and the
algorithmic aspects of the system. Finally, a retargetable code generation target was
used to export both HW and SW models in the form of SystemC constructs on three
levels of abstraction:

•

A virtual architecture model for rapid application prototyping

1 The

dSPACE tools provide a comprehensive SiL testing solution. The simulation abstraction level can be
configured to include the application software or even the complete target RTOS stack, until the HAL layer.
Although this solution reaches beyond the capabilities of TFTs, the lack of timing annotation in the underlying
run-time environment (e.g., in contrast to SystemC) makes the two approaches rather difficult to compare.
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•

A transaction-accurate model for architectural exploration and HAL assembly

•

A cycle-accurate representation for detailed system performance estimation
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The second exporter is comparable to the TFT generation approach, presented in
Chapter 7 of this thesis. The authors also followed a “one-model” idea, starting from
a common representation, performing stepwise system refinement via the presented
targets. However, the work of this thesis additionally supports rapid algorithmic
exploration via FMU code generation. Finally, the implemented OSEK system target
aims at the final stages of ADAS prototyping, which the work by Han et al. lacks.
Lastly, the commercial tools VEOS and TargetLink by dSPACE [66, 67] offer FMU
export for algorithmic exploration, and an OSEK target for embedded code generation. Moreover, they support the creation of VECUs, which are in their terminology
host-compiled target SW variants, abstracting away the complete HW via a virtualized
HAL. In contrast, the proposed TFTs only replace the CPU model within a VP, while
all peripherals remain untouched. Finally, the “one-model” approach and the unified
block set for retargetable code generation make the proposed framework unique and
more suitable for rapid ADAS prototyping than all previously presented systems.

3.6 Synopsis
In this chapter, research works were enumerated and detailed, which are related to
the scientific activities presented in this thesis.
First, fundamental simulation-based research activities were summarized in Section 3.1. Afterward, scientific achievements for integrating VPs into co-simulation
systems were compared in Section 3.2. As was concluded, the VP integration solution detailed in Chapter 4 can be considered unique compared to other related efforts.
State-of-the-art approaches fail either to address both FMI-based coupling possibilities
or to cover highly complex ISS-based digital VPs for ADAS execution.
Next, complete multi-domain co-simulation ecosystems were enumerated and
evaluated in Section 3.3. In contrast to the work presented in Chapter 5, other related scientific efforts either do not cover the integration of driving simulators or
full-fledged VPs, disregard using multi-domain co-simulation standards, or cannot
achieve near real-time execution performance. This again makes the research effort
described in Chapter 5 unique.
Subsequently, various works in the topic of model-based vehicle dynamics design
were covered in Section 3.4. Conversely to the scientific effort detailed in Chapter 6,
the presented approaches fail either to employ standard multi-domain co-simulation,
to enable multi-scale modeling, to achieve model-based code generation or to apply
the created vehicle dynamics in a driving simulator environment.
Lastly, research works concerning different aspects of ADAS code generation were
evaluated in Section 3.5. Herein, state-of-the-art approaches regarding co-simulation
model creation, TFT instantiation and RTOS task generation were covered in Sections 3.5.1-3.5.3. More importantly, combined solutions for all the aforementioned
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aspects were enumerated and compared in Section 3.5.4. As can be concluded, the
scientific effort described in Chapter 7 covers all previous features, while also enabling
the “one-model” approach beyond the state of the art.
As a summary, the research works detailed in Chapters 4-7 can be considered
unique as compared to related scientific efforts. Moreover, since these represent only
individual subsystems of the proposed fully virtual ADAS prototyping ecosystem (cf.
Section 1.4), the overall scientific contributions described in this thesis reach clearly
beyond the state of the art.
Starting with the following chapter, the technical achievements behind the proposed fully virtual ADAS prototyping ecosystem are presented.

Chapter 4

Virtual Hardware-in-the-Loop Testing
of ADAS via FMI
In this thesis, it is proposed to utilize virtual prototyping to extend the simulation
scope of ADAS to the embedded HW/SW level. Herein, Virtual Platforms (VPs) may
be used to explore beyond-functional system attributes, e.g., HW/SW partitioning,
task mapping, schedulability and dynamic worst-case execution time analysis, among
other features. Moreover, this technology provides highly promising ways to tackle
the complexity and functional safety issues of the in-vehicle digital infrastructure,
by maintaining full HW/SW visibility, debuggability, non-intrusive monitoring and
simulation determinism.
However, since vehicular simulation systems are highly heterogeneous, the capability to capture and integrate interactions beyond the HW/SW domain is of utmost
importance. Yet, VP frameworks are generally bound to their confined simulation
environment, i.e., external connectivity to other modeling ecosystems is highly limited. This restricts the utilization of virtual prototyping for the purpose of Virtual
Hardware-in-the-Loop (VHiL) testing and validation of ADAS.
To bridge this gap, methods are presented in this work for integrating VPs into
such complex multi-disciplinary simulation systems via the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI). As a positive side effect, since the envisioned holistic simulation approach covers cross-domain interactions between vehicular subsystems, the depth of
functional safety testing, and thus overall HW/SW system robustness, can be significantly increased. Lastly, recalling Section 1.4, the resulting framework represents the
first key infrastructural cornerstone in the bottom-up development of the envisioned
fully virtual ADAS prototyping ecosystem, proposed in this thesis.

Contributions
The research work described in this chapter is based on the publications presented in
[45, 46]1 , and its contributions are as follows:
1

Two available coupling methods are explored to integrate SystemC-based VPs
into heterogeneous multi-domain automotive simulation systems via FMI.

2

The evaluation of both coupling approaches is presented via different state-ofthe-art VPs that resemble automotive Electronic Control Units (ECUs).

1 All

figures, algorithms and tables of this chapter are adapted from the marked works © 2015 IEEE and
© 2016 Springer International Publishing AG
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3

The Parallel FMI (PFMI) master is introduced, featuring co-simulation orchestration, facilitated system assembly and evaluation, as well as the improvement of
ADAS robustness via system-level fault injection.

4

The resulting multi-domain co-simulation system is used for VHiL testing of
a set of safety-critical ADAS, as executed by the instrumented VPs. HW/SW
functional analysis is performed herein via practical test driving scenarios.

5

The advantages of system-level fault injection are demonstrated to address functional safety aspects and to increase overall HW/SW system robustness.

Outline
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The preliminaries of this work
are presented in Section 4.1, comparing the simulation principles, coupling structure,
model content, run-control and communication aspects of FMI and SystemC. Subsequently, both possible multi-domain connection methods are elaborated in Section 4.2.
Next, the aforementioned PFMI co-simulation master is introduced and detailed in
Section 4.3. Afterward, the experimental evaluation is presented in Section 4.4, including performance measurements and ADAS virtual test driving scenarios. Finally,
the chapter is concluded with a summary and discussion in Section 4.5.

4.1 Preliminaries
In order to achieve a successful interleaving between the FMI and SystemC worlds, it
is essential to understand the simulation principles behind them to detect and bridge
conceptual gaps. The key aspects are described in the following sections.

4.1.1 General Simulation Principles
FMI defines a master-slave co-simulation principle, with a central master orchestrating
multiple slave modules, also called Functional Mock-up Units (FMUs). Such slaves
encapsulate a certain co-simulation tool and/or model and implement the lightweight
FMI C-API [137]. Summarizing Section 2.5.2.1, an actual FMU is a bundle in the form
of an .fmu archive, containing the following elements:

•

Model description .xml: includes basic features and the I/O interface of the model

•

FMU model instance: in the form of source code and/or a precompiled binary

•

Model resources: third-party dependencies, configuration files, among others

Revisiting Section 2.5.2.2, FMUs can be either tool-coupling or standalone modules. The former FMUs are only communication adapters that interact with an actual
simulation tool, containing the target model and its execution engine. Following the
latter structure, FMUs are self-contained and encapsulate the model, the simulator
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and all required run-time dependencies, and can be thus executed autonomously. In
this chapter, solutions for VPs based on both coupling possibilities are proposed.
Looking back at Section 2.3.2, SystemC models exhibit a rather contrasting structure. VPs consist of the hierarchical description of HW modules and their interconnection in the form of C/C++ source files and model libraries, as well as the embedded
SW stack. Run-time library dependencies and the SystemC kernel have to be available
on the simulation host.

4.1.2 Instantiation and Initialization
To gain deeper understanding of the concrete co-simulation mechanisms, a more profound insight into the FMI standard is needed. Firstly, FMI provides dedicated functions to explicitly create FMUs. Next, model initialization is performed, which is
distributed over several intermediate steps, each encapsulated in an API function.
Shown in Figure 4.1, the calling sequence of these procedures is as follows:

•

fmi2Instantiate(...): This routine creates an FMU instance by specifying its
type, name, unique identifier, resources, callback functions and logging settings.

•

fmi2EnterInitializationMode(...): This function serves to notify an FMU to
perform the initialization of its internal model instance.

•

fmi2SetupExperiment(...): This procedure invokes the setup of the boundary
conditions of the model (if any) and fixes the simulation duration (tstart → tend ).

•

fmi2ExitInitializationMode(...): This function instructs the FMU instance to
finish its previously initiated initialization process.
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In contrast to FMI, the SystemC standard [11] defines the aforementioned actions
implicitly at simulation time, i.e., carried out by invoking the main(...) entry point
of the kernel. Depicted in Figure 4.2, the nested procedure call chain is as follows:

•

sc_elab_and_sim(...): Initializes the internal state of the SystemC kernel.

•

sc_main(...): This routine is the entry point of the SystemC user code. Within
this function, all SystemC modules are allocated (either on the stack or the heap),
signals, I/O ports, and further objects are created and their connection is done.

After initialization, the simulation run can start, as described in the next section.

4.1.3 Simulation Execution Control
The main conceptual difference between the FMI and the SystemC world lies in their
distinct Models of Computation (MoCs). FMI is aimed primarily at continuous-time
systems, described by ordinary differential equations. These are solved by numerical
integration methods as simulation time advances by either a variable or fixed time
step. Following the FMI C-API [137], the execution of an FMU for a user-defined time
is invoked by the fmi2DoStep(...) function. As indicated in Figure 4.1, this subroutine is called periodically by the FMI master until the simulation time is exceeded.
Conversely, SystemC supports a discrete event-driven simulation principle (cf.
Section 2.3.2). Here, the state of the modeled system changes at distinct points in
time. Simulation time leaps across such discrete timestamps, where pending events
are handled and their sensitive processes are executed. This mechanism is initiated
by the sc_start(...) routine, which executes the SystemC simulation either until its
termination is explicitly invoked or a user-provided time duration is exceeded.

4.1.4 Inter-Module Communication Aspects
Data exchange between FMUs takes places over type-specific API functions, denoted
as fmi2Get/Set(TYPE) in Figure 4.1. These are invoked by the FMI master after each
simulation step between interconnected FMUs. Herein, data propagation always happens over the master, which fetches an output value by calling the fmi2Get(TYPE) of
the origin, and then forwards it to the target by calling its fmi2Set(TYPE) function.
Conversely, SystemC modules within separate simulations cannot communicate
with each other. Yet, within one simulation, the standard offers diverse inter-module
communication blocks, e.g., signals, ports, exports, events, channels and interfaces.

4.1.5 Termination
After a completed execution, the termination of the simulation is invoked. As shown
in Figure 4.1, the FMI API provides multiple functions to explicitly destroy FMUs:

•

fmi2Terminate(...): This subroutine notifies the FMU instance that the simulation execution was terminated (e.g., either explicitly or tend was exceeded).
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fmi2FreeInstance(...): This function serves to deallocate the reserved memory
and other allocated resources of a model, and to unload the FMU instance.

In contrast, SystemC simulation runs are either implicitly terminated, whenever tend
was exceeded or explicitly halted by calling the sc_stop(...) routine (seen in Figure 4.2). At termination, sc_main(...) returns to its caller(s) inferring the implicit
cleanup of all SystemC constructs and the state of the kernel accordingly.

4.2 Coupling Methodology
After the deeper examination of the basic simulation principles of FMI and SystemC,
possible synergies were identified to bridge the gap between their MoCs. As can be
concluded from the comparison, a consent may be reached by interleaving the two
distinct coupling methods, for which possible solutions are proposed in this section.

4.2.1 Tool-Coupling FMU Design Flow for Virtual Platforms
Following the tool-coupling approach (cf. Section 4.1.1), the idea of a SystemC FMU
Adapter is now proposed. This communication module is envisioned to implement all
FMI API functions and to interconnect them with SystemC routines as follows:

•

It needs to prepare the VP for simulation at instantiation time. This involves:
• Exposing specified SystemC I/O interconnects of a platform to the co-simulation and thus to the FMI master.
• Requesting the initialization of the internal state of the SystemC kernel.
• Specifying the SystemC time base and fast-forwarding the current simulation
time to the first delta cycle (cf. Section 2.3.2).

•

Next, the SystemC simulation execution needs to be orchestrated according to the
principles of FMI. Thus, the envisioned module needs to execute simulation and
communication intervals one by one, i.e., by calling sc_start(...) with the step
size requested by the FMI master.

•

The module also needs to provide a data exchange mechanism between the VP
and the FMI master. Internally, the fmi2Get/Set(TYPE) functions need to be interconnected to specific constructs that can access the I/O of the VP.

•

Next, the adapter needs to invoke sc_stop(...) to terminate the simulation run.
Lastly, all explicitly allocated SystemC objects need to be cleaned up.

To put these requirements into practice, a tool-coupling VP FMU generation framework was created, based on the Synopsys Platform Architect (PA) tool [175, 179, 182],
introduced in Section 2.3.4. To recapitulate, PA is a graphical environment for bottomup VP assembly from either custom or off-the-shelf system components. The final
goal was to achieve a “one-click” SystemC FMU Adapter generation from within PA,
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after the assembly and the specification of co-simulation properties of a VP. This also
allows the use of the advanced debugging facilities of the Synopsys infrastructure.
Thus, first the interconnection possibilities and the platform design and export
flow of PA were analyzed. For platforms created using PA, the Synopsys infrastructure provides the Virtualizer System Interface (VSI) [178] for external integration. VSI
is a library that implements mechanisms for synchronization and data exchange between Synopsys VPs and several other simulation tools (e.g., Simulink). The exposure
of I/O can be achieved via dedicated VSI connector blocks, which have to be instantiated both in the VP and the external tool. Thus, VSI can be rather considered a
point-to-point coupling solution. Nevertheless, its capabilities have the potential to be
reused to achieve a flexible, generic co-simulation (e.g., through FMI).
A simplified block diagram of the platform export workflow and the tool-coupling
VP FMU generation framework is shown in Figure 4.3. After a platform design was
completed in PA (indicated in Figure 4.3a), the developer may select the I/O ports of
the VP to be exposed toward the co-simulation environment. The exposure is achieved
by instantiating and connecting VSI blocks to signals or ports of the VP that shall be
externally accessible. Next, the complete virtual HW/SW system is exported into one
simulation executable via PA. This procedure also generates a flattened Platform Properties description file that contains, for example, the top-level hierarchical description
of all HW components, as well as their interconnection, among other features. Many
of the included attributes are extracted to create the FMU model description file via
the XML Properties Converter module of the FMU generation framework (depicted in
Figure 4.3b). The final generated model description file contains basic features of the
tool-coupling VP FMU, as well as the most essential co-simulation properties, which
are required by the FMI master. Such attributes include the instance name, data types
and direction of the instantiated VSI I/O blocks, model variables, the possibility of a
variable step size setting and whether it can roll back a simulation step, among many
others. Lastly, the Shared Library Creator generates the SystemC FMU Adapter (indicated
in Figure 4.3c), which will act as the tool-coupling module between the simulation
tool executing the model and the FMI master.
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The introduced flow and the corresponding generation framework enable a quick
and convenient VP FMU creation. Generally, the tool-coupling method is aimed at
co-simulation models that require a standalone underlying simulator (e.g., more compound frameworks). The limitation of the approach is I/O handling with VSI connector blocks, mostly because it needs extra added modules in the VP that would not
be included normally. These extra blocks may induce extra events to be processed by
the SystemC kernel, which might also affect simulation performance.

4.2.2 Standalone FMU Design Flow for Virtual Platforms
In an alternative approach, the standalone coupling method was also examined (cf.
Section 4.1.1). Here the goal was to encapsulate VPs as FMUs that are independent
from specific toolchains on the simulation host, and can thus be distributed and executed with minimal integration effort. This would facilitate the inclusion of HW/SW
models into more comprehensive heterogeneous full vehicle simulation systems.
Thus, the implementation of the standalone VP FMU approach was performed
next, resulting in the infrastructure shown in Figure 4.4. First, a SystemC Simulation
Entry module was required, concerned with the allocation and deallocation of all SystemC constructs at creation or destruction time. This block is also responsible for
connecting signals and ports, if not performed already by a top-level entity. Next,
the previous adapter module was replaced by a SystemC Domain Controller that implements the FMI API and forwards calls to SystemC as follows:

•

It initializes the SystemC kernel and initiates the construction of SystemC objects.

•

Afterward, it fast forwards the simulation to the first delta cycle by invoking
sc_start(SC_ZERO_TIME).

•

It performs a step-based simulation run-control, based on the step size requested
by the FMI master, via periodic calls to sc_start(t FMIstep ).

•

It implements the I/O exchange mechanism between the FMI master (and thus
other FMUs) and peripheral devices of the VP, as detailed in Section 4.2.2.1.

•

It triggers a platform reset by reinitializing the state of the kernel and resetting all
SystemC components, if requested by the fmi2Reset(...) API function.

•

It calls sc_stop(...) explicitly if the FMI master invokes fmi2Terminate(...)
before the end of the simulation tend is exceeded.

•

Lastly, it requests the destruction of SystemC constructs and cleans up the kernel.

4.2.2.1 Inter-Domain Communication
At this point, a new approach was implemented to provide an alternative to the
aforementioned connector blocks, so that VPs do not require extensions via additional SystemC constructs. Depicted in Figure 4.4, the new mechanism relies on an
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Inter-Domain Peripheral Acquisition component. This is a global registry that automatically enrolls user-selected platform peripherals to the SystemC Domain Controller to
be directly exposed toward the FMI-based co-simulation. Furthermore, the mechanism also enables the system designer to select predefined or implement custom I/O
buffering strategies. In this work, the following two schemes were created:

•

FIFO input and output buffering strategy with a user-defined depth for each exposed peripheral

•

A single value, following the “last is best” strategy, where the newest value always
overwrites the previously stored one (applied in reactive control systems)

4.2.2.2 Structural Enhancements
An extra model abstraction layer was created next, denoted in Figure 4.4 as FMI Instantiator. This component wraps around the FMI API to separate generic FMI functionalities from model-specific implementation. The former features are offered generally
to all encapsulated FMUs as built-in services, including logging, memory allocation
and deallocation, status requests, handling entry from and exit to simulation modes,
among others. Model-specific functionalities, on the other hand, are triggered by the
SystemC Domain Controller and need to be handled by the VP individually.
The last and most essential requirement for a VP to undergo the standalone FMU
transformation is to resolve model dependencies internally. As stated in the FMI standard [137], multiple instances of the same type of FMU are foreseen to be used by the
master simultaneously, which might lead to pitfalls in SystemC. The most frequent
issue occurs if such identical instances concurrently access and use dynamic libraries
that contain global states, e.g, the SystemC kernel, among other possible libraries.
Herein, if VP entities, possibly in different states, access the same kernel instance,
inconsistencies may arise in their own states, leading to malicious run-time errors.
Thus, the best practice is to utilize statically linked libraries and to instruct the linker
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to bind symbol references to their global definitions. The previous problem can be
solved by linking against the static SystemC kernel library, and recompiling the VP
with specific flags for internal symbol binding. Yet, these steps are not always applicable, for example, with third-party run-time dependencies. One solution is to insert all
third-party libraries into the FMU bundle. Then, the FMI master has to be instructed
to load these dependencies explicitly and, in case of multiple instances, to copy and
rename them for complete isolation. The clean solution is to encapsulate all FMU
instances in a separate execution context (e.g., own OS process), despite the trade-off
of higher communication latencies. Thus, it can be concluded that models without
run-time dependencies are implemented more straightforward as standalone FMUs,
while more complex and compound simulation systems as tool-coupling FMUs.

4.3 A Parallel Co-Simulation Master
Recalling Section 2.5.2.1, although the FMI standard declares the tasks of the master,
it does not propose a reference implementation. Thus, a custom-designed controller
is presented in this work: the Parallel FMI (PFMI) master.
PFMI was mainly tailored toward simulation performance, but also usability, userfriendliness, full-system evaluation capability and functional safety aspects. The implemented simulation control within PFMI is a rather simple fixed-step algorithm,
leaving further refinement of substeps to the kernel or solver, contained by target
FMUs. Moreover, PFMI supports concurrent simulation and I/O propagation capabilities to further increase execution performance. Furthermore, the system-level fault
injection features of PFMI address ADAS functional safety issues and can increase
overall HW/SW system robustness. In the following sections, the main components
and functionalities of PFMI are detailed, guided by Figure 4.5.

4.3.1 Model Import, Interconnection and Control
PFMI supports model import from the GUI either by selecting and extracting an .fmu
bundle or by selecting an FMU model description file explicitly. At loading time, PFMI
offers to setup the environment of FMUs individually in encapsulated contexts, with-
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out affecting other models. Next, following Figure 4.5, the System Configuration Manager is triggered to prepare selected FMUs for co-simulation. For each loaded model
instance an FMU Wrapper is internally created. These components encapsulate actual
simulation models and process all information specified in their FMI model description .xml. Herein, services and facilities are implemented, such as memory allocation
and deallocation, I/O setup, logging, model environment initialization, resolving runtime dependencies and requesting the instantiation of FMUs. Loaded FMUs can be
connected either via the GUI of PFMI or by loading a pre-assembled co-simulation
scenario description file. Following Figure 4.5, this action activates the Connection
Handler module internally that checks port directions and data types, and registers
valid connections. The actual data exchange mechanism is implemented by the I/O
Propagator that triggers the fmi2Get(TYPE) of the origin and the fmi2Set(TYPE) API
function of the target FMU between completed simulation steps. After loading, initializing and instantiating all target FMUs, the co-simulation execution can commence.
For this purpose, PFMI provides run-control functionalities via the GUI, for example,
to step, continuously execute, pause and stop the co-simulation run. Internally, these
actions activate the Co-Simulation Control module, also depicted in Figure 4.5 that is responsible for collective execution control. Finally, the co-simulation step mechanisms,
as well as I/O propagation can be executed sequentially or in parallel, with the latter
implemented in OpenMP [151] for simplicity.

4.3.2 System-Level Fault Injection
The main goal of fault injection for vehicular multi-domain simulation systems is to
increase HW/SW robustness. This capability can close the ADAS functional safety
gap via a simulation-driven test, evaluation and verification approach. Thus, following the guidelines given by Kooli et al. via a fault injection survey [115], PFMI
was extended with corresponding functionalities. Yet, without explicitly altering cosimulation subsystems and disregarding the rules of the FMI specification, the only
effective way for a master to inject faults is altering the I/O exchange between FMUs.
Conclusively, the following user-selectable fault types were implemented in PFMI:

•

Link broken: I/O values are not propagated on specified connections at all

•

Constant additive offset: I/O values are propagated on specified connections with
an additional user-defined offset

•

Constant multiplicative offset: I/O values are propagated on specified connections
with an additional user-defined gain

•

Stochastic additive noise: I/O values are propagated on specified connections
with additive noise, including a given statistic property and amplitude

These fault types can also be augmented with their occurrence in PFMI as follows:

•

Permanent fault: the selected error occurs in every communication cycle

4.4. Experimental Results

•

Periodic fault: the selected error occurs in every n-th communication cycle

•

Spurious fault: the selected error occurs with a specified probability
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Referring back to Figure 4.5, the internal I/O Propagator within PFMI creates a Fault
Injector module for every user-selected connection, and specified fault and occurrence
type. Lastly, the benefits of the implemented fault injection capabilities of PFMI are
highlighted via experimental results, presented in the subsequent section.

4.4 Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the applicability of the coupling approaches, several VP FMUs are
now presented, which were created and used in various practical multi-domain cosimulation scenarios, alongside further essential FMI-compliant components. Moreover, multiple basic ADAS prototypes are presented, which were tested using the
proposed framework assembly. Herein, algorithmic and system-level properties are
evaluated, alongside simulation performance measurements using PFMI. Lastly, fault
injection experiments are conducted to highlight how this capability can facilitate testing for functional safety requirements, thus increasing HW/SW system robustness.

4.4.1 Co-Simulation Performance Measurements
To quantify how co-simulation configurations affect parallel execution efficiency, performance measurements were carried out using PFMI running a set of synthetic
benchmarks. The basic co-simulation scenario includes a source that generates and
sends data to a sink FMU, which processes the data and writes it into a file. This
simple artificial setup was subsequently scaled up into co-simulation scenarios that
include multiple of the aforementioned FMU pairs. Moreover, every experiment was
configured with three different data sets (marked #1, #2, and #3 in Table 4.1). The
main difference between these sets lies in the increasing amount of data sent by the
source to the sink FMU for processing. For each co-simulation execution2 and complexity configuration, the total number of required host cycles was profiled. Table 4.1
indicates the results of the averaged cycle count expense of the following procedures:

•

Individual procedure calls to the fmi2DoStep(...) function of an FMU

•

Total cost of the PFMI calling sequence to all FMUs in the sequential run-mode

•

Total cost of the PFMI calling sequence to all FMUs in the parallel run-mode

As can be seen in Table 4.1, parallel simulation is beneficial if the execution of the
fmi2DoStep(...) function of individual FMUs requires more than around 120 kilocycles (#1). The maximum speedup of around 3.2× was achieved in the 4×FMU use
case among the conducted scenarios with synthetic benchmarks. Lastly, as indicated
2 Simulation host

of all tests: x86_64 Intel Intel i7-920 4xCPU, f clk =2.66GHz, 4x32kB L1D and L1I, 4x256kB
L2, 8MB L3 caches, 12GB RAM, using CentOS Linux 6.9
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Table 4.1:

PFMI performance measurements ([kc]: kilocycles of the host machine)

Number of

Benchmark

FMU Average

Total Simulation Step Cost [kc]

FMUs

Data Set

Step Cost [kc]

Sequential

Parallel (Per-CPU)

vs. Parallel

#1

126.5

253.1

203.3

1.24×

#2

806.5

1613.1

917.1

1.76×

#3

1206.4

2412.9

1338.1

1.80×

#1

126.5

506.2

359.4

1.4×

#2

806.5

3226.1

1108.8

2.9×

#3

1206.4

4826.1

1508.4

3.2×

2×FMU

4×FMU

Speedup Sequential

in the table, the achievable speedup scales in a rather logarithmic fashion with the
number of FMUs assigned to separate host threads (orchestrated by OpenMP).
Next, to ensure that the co-simulation execution layer does not cause a performance bottleneck, the overall overhead of PFMI, the FMU wrapping layer and the I/O
propagation mechanism were profiled and compared to the previously captured total
FMU step costs. Regarding the simulation overhead of PFMI, a negligible maximum
of around 0.18% (with an average of 0.035%) was measured. The profiling of the FMU
wrapping layer and I/O propagation captured an average of 0.013% overhead, i.e., an
even less significant performance penalty. Conclusively, the performed measurements
highlight the high efficiency and low overhead of PFMI and the co-simulation execution layers, compared to the computational complexity of actual FMUs.
Lastly, to provide a more meaningful performance analysis, an FMU-encapsulated
quarter vehicle model was profiled (i.e., a one-wheel car model). This hierarchical block is available as a standard off-the-shelf component within the Simscape
Simulink library [187], and includes engine, transmission, brake, tire and chassis
models. Herein, simulation profiling captured an average step cost of 1282 kilocycles
for the top-level model. This expense is significantly higher than the step complexity, where parallel simulation was shown to be beneficial. Moreover, since the cosimulation scenarios to be presented in the following sections involve multiple FMUs
with even higher step complexities, parallel simulation via PFMI is always beneficial
if balanced simulation loads are ensured.

4.4.2 Tool-Coupling Approach
Next, the tool-coupling VP FMU generation flow was evaluated, as detailed previously in Section 4.2.1. Revisiting Section 2.3.4, an expandable Synopsys Virtualizer
Development Kit (VDK) was used for this purpose, modeling the NXP/Freescale
Qorivva MPC5643L as a Virtual Electronic Control Unit (VECU). The VP includes
a 32-bit dual-core PowerPC Instruction-set-Accurate ISS (IA-ISS), peripheral devices
(e.g., CAN and DMA), among other modules detailed in [148]. Following the flow
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Tool-coupling VP FMU co-simulation scenario (notation adapted from Figure 2.4)
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presented in Section 4.2.1, this VECU was augmented with VSI connector blocks, and
finally the aforementioned framework was used to generate a tool-coupling VP FMU.
Afterward, a co-simulation system was assembled including the VECU and a basic multi-domain vehicle model. For the latter, the sf_car [188] Simulink quarter
vehicle block was used. This hierarchical model consists of an engine, transmission
and a chassis physical component, and was converted into a standalone FMU manually. Moreover, the block also includes an Automatic Transmission Control (ATC),
modeled via Simulink state machines, which was removed and exported as runnable
bare-metal embedded code to be executed on the VECU. To enable communication
between the two subsystems, a basic CAN message converter module was developed
and constructed as a standalone FMU as well. This component is in charge of trans-
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forming the physical I/O values of the sf_car into CAN messages and vice versa to
ensure correct communication with the VECU FMU. For debugging purposes, a complementary CAN logger FMU was also added to the co-simulation. The resulting full
co-simulation system is depicted in Figure 4.6.
The passed signals between the co-simulation participants, as captured by the
CAN logger, are depicted in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Herein, an artificial acceleration
maneuver is carried out by increasing the throttle input of the vehicle model linearly
from 55% to 90%. The ATC logic, extracted from the sf_car and executed on the
VECU, is in charge of the gear control based on the engine RPM, the current gear
and the vehicle velocity. As can be seen from the results, the ATC control shifts up at
given points in time to achieve higher reserves of engine torque at a particular RPM.
This scenario demonstrates, firstly, functional equivalence between the VP-based
detailed and the host-based abstract models. Secondly, VHiL testing with the VP enables exploring timing details of the actual ADAS implementation, a capability which
approximates the HW/SW execution on the real target device. Lastly, the scenario
shows the necessity of multi-domain co-simulation, since (i) the simulation models of
different physical domains affect the behavior of each other and (ii) a mutual interconnection is an inevitable requirement to achieve a closed-loop control system.

4.4.3 Standalone Approach
To evaluate the standalone VP FMU approach, detailed in Section 4.2.2, a custom
SystemC-based platform was designed. The created VP is based on the research results of the EUropean REference TILed architecture Experiment (EURETILE) project
[71], presented by Murillo, Paolucci and Schor et al. in a multitude of works [143,
144, 145, 153, 167]. In the present approach, an automotive-flavor extension of the VP
was developed, referred to as the AUTOTILE VP. As depicted in Figure 4.9, the VP
consists of a configurable number of uniform VECUs, connected to and communicating via a CAN bus. Each of these subsystems contain an IA-ISS model of an in-house
developed RISC processor, a system bus, an on-chip memory, a CAN transceiver and
miscellaneous virtual peripheral devices (e.g., interrupt controller, timer, watchdog,
UART, memory management unit, among others).
The AUTOTILE platform can be scaled to include up to approximately one thousand VECUs, thus enabling to model and simulate highly complex HW systems of
future generation cars. The VP was converted into a standalone FMU, following the
design steps detailed in Section 4.2.2. In the present setting, the CAN bus, as well as
the UART model of each VECU, is registered for exposure toward the co-simulation
via the aforementioned Inter-Domain Peripheral Acquisition module of the platform.
Building upon the AUTOTILE platform, a top-down design flow was adapted for
prototyping safety critical ADAS applications, as an iterative last step before carrying
on with real HW-based testing. This flow also includes Model-Based Design (MBD)
and algorithmic exploration via Simulink, code generation to obtain embedded C code
for the target and, manual integration and execution on the VP as bare-metal code.
The main use case for the platform is to be employed during integration and VHiL
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The AUTOTILE VP augmented with co-simulation specific modules

testing, since it highly facilitates these steps compared to using real HW. Although
manual integration may be error-prone in the proposed flow, the automated code
generation approach, described in Chapter 7, fills exactly this conceptual gap.
By utilizing the introduced design flow, the following basic ADAS algorithms
were prototyped and tested in a VHiL approach via the AUTOTILE platform:

•

Anti-lock Brake System (ABS): Regulates the brake torque to keep wheel slip
around an optimum when braking.

•

Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR): Limits the engine torque transferred to the wheels to
avoid slippage when accelerating.

•

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC): Adjusts the speed of an ego-vehicle while maintaining a set following distance to a leading car.

According to the previous flow, after ADAS design, the applications were generated
as embedded C code and distributed on the AUTOTILE platform monolithically, i.e.,
each executed on a separate subsystem, as indicated in Figure 4.9. For the evaluation, the Simulink Simscape quarter vehicle block was used (cf. Section 4.4.1). This
hierarchical model was configured, exported as C code and manually converted into
a standalone FMU, also containing the required Simulink solver.
In order to highlight the support of FMI toward multi-disciplinary simulation
systems, two further models were created via the OpenModelica [150] MBD tool (cf.
Appendix A.1). The first model provides control inputs for the ADAS applications
running on the AUTOTILE VP. Furthermore, the role of the second module is to
calculate the distance of two vehicle models based on their velocity recordings. Since
OpenModelica supports FMI model export, both modules could be directly generated
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as standalone FMUs. The final multi-domain co-simulation system, assembled for
ADAS VHiL testing, is shown in Figure 4.10 and consists of the following components:

• FMU #1 Control Input: The OpenModelica-based input stimuli generator for ADAS
control, e.g., brake and throttle signals, ACC set distance and speed.
• FMU #2 AUTOTILE VP: Includes the virtual platform configured with 3×VECUs,
executing the three ADAS applications.
• FMU #3 Maneuver : Artificial control inputs for the lead vehicle.
• FMU #4 Lead Vehicle: Abstract model of the artificially controlled car.
• FMU #5 Ego-Vehicle: Simscape model of the quarter car controlled by AUTOTILE.
• FMU #6 Distance Calculation: OpenModelica-based vehicular distance estimator.
Next, three test scenarios were defined, each focusing on specific aspects of the VP
executing the ADAS applications. The first test drive examines the behavior of the
ACC on a simulated virtual highway. The second scenario focuses on the beneficial
effects of the ABS and ASR to reduce the vehicular braking and acceleration distance.
Lastly, the robustness of the ABS is examined via system-level fault injection.
4.4.3.1 Highway Virtual Test Driving Scenario
The aforementioned virtual highway driving scenario is orchestrated as follows:

•

Initially, the lead car and the ego-vehicle are placed 100 m from each other.

•

The speed of the lead car is set first to 75 km/h, while the ego-vehicle is halted.

•

Via the control input FMU, the ACC of the ego-vehicle is assigned a set velocity
of 90 km/h and a set distance of 50 m.

4.4. Experimental Results
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Standalone VP FMU results: velocity of the lead vehicle
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Standalone VP FMU results: distance between the lead and the ego-vehicle

•

300 s after co-simulation start, the speed of the lead vehicle is abruptly set to
110 km/h.

•

Lastly, the lead vehicle is maneuvered to apply slow but steady braking until its
velocity reaches 60 km/h.
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This scenario is intended to mimic the situation that one car is cruising on a highway, while another enters it. The signals captured during co-simulation are depicted
in Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13. After simulation start, the ego-vehicle steadily accelerates up to the set velocity of 90 km/h. As it approaches the lead car, the distance
calculation activates the ACC deceleration control. Afterward, the ACC controls the
ego-vehicle to cruise behind the lead car with its current speed of 75 km/h, while
settling around the set distance of 50 m. Next, as the lead car abruptly increases
its tempo to 110 km/h, the ACC acceleration control triggers and speeds up the egovehicle but only up to 90 km/h, i.e., to the initial set velocity of the ACC. Lastly, as the
lead vehicle is maneuvered to apply slow but steady braking, the ACC deceleration
control regulates the speed of the ego-vehicle to the lead car’s velocity of 60 km/h.
4.4.3.2 ABS & ASR Virtual Test Driving Scenario
After examining the operation of the ACC, the ABS and ASR (both running on AUTOTILE) were closer analyzed in another co-simulation scenario as follows:

•

First, the road-wheel interaction is set to mimic snowy slip conditions.

•

After simulation start, the ego-vehicle fully accelerates by applying maximum
throttle. This phase tends to test the ASR operation.

•

Quite a while later, the car fully decelerates by applying maximum braking until
complete standstill. This phase aims at evaluating the ABS behavior.

Shown in Figure 4.14, as the imitated snowy conditions cause the wheel to slip at
acceleration, the ASR activates. It limits the engine torque arriving at the wheel, thus
reducing slip. Later, as the brakes are maximally applied, the ABS is activated, occasionally reducing braking torque and thus the wheel slip, as depicted in Figure 4.15.
4.4.3.3 ABS Fault Robustness
In the final scenario, the fault injection capabilities of PFMI are highlighted. Herein,
the wheel slip output of the quarter vehicle model was overlaid via the GUI of PFMI
with additive white noise with an occurrence probability of 100%. The altered slip
signal was then injected into AUTOTILE via the CAN bus to affect the ABS operation.
As depicted in Figure 4.16, the result was an increased braking time by around 2 s
until complete standstill. After applying a noise filter in the ABS algorithm on the slip
input, the expected braking behavior recovered. This scenario meant to highlight the
potentials of simulation-based fault injection, as a powerful technique for increasing
functional safety and robustness of the embedded HW/SW system.
Lastly, simulation speed measurements were also performed for the AUTOTILE
platform in the presented scenarios. Here, the duration of the sc_start(t FMIstep ) calls
was profiled and averaged. For speed evaluation, the concept of Real-Time Factor
(RTF) is used, which is the ratio of wall clock time over simulated time. As a final
result, an average of RTF = 22.4 was measured while executing the aforementioned
driving scenarios (profiled on the same host machine, noted in 4.4.1).

4.5. Synopsis and Discussion
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4.5 Synopsis and Discussion
The first key infrastructural cornerstone in the bottom-up development of this thesis
was presented in this chapter. Initially, the main differences and synergies of FMI and
SystemC were identified in Section 4.1, with respect to simulation principles, execu-
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tion control and inter-module communication. Afterward, the methodological exploration was detailed for integrating SystemC-based VPs into FMI-based multi-domain
co-simulation systems. As a first solution, the tool-coupling VP FMU design flow was
addressed via a generation framework based on Synopsys tools. Next, the standalone
FMU design flow for VP integration was introduced in Section 4.2. Afterward, the
custom-designed PFMI co-simulation controller was detailed in Section 4.3. Herein,
the main modes of operation of the PFMI master were presented, focusing on model
import, interconnection, co-simulation control and system-level fault injection. Subsequently, co-simulation performance indicators were provided in Section 4.4 to quantify the parallel efficiency of PFMI. Following, both proposed approaches were evaluated via two distinct VPs, executing a set of ADAS applications. The tool-coupling
method was assessed using a commercial NXP/Freescale Qorivva ECU VP, while
the standalone FMU design flow was demonstrated via the AUTOTILE platform. In
these efforts, various co-simulation scenarios were created to examine the functional
and temporal operation of the assembled HW/SW systems. Moreover, the potentials
of the system-level fault injection features of PFMI were highlighted for increasing
HW/SW robustness.
Yet, certain shortcomings of the proposed ideas were identified, to be addressed
in upcoming chapters of this thesis:

•

The simulation performance of the VP subsystems was considerably low, posing a
major performance bottleneck for the whole co-simulation execution. As this issue
was found to be a critical limitation for further development, a novel technology
was established, as described in Chapter 5.

•

The utilized Simulink quarter-vehicle models were incomplete, leading to a possible degradation of testing accuracy. This issue was also found to be a strong
limitation, for which the work described in Chapter 5 aims at integrating driving
simulators that use complete car models. Moreover, the augmentation of these
models with custom-matched vehicle dynamics is detailed in Chapter 6.

•

The manual ADAS integration on VPs was found to be highly error-prone. This
realization lead to the development efforts of a custom-tailored fully automatic
code generation framework, proposed in Chapter 7.

In the following chapter, the explored technologies of this current work are reused
to provide overall system improvements, e.g., increased co-simulation performance,
novel virtual prototyping techniques and the integration of further simulators.

Chapter 5

A Combined Multi-Domain
Co-Simulation Ecosystem
In this thesis, it is proposed to extend the means of simulation-driven ADAS development and Model-in-the-Loop (MiL) testing based on Model-Based Design (MBD)
tools. The main idea is to fully virtualize most X-in-the-Loop (XiL) testing and validation approaches to accelerate the early prototyping phase of ADAS. Multiple solutions
were proposed in the previous chapter to adapt one keystone: Virtual Hardware-inthe-Loop (VHiL) testing via Virtual Platforms (VPs). The aim here was extending the
simulation scope of ADAS to the embedded HW/SW level.
The current chapter is built upon previously explored technologies and proposes
system improvements to address their shortcomings, e.g., the incomplete virtual vehicle models and the comparably low VP simulation performance. As for the former
issue, the integration of a chosen driving simulator framework is detailed to augment
the validation flow by Virtual Vehicle-in-the-Loop (VViL) testing. Regarding the latter
issue, novel virtual prototyping technologies were explored based on the multi-scale
approach, detailed in Section 1.2.6. The main aim with this concept is to achieve a tunable trade-off between the execution performance and accuracy of the VP simulation.
As in previous works, to integrate all these multi-disciplinary simulation systems, the
Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) was used (cf. Section 2.5.2).
Lastly, the envisioned framework system represents the second infrastructural cornerstone in the bottom-up development of the proposed fully virtual ADAS prototyping ecosystem, according to the overall proposal of this thesis, described in Section 1.4.

Contributions
The research effort described in this chapter is based on the publications presented in
[43, 44]1 . The motivation behind the current work is to reap the mutual benefits of
model-based ADAS design and the combined usage of driving simulators and VPs by
joining them into a virtual whole-system simulation framework assembly as follows:
1

The designed framework system integrates a chosen driving simulator to augment the capabilities of MBD tools via VViL testing.

2

The developed simulation ecosystem also includes a high-performance, automotiveflavor VP framework for VViL testing. The goal with the VP is beyond-functional
modeling and exploration of ADAS HW/SW properties.

1 All

figures, algorithms and tables of this chapter are adapted from the marked works © 2019 Springer
International Publishing AG
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3

To address previous simulation performance limitations, advanced multi-scale
virtual prototyping techniques are utilized. The aim hereby is to enable a speedaccuracy trade-off for VPs, offering either detailed or fast simulation.

4

For the integration of ADAS SW on the target VP, multiple methods are explored,
for example, from simple bare-metal to real-time embedded code.

5

The infrastructure provides generically applicable means to orchestrate all integrated tools via compliance to the FMI multi-domain co-simulation standard.

6

The final full-vehicle co-simulation system reaches near real-time execution speeds,
thus including the developer interactively in the ADAS test driving process.

Conclusively, the designed co-simulation system enables ADAS testing in a closedloop manner, i.e., (i) capturing essential physical and environmental traits from a
driving simulator (ii) passing the necessary data to and executing the target ADAS on
a VP as embedded SW and (iii) applying regulatory feedback on the virtual vehicle
within the driving simulator. Lastly, to highlight the benefits of the achieved system,
the prototyping flow of several ADAS applications is presented in this chapter.

Outline
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. All subsystems of the envisioned
framework assembly are introduced in Section 5.1. First, a generic FMI-based toolcoupling method is proposed. The driving simulator integration is detailed next. Afterward, the design of the proposed high-performance VP is presented, alongside the
adaptation of its embedded SW stack. Experimental evaluation is given in Section 5.2,
commencing with the introduction of the prototyped ADAS applications and the target HW/SW system configurations. Next, functional and temporal analysis results
are discussed, followed by the co-simulation performance evaluation. The chapter is
concluded with the synopsis and a discussion in Section 5.3.

5.1 Description of the Proposed Framework System
To establish the proposed fully virtual ADAS prototyping ecosystem, a bottom-up
development approach was applied once again. Thus, a generic FMI-based coupling
solution was laid down first with the goal of being universally applicable to all targeted simulation tools. Next, the chosen driving simulator was integrated into the tool
flow, including the adaptation of its traffic environment, as well as the aforementioned
FMI support. Afterward, a high-performance automotive-flavor VP was designed and
integrated into the system, also utilizing the FMI coupling solution. Lastly, the VP SW
layer was adapted to support safety-critical ADAS with hard real-time requirements
via a dedicated Real-Time Operating System (RTOS). In the following, insight into
this bottom-up design flow is provided to establish the proposed virtual ADAS rapid
prototyping infrastructure.

5.1. Description of the Proposed Framework System
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Figure 5.1:

Generic FMI-based tool-coupling layer

5.1.1 Generic Tool-Coupling Method Based on FMI
To achieve a universal coupling solution, the conclusions and findings of the previous
chapters are recalled. Principally, FMI defines a master-slave co-simulation approach,
with a central master orchestrating multiple slaves, also called Functional Mock-up
Units (FMUs), that encapsulate actual simulation models. Briefly recapitulating Section 2.5.2.2, such FMUs can be implemented either as standalone or tool-coupling
modules. The former FMUs are self-contained, including the model, the simulation
execution engine and all run-time library dependencies. Conversely, tool-coupling
FMUs are only communication adapters, interacting with and controlling an individual simulation environment that manages the target model.
Regarding the coupling method, it was previously concluded in Section 4.2.2.2
that although standalone FMUs are simpler to implement, serious run-time issues
may arise with larger simulation systems due to possible library co-dependencies.
Thus, in this work the tool-coupling method was favored, separating the adapter and
the target simulation environments into isolated processes, which is a more reasonable
approach for the SW packages of the proposed framework system.
In this flow, a Generic FMI Tool-Coupling Adapter module was created first, shown
in Figure 5.1. The adapter itself is implemented as a standalone FMU, as it does not
have further run-time dependencies. Thus, the FMI master can load the adapter directly into its own host OS process, denoted in Figure 5.1 as Process j. The adapter
is implemented in such way that it establishes a socket-based Inter-Process Communication (IPC) channel directly at instantiation time to interact with a target simulation
tool. On top of this channel, a user-layer command protocol was defined (inspired
by the GNU debugger [172]) with the goal of keeping the adapter tool-agnostic and
universally reusable for all target simulators. This FMI-based IPC Protocol (FIP) implements a remote procedure call mechanism, where FMI API functions are mapped
to FIP commands and acknowledgments, as exemplified in Table 5.1. Here firstly,
the basic frame format can be observed, including the delimiters $ and # to indicate
the beginning and the end of frames. Below, a few examples of FMI to FIP requests
and responses are presented. For instance, the fmi2DoStep(...) subroutine call with
t FMIstep =1 s translates to the FIP command $cstep1# and to the corresponding acknowledgment $astep#. Besides these confined examples, as it would go beyond the
extent of this chapter, a complete FIP protocol description is given in Appendix D.
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Table 5.1:

Example mapping of FMI functions to FIP commands and acknowledgments
Command /
Acknowledgment
5 characters

Start of Frame
$

Comma Separated
Arguments
0 to n

End of
Frame
#

FMI Request
Initialize Model
Request Model Step
Fetch All
Integer Variables

FIP Request Command
cinit
cstep<step_size_sec>
cgtin<n,
vr[0], ..., vr[n-1]>

Full FIP Request Packet
$cinit#
$cstep1#

FMI Response
Acknowledge Model
Initialization Request
Acknowledge Model
Step Request
Return All
Integer Variables

FIP Response Command

Full FIP Response Packet

ainit

$ainit#

astep

$astep#

dgtin<retstat,
val[0], ..., val[n-1]>

$dgtin0,5,6#
(with 0 indicating fmi2OK)

FMI
Master

Generic FMI ToolCoupling Adapter
fmi2DoStep(1s)

$cgtin2,9,6#

Tool-Specific
FMU Stub
$cstep1#

$astep#

Simulation
Tool / Model
model_step(1)

return

fmi2OK

FMI API

Figure 5.2:

FIP

Tool-Specific

Sequence diagram of the FMI and FIP-based communication

Revisiting Figure 5.1, on the other side of the FIP-based channel, a Tool-Specific
FMU Stub is created. On the one hand, this component consists of a universal FIP
interpreter. However, the stub also provides a tool-specific function call API to be implemented by the simulation subsystem for executing the initial FMI requests. Lastly,
the ensemble of all these modules is encapsulated in a separate OS Process i.
To clarify the course of communication, Figure 5.2 shows a sequence diagram,
revisiting the previous example. Here, the fmi2DoStep(...) routine is called again
by the FMI master with t FMIstep =1 s. This command is converted into the FIP request
$cstep1# by the adapter and is sent to the stub module. The stub then interprets
the packet and invokes a tool-specific call, in this meta-code example model_step(1).
After the completion of the model step, the stub sends the acknowledgment $astep#
to the adapter, which interprets it and returns the status fmi2OK to the master.
As noted in the introduction, the presented FIP-based communication method
addresses the prerequisite of this chapter of a generically applicable way to orchestrate
all integrated tools. The corresponding framework extensions are elaborated next.
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Figure 5.3:
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Custom enhancements implemented for the Speed Dreams driving simulator

5.1.2 Adaptation of the Driving Simulator
Recalling Section 2.2.1, the open-source racing game Speed Dreams [4] was selected
for the research purposes in this thesis to cover VViL testing and validation of ADAS
prototypes. The main features of the base framework are detailed in Section 2.2.2,
and include adequate vehicle dynamics, various track models with different surface
properties (e.g., tarmac, dirt, ice), dynamic visibility and weather conditions (e.g.,
overcast, precipitation), and diverse computer-controlled race opponents (referred to
as AIs or robots). However, the game in its original form had to undergo certain
adaptations to realize the envisioned ADAS virtual test driving capabilities.
First, special maps were designed to mimic rural areas, including support for
two-lane roads, intersections, buildings and tunnels, as depicted in Figure 5.3. The
original racing AIs were adapted to follow traffic regulations, e.g., complying with
speed limitations and yielding the right of way in intersections.
Next, the FMU adaptation of Speed Dreams was implemented following the
mechanisms detailed in Section 5.1.1. As depicted in Figure 5.4, the first development step was creating the tool-specific Speed Dreams FMU Stub module. On the one
hand, the main role of the stub is to interpret the FIP commands sent by the master. Its
further responsibilities are invoking run-control requests and I/O-related operations.
For the former task, the Simulation Run-Control module is utilized, including the initialization of the state of the game, stepping vehicle dynamics calculations for requested
time durations and stopping or resetting the test drive process. As for I/O management, the stub invokes the Parameter Access module, responsible for the encapsulation
of Vehicle Dynamics properties and those of the Virtual Driving Environment, as indicated
in the figure. This module is thus in charge of implementing the fmi2Get/Set(TYPE)
API functions, for which an automation approach was implemented. The Parameter
Access module is designed to be generated from a user-assembled I/O list, resulting in a flexible and quickly reconfigurable mechanism for exposing vehicular and
environmental parameters toward the co-simulation.
Revisiting the introduction, the presented adaptations address the prerequisite
of this chapter of a complete ADAS VViL test facility. Detailed in Section 4.5, the
previously noted limitations of incomplete quarter-vehicle models can be also rectified
hereby. Moreover, the virtual driving environment of Speed Dreams extends pure
MiL testing. Lastly, FMU compliance enables to use the game with further external
tools in a multi-domain co-simulation. These features can be used to achieve beyondfunctional ADAS modeling by deploying VPs, as detailed in the following section.
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5.1.3 Automotive-Flavor Virtual Platform Development
The main motivation of using virtual prototyping in this work is to implement originally functional ADAS models as embedded HW/SW applications. This enables
more testing details, e.g., timing aspects. The scientific efforts presented in Chapter 4 described the integration of VPs into multi-domain co-simulation systems for
performing closed-loop VHiL testing of ADAS. However, based on the findings and
conclusions, a novel virtual prototyping approach was employed in the current work
to address the technological shortcomings noted in Section 4.5.
As introduced in Section 2.3.5, the open-source GreenSoCs [88] virtual prototyping base technology was deployed for this purpose and extended via novel multi-scale
techniques to improve simulation performance. Although GreenSoCs supports only a
few, mostly ARM platform variants, the most advantageous aspect of the technology
lies in the QEMU-based instruction set simulation method utilized internally [2, 31].
Building upon this base technology, Weinstock and Bücs et al. [210] extended the
approach, resulting in the structure depicted in Figure 5.5. Following this architecture,
a virtual CPU entity consists of the following elements:

•

A GreenSoCs and QEMU-based ARMv7 [18] Instruction Set Simulator (ISS).

•

A SystemC Bridge module, capturing access commands of the system bus, converting them into SystemC transactions and signals (e.g., address, data, IRQ).
Following Section 2.3.2, to accelerate frequent data transfers, the Direct Memory
Interface (DMI) mechanism [11] of SystemC was herein also implemented.

•

A SystemC Wrapper, encapsulating the complete package as a SystemC module.
The wrapper provides Transaction Level Modeling (TLM) sockets as standard bus
interfaces, as well as integrated IRQ ports for event propagation between other
SystemC devices (e.g., peripherals) and the ISS.

5.1. Description of the Proposed Framework System
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Utilizing this virtual CPU base technology, an advanced automotive-flavor VP
was designed. As depicted in Figure 5.5, the VP consists of Virtual Electronic Control
Units (VECUs), resembling a modified ARM Versatile baseboard [17]. Each VECU
integrates firstly the aforementioned high-performance ARMv7 virtual CPU model.
Moreover, VECUs include additional custom-designed SystemC devices, e.g., an onchip memory, a system bus, serial communication modules (UART) and a Vectored
Interrupt Controller (VIC), among others. This particular set of virtual components
was assembled so that VECUs are capable of executing fully fledged OSs. Furthermore, the platform architecture, presented in Section 4.4.3, was reused for the current
system. Thus, the VP was designed to instantiate a user-configurable number of VECUs, resembling a network-distributed multi-core system. To interconnect each such
subsystem, VECUs were equipped with a CAN transceiver for inter-VECU communication over a single CAN-bus, as shown in Figure 5.5.
At this point, simulator profiling determined that virtual CPU models represent a
significant execution hotspot and a performance bottleneck within the designed VP. A
substantial slowdown was observed when increasing the number of instantiated CPU
models, as noted in [210]. Since this issue contradicted the scalability and performance goals of the VP, a more advanced simulation approach was invoked. Herein,
the inherent parallelism of the platform was exploited, by executing each CPU model
on a dedicated simulation host thread and further SystemC peripherals of VECUs
on another, as they were deemed less performance-critical. The resulting parallel
segments can run decoupled, i.e., ahead of the global SystemC time, but need to be
synchronized whenever their own local time reaches the end of the current quantum
(cf. Section 2.3.2). Thus, by increasing or decreasing the quantum, a tunable accuracy
vs. speed trade-off can be achieved, resulting in a highly effective multi-scale simulation technique. Platform parallelization provides major performance gains, reaching
VP execution speeds close to real-time, as presented in subsequent sections.
Lastly, the VP was transformed into a tool-coupling FMU, following the approach
laid down in Section 5.1.1. First, a VP FMU Stub was designed as a FIP interpreter. As
shown in Figure 5.5, a further task of the stub is to initiate the execution of FMI control requests via the SystemC Domain Controller, responsible for creation and deletion of
SystemC modules and run-state handling. At this point, special attention was paid to
the findings obtained in Chapter 4 with regards to exposing the internal HW/SW state
of the platform toward the co-simulation. Following Figure 5.5, a special FMU Residual
Bus Coupling component was thus designed, acting as a bridge between SystemC and
FMI. The goal with this module was to define one dedicated communication interface
for external exposure, in this case the CAN bus. The residual bus coupling module
can buffer certain user-selected messages via their unique CAN identifiers as they are
transmitted over the CAN bus, as well as update their content following the "last is
best" approach. Each message may correspond to particular system parameters, such
as SW variables or HW signals. When the FMI master requests reading such a parameter, a quick look-up is carried out by the buffer for the matching CAN identifier, and
the message is fetched, decoded and interpreted. When the master wishes to send
data to the VP, the FMI index of the signal is used to identify the corresponding CAN
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message. Next, the sent value is embedded into a CAN frame, converted into a TLM
payload and injected into the CAN bus. The bus coupling module was also designed
to be generated from a user-assembled I/O list, resulting in a flexibly reconfigurable
mechanism for exposing HW/SW parameters.
Recalling the introduction, the developed platform and its adaptations address
another prerequisite of this work by providing an advanced ADAS VHiL testing facility. Furthermore, the designed VP extends the simulation spectrum of ADAS to the
HW/SW layer, covering the analysis of beyond-functional properties (e.g., timing).
Detailed in Section 4.5, the previously noted VP simulation performance shortcomings can also be addressed with the introduced multi-scale techniques, trading off
speed and accuracy in pursuit of near real-time execution. Lastly, the implemented
FMU compliance enables to use the platform with further external tools in a standard
multi-domain co-simulation.

5.1.4 Adaptation of the Virtual Platform Software Layer
Next, the target SW architecture was laid down for integrating ADAS prototypes
in the form of embedded code on the constructed VP. The initial ADAS integration
was envisioned as bare-metal code, similar to the approach presented in Chapter 4.
To achieve this, fundamental SW components were first constructed, including lowlevel utilities (e.g., cross-toolchain, linker configuration file, bootloader), a lightweight
standard C library and a Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) for platform peripherals. The bare-metal integration enables early functional ADAS validation, alongside
HW/SW design space exploration, partitioning and distribution, among others.
Beyond the initial bare-metal code integration, ADAS applications must adhere
to strict safety regulations, such as hard real-time execution guarantees and HW/SW
safeguarding mechanisms. To support such applications, the automotive industry
established RTOS standards, from which the OSEK specification [194] was chosen in
this thesis, for reasons detailed in Section 2.4.1. Furthermore, among many possible
implementations, the ERIKA Enterprise OSEK-conform RTOS package was selected
for research purposes [74, 82].
Regarding the HW setup, ERIKA Enterprise natively supports several ARM microcontroller architectures (e.g., Cortex M0, M4 and R4). Based on this initial infrastructure, ERIKA Enterprise was ported to the designed VP in this work by adhering
to the guidelines in [75]. Revisiting Section 2.4.2, the focus of these instructions is to
stepwise enable the support of the main processing entities: Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs) and tasks. The resulting porting process was carried out as follows:

•

Firstly, the bare-metal low-level utilities were revisited and partially reused.

•

Afterward, the RTOS build process was adapted for the ARMv7 target architecture. Herein, linkage adjustments were performed, including the specification of
the execution starting point, the placement of binary sections and the memory
allocation mechanisms in different CPU operating modes.

5.1. Description of the Proposed Framework System
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Next, a custom bootloader was created, performing the following operations:

• The setup of the interrupt vector table with the addresses of different handlers (e.g., regular IRQ, fast IRQ, reset, undefined instruction).
• The arrangement of the stack pointers in various operating modes.
• The activation of all IRQs and the jump to the RTOS start code.
•

Subsequently, so-called mono-stack applications were implemented, i.e., tasks that
share a common stack and initially do not use IRQs. This step aims at the testing of
elementary actions, e.g., starting the scheduler and activating or terminating tasks
(via the StartOS(...), ActivateTask(...) and TerminateTask(...) functions).

•

Next, basic and nested IRQ support was added for mono-stack applications, for
which the previous bare-metal ISRs were reused. Special attention was paid
hereby to the CAN driver from the aforementioned HAL layer, for enabling the
communication of tasks distributed on different VECU and ERIKA Enterprise instances. Interrupt and context handling helper functions were also adapted (e.g.,
EE_hal_enableIRQ(...), EE_hal_disableIRQ(...), EE_hal_resumeIRQ(...),
EE_hal_suspendIRQ(...)), required for task handling.

These steps correspond to the most basic yet fundamental infrastructure for the
ERIKA Enterprise RTOS to be executed on the previously introduced VP. Recalling
Section 2.4.2.3, so-called conformance classes are defined to subdivide the functionality of the operating system into different sets of services. Herein, the BCC1 and BCC2
class cover single and multi-activation basic tasks, while ECC1 and ECC2 refer to extended tasks of the same categories. Moreover, ERIKA Enterprise can be configured
to include a variety of OS scheduling schemes, such as the simple Fixed Priority (FP)
and the more advanced Earliest Deadline First (EDF) policies. Furthermore, the porting guidelines in [75] also prescribe implementing so-called multi-stack applications
in later stages, i.e., tasks with separated and protected memory regions. However,
the achieved adaptation of ERIKA Enterprise supports only the most essential feature
set from all these functionalities, i.e., the BCC1 conformance class, non-preemptive
FP scheduling mechanism and mono-stack applications. Nevertheless, these features
already allow for an elementary variety of RTOS functions with support for the management of basic tasks for small-scale concurrent systems.
Thus, with the driving simulator, the high-performance virtual platform and its
embedded software layer in place, a joint VViL and VHiL testing and validation of
ADAS application prototypes could commence in a fully virtual development environment. An overview of the whole simulation ecosystem and the corresponding
prototyping methodology is presented in the subsequent section.
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PFMI Co-Simulation Master
Figure 5.6:

Overview of the proposed joint multi-domain co-simulation ecosystem

5.1.5 The Complete Design Automation Flow
After the integration of all aforementioned subsystems, the joint framework assembly can be used as follows. As shown in Figure 5.6a, model-based ADAS development and early in-tool MiL testing can commence via Simulink (cf. Section 2.1.2).
Once an application prototype reaches a higher quality, any adequate Simulink code
generation facility can be used to obtain C/C++ code for it. This application SW
can be initially integrated on the VP as bare-metal code for early algorithmic testing
and HW/SW design space exploration. The platform can be configured to any userdefined VECU structure, desired in the current development stage (Figure 5.6d). As
the proposed VP technology allows attaching SW debuggers to virtual CPU models,
the integration and validation of the embedded SW layer is supported by run-time
debugging. In later development stages, ADAS applications can also be included
as ERIKA Enterprise tasks on the VP to provide real-time guarantees and examine
beyond-functional properties. At this point it must be noted that code integration in
the current stage of the flow was a manual process. As this may be an error-prone
task, an automatic code generation facility is presented in Chapter 7 to fill this gap.
After SW integration, a full-system co-simulation can be assembled to carry out
VViL and VHiL test cycles. As shown in Figure 5.6e, the PFMI master (introduced in
Section 4.3) is in charge of controlling the co-simulation and loading the FMUs of the
VP and Speed Dreams. A Driver Behavior Record and Replay module was also added
(Figure 5.6b) to ensure test repeatability in case of spuriously occurring errors. The
final setup allows the developer to perform test driving in Speed Dreams (Figure 5.6c),
while the target ADAS, executed by the VP (Figure 5.6d), controls the virtual vehicle.
The most outstanding advantage of the resulting system in terms of productivity is that it can significantly accelerate complete ADAS exploration cycles (tuning,
code generation, integration, test drive). To underline its detailed features, two driver
assistance applications were prototyped with its support, as presented next.

5.2. Experimental Results
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5.2 Experimental Results
The advantages of the joint framework assembly are highlighted in this section via the
prototyping and refinement process of ADAS benchmarks. The section starts with the
presentation of the applications, followed by the introduction of the applied virtual
HW/SW system configurations for their integration. Lastly, algorithmic and temporal
system analysis is provided, alongside co-simulation performance measurements.

5.2.1 ADAS Prototyping
In this section, the algorithmic description of two ADAS benchmarks is detailed.
Herein, the focus is not on the designed ADAS but rather on providing insight into
the capabilities of the framework system to guide the application integration process.
5.2.1.1 Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)
The first application candidate aims at performing a closed-loop steering control of
the ego-vehicle for centering it in the driving lane. The following two operating modes
were implemented for the LKAS: (a) automatic keeping of the lane mid-point (b) active
lane departure avoidance, while steering control lies still mainly in the hands of the
driver. Since the former control represents the core of the latter, the fully automatic
mode is introduced next, with its meta-code expression presented in Algorithm 5.1.
The corresponding environment modeling is depicted in Figure 5.7, illustrating the
required inputs and variables of the LKAS.
First, the desired and current vehicle positions in the driving roadway are obtained, based on the road and lane widths (lines 2-4). Afterward, the position error
is calculated (lines 5-9) according to the selection of the target lane (e.g., ongoing or
incoming, with the latter to be used in takeover maneuvers). Subsequently, based on
the current vehicle-road angle and the segment-relative yaw, the steering angle is adjusted to compensate the position offset (line 10). The segment-relative yaw is defined
as the rotational motion along the axis that is perpendicular to the chassis plane, while
the yaw rate corresponds to the angular velocity of the rotation. This magnitude can
be calculated as the angular difference between the x-y plane of the vehicle chassis
coordinate system and the x-y plane of the current road segment within the world
coordinate system. This component is also visualized in Figure 5.7 with the notation
θrel . Lastly, the algorithm updates the steering angle and performs its normalization
to the range {∢steer ∈ R | − Π ≤ ∢steer ≤ Π} (lines 11-16).
After the initial prototyping of the LKAS algorithm, its bare-metal implementation and later its ERIKA Enterprise task variant were developed. The proposed joint
co-simulation system is utilized for VViL and VHiL testing, i.e., the LKAS is executed
on the VP in a closed-loop manner with the driving simulator. A high-level interconnection scheme of the communicating modules and their involved signals within
the test system is presented in Figure 5.8. Herein, a module named Situation Awareness
Unit provides the lane selection control for the LKAS. This is currently a static selector,
but may be implemented in future efforts as a takeover assistant.
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Algorithm 5.1: LKAS steer control
Input: wroad: road width [m],
wlane: lane width [m],
∢veh_abs : vehicle-road angle [rad],
θrel : segment-relative yaw [rad],
lane: ongoing/incoming
Output: ∢steer : steering angle [rad]
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

xroad
xcar dopt dright
ycar
yroad

wlane

derror

Θrel

veh_abs =2π

dleft

wroad

// Select the target lane
if lane == ongoing then
derror ← dright - dopt
else
derror ← dopt - dle f t
end

Figure 5.7: Environment modeling
and perception of the LKAS
Situation
Lane
Awareness
Selection
Unit
Relative Yaw

Virtual Platform
Steering Angle
LKAS

Lane Position

// Correct steering angle
∢steer ← ∢veh_abs + θrel − derror /wroad
// Normalize ∢steer to −Π...Π
while ∢steer > Π do
∢steer ← ∢steer − 2 ∗ Π
end
while ∢steer < −Π do
∢steer ← ∢steer + 2 ∗ Π
end
return ∢steer

Incoming

veh_abs=0

Function step_lane_keep_assist(...):
// Calculate lane position
dle f t ← get_dist_from_left(...)
dright ← get_dist_from_right(...)
dopt ← wlane /2

Ongoing

PFMI Co-Simulation Master

Lane Position
Relative Yaw

Speed Dreams

User Steering
Control
Physical Connection
Virtual Connection

Figure 5.8: Closed-loop interconnection scheme of the LKAS (notation
adapted from Figure 2.4)

5.2.1.2 Automatic Transmission Control (ATC)
The second algorithm is an enhanced version of the initial ATC implementation, presented in Section 4.4.2. This ATC revision is modeled as a finite state machine, and
operates in a closed loop, i.e., it periodically applies gear control upon the evaluation
of its inputs: the engine speed, the state of the virtual clutch release sensor and the
user throttle signal. The application covers a multitude of operating states, e.g., regular up and downshift with respect to the current engine speed, vehicle start and stop
situations and overtake assistance, shifting to a lower gear once it is recognized that
more engine power is needed. The concrete modes of operation of the ATC can be
best described by a flow chart, as depicted in Figure 5.9:

•

Commencing from the initial vehicle start condition, the target gear is incremented
upon changes in the user throttle input signal.

5.2. Experimental Results
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of the ATC

Figure 5.10: Closed-loop interconnection scheme of the ATC (notation
adapted from Figure 2.4)

•

At every behavioral step of the algorithm, the clutch status is evaluated. If the
ego-vehicle is in the middle of a transmission, the ATC enters a wait state until
the clutch is released again, allowing further gear changes.

•

Next, if the engine speed resides in a lower range but the user throttle input
exceeds a certain threshold, the gear is decremented. This provides additional
engine power, which is essential in, for example, a vehicle takeover situation.

•

Lastly, the engine speed is compared to pre-defined upper and lower thresholds. If
this value remains within the bounds, the algorithm enters a wait state. Otherwise,
an up or downshift of the gear is requested according to the exceeded or undercut
limit. Herein, a final inquiry is made to avoid an unwanted switch to neutral gear.

Similarly to the LKAS, the ATC was also prototyped as a bare-metal application
initially. Later, it was refined as an ERIKA Enterprise task. A high-level interconnection scheme of the communicating modules and their involved signals within the
test system is presented in Figure 5.10. As can be observed, the algorithm receives its
aforementioned inputs from the virtual ego-vehicle via the co-simulation, performs
gear control and applies it on the simulated car. The LKAS was also executed on the
VP in a closed-loop manner with the driving simulator.

5.2.2 Virtual HW/SW System Configuration Stages
As mentioned previously, the applications were integrated on the designed VP in
specific HW/SW system configuration (denoted as CFGi ) as follows:
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Table 5.2:

HW

Stage transitions of HW/SW system design

1×VECU

2×VECUs

Bare-metal

CFG A

CFGC

ERIKA Enterprise task

CFGB

CFGD

SW

•

CFG A : In this use case, both algorithms were integrated as bare-metal software
on 1×VECU. This configuration aims at algorithmic prototyping and initial baremetal SW integration.

•

CFGB : In this setup, both algorithms were integrated as ERIKA Enterprise tasks
on 1×VECU. The configuration targets early timing analysis, RTOS integration
and inter-task communication.

•

CFGC : In this use case, the two algorithms were separated on 2×VECUs as baremetal software. This configuration aims at refining spatial distribution of applications on multiple VECUs.

•

CFGD : In this setup, the two algorithms were separated on 2×VECUs as ERIKA
Enterprise tasks. This configuration targets enabling inter-VECU communication
between distributed tasks.

A simplified representation of these system design stages is shown in Table 5.2. Following this depiction, the developer may reach CFG A in initial prototyping stages,
and traversing over CFGB and CFGC the final CFGD implementation can be reached.
This flow establishes a stepwise refinement and exploration of HW/SW properties by
lowering the abstraction level of the design. The novelty of the proposed joint framework assembly is to enable this design space exploration for beyond-functional system
properties (e.g., timing behavior, HW/SW partitioning), while stepwise refining the
abstraction level of the implementation.

5.2.3 Algorithmic and Temporal Analysis
Several co-simulations2 were executed for ADAS testing and refinement using the
full-system setup shown in Figure 5.6. All test runs were orchestrated by the aforementioned PFMI master, applying a fixed t FMIstep =2 ms step on each subsystem.
First, signals from the LKAS testing process were captured. Figure 5.11 shows the
position of the ego-vehicle in the driving lane in the ongoing direction (dright in this
case). As can be seen in the figure, the LKAS algorithm aims at keeping the optimum
2 Simulation host:

x86_64 AMD Phenom II X6 1100T 6xCPU, f clk =3.3 GHz, 6x64kB L1D and L1I, 6x512kB
L2, 6MB L3 caches, 12GB RAM, using CentOS Linux 6.8.

dright [m]
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lane mid-point at around dopt =2.5 m. In Figure 5.12, the previously detailed segmentrelative yaw of the car is depicted, ranging from -1.0 to +1.0 rad. The associated
control of the LKAS in automatic mode is shown in Figure 5.13, where negative values
indicate right, positive values left steering. The steering signal corresponds to the
normalized ∢steer value, limited to the maximum steering capability of the vehicle.
The control reaction of the LKAS is observable first in a sharp right (between 1.5-3.5 s)
and then in a broad left curve (between 9.5-15 s).
Only minor differences can be noted in case of both signals between system configurations CFG A vs. CFGB , which can be explained by the relatively short execution
time of the algorithm. Hence, in a shorter time span, fewer system events (e.g., IRQs)
disrupt the LKAS execution even as an ERIKA Enterprise task. The same test runs
were also executed in CFGC and CFGD , but since only negligible differences were
noted (due to CAN message transmit times), the results are not displayed.
However, more fluctuations were found during the ATC prototyping process.
Firstly, the user throttle input was captured and consistently applied via the replay

Throttle Signal [%]
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ERIKA Enterprise task scheduling excerpt

module in the performed VViL tests, as shown in Figure 5.14. The resulting engine
speed is depicted in Figure 5.15 between 1-5 s in a steady acceleration phase, and between 5-12 s while alternating the throttle. The reaction of the ATC gear control is
shown in Figure 5.16. As can be seen, both functional and temporal deviations occur between different system configurations. As previously noted, the minor timing
discrepancies between CFG A vs. CFGC and CFGB vs. CFGD arise due to CAN message delays. Yet, bare-metal vs. ERIKA Enterprise task implementations (CFG A,C vs.
CFGB,D ) exhibit significant variations, leading even to extra gear shifts (around 9 s).
The reason for this in the bare-metal variants CFG A,C is that the ATC gear control
loop is executed more frequently, since it is triggered by ad hoc activations of CAN
message IRQs. Conversely, the ERIKA Enterprise task implementations in CFGB,D
grant a scheduler-based execution for the ATC with activations resulting from timer
events at discrete time stamps. Although such triggers are configured to occur less
frequently, the mechanism provides real-time execution guarantees that CFG A,C lack.
Moreover, Figure 5.17 shows the clutch signal during the ATC tests, where an
undesired oscillation was captured between 6.5-9.2 s. Herein, an algorithmic error is
pointed out, violating the mandatory wait time between gear shifts. This issue was
located and corrected via the previously noted VECU debugger support.
Finally, the execution times of both ADAS were measured in CFGB . Fixed priorities were assigned to the encapsulating tasks from highest to lowest as follows: ATC,
LKAS, while a collection of system services is summarized as Background Task (BT).
As shown in Figure 5.18, ERIKA Enterprise is configured to schedule the tasks periodically, with a frequency of 1 ms, according to their priorities. The runtimes of both
assistance systems can be observed in the figure as well, which is around 4 µs for the
ATC and 9 µs for the LKAS. In the depicted excerpt, the ATC executes in less time
since it resides in a wait state, awaiting only the expiration of the mandatory stay
in gear time. Even though no timing violations were observed due to the relatively
short application runtimes, the tests underlined the potential of the proposed joint
framework system to provide dynamic execution time and schedulability analyses.
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Figure 5.19: Execution speeds of the CPU model(s) within the virtual platform, using
multiple quantum settings, measured in various system configurations

5.2.4 Whole-System Co-simulation Performance Measurements
Due to the initial performance issues, the VP remained in the focus of profiling analyses to estimate its impact on the complete system. Figure 5.19 quantifies the profiling
results via the captured number of executed Millions of simulated Instructions Per
wall clock Second (MIPS) for all ISSs of the platform. The speed target was set to 100
MIPS, since the CPU models were clocked at f clk =100 MHz, thus resulting in a close
to real-time execution. To achieve this, the VP quantum (recalling Section 2.3.2) was
increased to boost performance with the trade-off of lowering accuracy, as foreseen by
the multi-scale approach. As can be observed in Figure 5.19, simulation performance
rises by increasing the quantum. Here it is noted, that in the previously detailed
system configurations even higher quanta did not cause disturbances in the RTOS execution. As indicated in Figure 5.19, bare-metal configurations achieve higher performance than those based on ERIKA Enterprise (CFG A vs. CFGB and CFGC vs. CFGD ),
since the RTOS induces a large number of system events causing simulation overhead (e.g., IRQs). The results also indicate that single-VECU setups achieve higher
performance than multi-VECU ones (CFG A vs. CFGC and CFGB vs. CFGD ), since
the simulation overhead scales linearly with added VECUs, while parallel efficiency
does not. It can also be seen that the VECU executing the LKAS achieves higher
performance than the one running the ATC in CFGC and CFGD . This effect arises
due to the comparably simple LKAS implementation, executing quicker and leaving
more simulation idle time. It is also observable in Figure 5.19 that by increasing the
quantum, simulation performance rises faster in bare-metal configurations than in the
RTOS-based ones. This is explained with a simulation acceleration mechanism, which
makes it possible to halt idling ISSs within the VP until a new IRQ arrives. This technique was implemented for the bare-metal use cases, but left out of ERIKA Enterprise,
as it would have required simulation-specific alterations to the RTOS kernel.

5.3. Synopsis and Discussion

Table 5.3:
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Achieved co-simulation speeds in various system configurations

System Configuration
Average Co-Simulation Execution Speed [FPS]

CFG A

CFGB

CFGC

CFGD

31.7

14.49

19.06

7.63

Lastly, with the VP quantum set to the overall t FMIstep =2 ms, the execution efficiency of the complete co-simulation system was analyzed (as assembled in Figure 5.6). As an indicator, the achieved average Frames Per Second (FPS) rendering
efficiency of the Speed Dreams graphic engine was chosen, as it reflects the real-time
perception of the whole co-simulation. As can be seen in Table 5.3, since the VP
dominates the whole co-simulation efficiency, the same trends can be noted as in the
findings obtained for the VP alone with regards to the applied system configurations.
As a conclusion, the achievements detailed in this section underlined the potentials of the proposed framework system for design space exploration and validation
of functional and beyond-functional properties of ADAS prototypes. As quantified by
the performance numbers in Figure 5.19 and Table 5.3, the VP as well as the complete
co-simulation system can reach execution speeds close to real-time in certain setups
(e.g., CFG A,C ). Moreover, the results indicate that the co-simulation system makes it
possible to interactively include the developer in the virtual test driving process, since
frame rates over 15 FPS are considered adequate for human perception in real-time
[53]. Recalling the introduction, this final achievement addresses the prerequisite of
reaching near real-time execution, thus accomplishing all preset design goals.

5.3 Synopsis and Discussion
Recalling Section 1.4, the second infrastructural cornerstone in the bottom-up development of this thesis was introduced in this chapter. The primary goal of the presented work was to extend simulation-driven ADAS development by combining the
VViL and VHiL testing and validation approaches to accelerate the early prototyping
phase of ADAS. Herein, the base technologies and subsystems of the joint framework
assembly were introduced in Section 5.1. First, a generic FMI-based tool-coupling
method was detailed to ease the integration of target tools and models. Addressing the shortcomings of the previous approach noted in Section 4.5, the full-fledged
Speed Dreams simulator was adapted for ADAS test driving and multi-domain cosimulation. Nevertheless, the focus was placed on the design of the presented highperformance, automotive-flavor VP, featuring distributed multi-core VECU configurations, as well as FMI coupling. Subsequently, to guarantee the real-time behavior of
safety-critical ADAS applications, the proposed VP was extended by providing support for the ERIKA Enterprise automotive RTOS. To highlight the capabilities of the
assembled joint framework system, experimental evaluation was presented in Section 5.2. First, the introduction of the LKAS and ATC benchmark applications was
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performed, followed by the details of the applied HW/SW system configurations.
Finally, algorithmic and temporal system analyses were presented, alongside the simulation performance evaluation, thus underlining the whole-system prototyping capabilities of the framework.
However, certain limitations of the proposed framework system were identified,
which are either addressed in further chapters or noted as future work:

•

The manual ADAS integration on the VP was still found to be highly error-prone,
especially in the ERIKA Enterprise use case. To avoid this process, fully automatic
ADAS code generation and integration needs to be provided, for which a designed
framework is detailed in Chapter 7.

•

The full exploitation of the features of ERIKA Enterprise is noted as future work.
Herein, support for further OSEK conformance classes, scheduling policies and
multi-stack applications can be provided (as listed in Section 5.1.4), thus extending
the capabilities of the RTOS. Moreover, the extension of the ERIKA Enterprise
communication layer and support for multi-core VECUs is envisioned in future
efforts as well.

•

The design and evaluation of further ADAS prototypes is required, with the overall goal of supporting the simulation-driven development of fully automated driving applications. On a final note, a greater set of applications could provide a more
adequate testing ground for schedulability examinations and analysis of communication patterns, among many other system properties.

Based on the co-simulation system of this work, a top-down model generation
facility is presented in the next chapter, targeting multi-scale vehicle dynamics design.

Chapter 6

Multi-Scale Vehicle Dynamics Design
and Model Generation
As noted in previous chapters, it is proposed in this thesis to extend the main mechanisms behind Model-Based Design (MBD) to achieve purely simulation-driven ADAS
development. The virtualization of most X-in-the-Loop (XiL) validation techniques is
envisioned here to accelerate the early prototyping phase of ADAS. In this pursuit,
the work detailed in Chapter 4 covered Virtual Hardware-in-the-Loop (VHiL) testing
by integrating virtual platforms in the proposed flow. Moreover, the achievements
presented in Chapter 5 augmented the system by Virtual Vehicle-in-the-Loop (VViL)
validation, i.e., using full-fledged driving simulators for ADAS test driving purposes.
However, after laying down the aforementioned infrastructure, certain anomalies
were noted that had to be examined and addressed before an envisioned automatic
ADAS code generation could be meaningfully utilized. In the earliest phases of application prototyping, Model-in-the-Loop (MiL) testing takes place in any MBD tool
for adapting and validating algorithmic properties of ADAS. Yet, in more mature development stages, applications are usually generated as C/C++ code to be tested on
a lower level of abstraction in an extrinsic simulation or real world environment. This
process may lead to circumstances, where unwanted functional discrepancies arise
even though the very same application behavior should be reflected. The reasons behind this phenomenon were identified as the diverging environment conditions and
disparate virtual vehicle models utilized in different ADAS validation stages.
The concerns regarding this issue were best expressed by Chretien et al. [56],
stressing how heavily ADAS controllers rely on the underlying vehicle dynamics. In
the example of the author, neglecting even a minor delay between a Lane Keeping
Assist System (LKAS) and the power steering might be sufficient to destabilize the
controller. As a result, the vehicle could oscillate or even exit its target lane. If such
traits are not taken in account in an early design stage, the controller must be updated,
recalibrated and tested, or even re-implemented from scratch in the worst case.
Therefore, this chapter is dedicated to exploring means for hand-in-hand controller and controlled system co-design in a fully virtual development environment.
Moreover, to reap the benefits of model-based design, a target framework is envisioned as a plugin of the selected MBD tool in this thesis: Simulink (cf. Section 2.1.1).
The goal herein is to support the modeling of vehicle dynamics components and their
automatic generation from within Simulink. Furthermore, the resulting simulation
package needs to be compliant with the chosen Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI)
multi-domain co-simulation standard (reviewing Section 2.5.2). This would enable
its utilization alongside a driving simulator, providing the virtual vehicle instance to
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be used for ADAS VViL testing. Lastly, component design is envisioned following
the multi-scale modeling approach, described in Section 1.2.6. As vehicle dynamics
simulation may represent a performance bottleneck with more realistic component
models, a tunable resolution is ultimately envisioned, trading off accuracy vs. speed.

Contributions
The research effort detailed in this chapter is based on the scientific contribution presented by the author in [47]1 , putting all previously presented ideas into practice.
Herein, a framework called Vehicle Component Modeling and eXport (VCMX) is introduced as the main contribution, featuring the following essential functionalities:
1

VCMX builds upon the mechanisms of Simulink to implement an in-tool plugin.
In this way, VCMX can reap the benefits of MBD tools, such as MiL testing.

2

VCMX provides a component design paradigm and in-tool support for hierarchical vehicle dynamics modeling.

3

VCMX supports the automatic generation of mechatronics models by building
upon the template-based code generation facility of Simulink.

4

VCMX implements a generic run-time configuration mechanism, allowing component parameters of the generated package (e.g., dimensions and material properties) to be set externally during runtime.

5

VCMX encapsulates the top-level hierarchical component as an FMI-based cosimulation unit (cf. Section 2.5.2.1), i.e., a Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU), to
enable the usage of the generated vehicle dynamics package for VViL testing.

6

VCMX implicitly supports multi-scale modeling and the insertion of different coexisting versions of component types into the final co-simulation package. Thus,
the accuracy of the resulting bundle can be tuned per component.

Lastly, VCMX and its component modeling paradigm are evaluated by designing a
multi-scale vehicle dynamics library to be used for refining two ADAS prototypes.

Outline
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The base architecture, the
custom code generation facility and the component modeling paradigm of the proposed VCMX framework are presented in Section 6.1. Subsequently, the modeling
of a multi-scale vehicle dynamics library is detailed in Section 6.2. Afterward, modeling consistency and the functional effects of accuracy enhancements are examined
in Section 6.3. Moreover, beyond multi-scale simulation performance evaluation, the
utilization of VCMX for ADAS prototyping is also assessed. Finally, the chapter is
concluded with the synopsis and a discussion in Section 6.4.
1 All

figures, algorithms and tables of this chapter are adapted from the marked work © 2017 IEEE
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6.1 VCMX Framework Description
In the development flow of VCMX a meet-in-the-middle approach was taken. Initially,
the basic co-simulation package architecture was established in a bottom-up fashion,
not yet including actual vehicle dynamics components. Afterward, the native model
generation facilities of Simulink were examined in a top-down approach, resulting
in a behavioral C/C++ description of the mechatronic units. Finally, the two flows
were connected via a customized code generator to automate the complete modeling
procedure. These particular steps are detailed in the following sections.

6.1.1 Initial Architecture Definition
When laying down the fundamental infrastructure of the VCMX co-simulation package, the initial step was to define universal data structures to prevent ambiguities and
type mismatches. Afterward, the aforementioned configuration mechanism was implemented. Herein, a custom .xml file structure was in-house designed to store vehicular component parameters (e.g., material properties, dimensions). For completeness,
an example of such a file is provided in Appendix E. This mechanism foresees to store
the fixed settings of different cars, thus promoting ADAS reuse and the possibility to
experiment with different component configurations and vehicle variants.
Next, means for data exchange and encapsulation were implemented for intersubmodule communication. A top-level mechanism was added to support multi-scale
component instances of future models on different accuracy levels.
The subsequent goal was to utilize the envisioned package seamlessly in an FMIbased multi-domain co-simulation. At this point, a brief recapitulation of Section 2.5.2
is given to fully understand the VCMX implementation. Fundamentally, FMI defines
a master-slave co-simulation approach, with a central master orchestrating multiple
slaves, or FMUs, encapsulating actual simulation models. FMUs can be implemented
either as standalone or tool-coupling modules. The former FMUs are self-contained,
including the model, the simulation execution engine and all run-time library dependencies. The latter FMUs are only communication adapters, interacting with an
individual simulation environment that manages the target model. The standalone
approach was chosen for the VCMX co-simulation package, as the generated code
from Simulink can be configured to include the solver, thus avoiding external runtime library dependencies. This way, the resulting VCMX multi-domain model bundle can be kept as lightweight as possible. Lastly, to ensure data exchange with other
co-simulation participants, the aforementioned data encapsulation mechanism was
adapted to expose user-selected module parameters for external access.

6.1.2 Custom Code Generation Facility
As VCMX uses the intrinsic code generation mechanisms of Simulink, the information provided in Section 2.1.2 is summarized here again. Simulink Coder [191] is the
integrated retargetable code generator plugin of MATLAB. Its generation flow builds
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upon and can be customized by the Target Language Compiler (TLC) [190]. Simulink
Coder already integrates pre-designed code generation packages, from which the Embedded Real-Time (ERT) target [189] serves as the foundation of VCMX. Although
ERT is dedicated for the generation of embedded C/C++ code, its simplicity and
customization potential lead to its selection for the purposes of this work.
For the customization of the Simulink code generation flow, Section 2.1.2.2 is recalled. First, Simulink Coder compiles models into an intermediate representation
(.rtw file), containing all information about the system in a hierarchical description.
Next, the TLC facility converts this description into code, which can be externally controlled via certain .tlc scripts. The so-called system .tlc is the initiator of this action,
defining target-specifics and responsible for executing block .tlc files, which specify
how individual Simulink blocks are translated into C/C++ code. Finally, custom .tlc
files allow creating libraries beyond the predefined Simulink blocks.
The VCMX code generator was designed following this flow. The VCMX.tlc system file was created first, which is mainly in charge of instantiating the envisioned
simulation infrastructure. This script processes application-specific parameters, multiscale properties and predefined module I/O, among others, by accessing the .rtw file.
Moreover, VCMX.tlc invokes custom .tlc files to pursue the generation as follows:

•

TLCs for behavioral code generation of individual model instances. These are
based on the ERT block TLCs, which create model step functions. These routines
are then augmented with inter-module signal routing.

•

Glue code .tlc files, for generating, for example, headers and the FMI wrapper.

•

Data handling .tlc files, to create, for instance, mappers, loggers, parsers.

•

Miscellaneous .tlc files, for the FMI model description .xml and the aforementioned car component parameter descriptor file, among others.

Yet, the designed custom code generation backend requires a thorough design flow
to bridge the conceptual gap between component modeling and co-simulation.

6.1.3 Component Modeling Paradigm
To bridge the aforementioned gap, a comprehensive VCMX component modeling
paradigm was defined, depicted in Figure 6.1. This design flow proposes first a hierarchical separation of vehicle dynamics modules. This partitioning makes it possible
to disconnect the algorithmic behavior of models from their external structure, and to
connect submodels consistently by their preconfigured I/O interfaces.
To support this idea, a Component API Library was thus assembled, as shown in
Figure 6.1a. This library is comprised of .slx templates for specifying the I/O attributes of vehicle dynamics models. These APIs predefine various types of possible
component models to be identified in the code generation phase via meta-information
placed in the .rtw file. Such information is exploited by the custom .tlc files during code generation, for example, to group multi-scale model representations, among
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others. The component APIs are designed to be extensible, i.e., can be augmented
by the user to include additional I/O, to design new model types or to restructure
existing ones all via the GUI of MATLAB. Lastly, an example of such an API template
is provided in Appendix F.1 for the sake of completeness.
Next, model functionality can be inserted into the empty component templates,
depicted in Figure 6.1b. VCMX supports the design of different co-existing multiscale implementations of individual component types. As described earlier, the custom code generator identifies and adds each of these to the exported co-simulation
package ultimately. The resulting Multi-Scale Model library enables arbitrarily interchanging components to achieve an excellent accuracy vs. performance setting for a
dedicated use case. For instance, if engine control is in the focus of a set of tests, a
detailed modeling of the aerodynamics might not be relevant.
Afterward, Model Dependencies need to be resolved, as illustrated in Figure 6.1c.
VCMX prescribes connecting the I/O signals of components only by their API templates, i.e., independently from the actual implementation. In this way, Vehicle Instantiation can be implicitly accomplished, resulting in a hierarchical multi-scale virtual
vehicle instance, as shown in Figure 6.1d.
Illustrated in Figure 6.1e, the user needs to specify Co-Simulation Properties subsequently, for example, choosing which I/O signals of the top-level package shall be
exposed toward FMI. Finally, noted in Figure 6.1f, the "one-click" VCMX Code Generator concludes all design steps, as detailed in Section 6.1.2. The resulting VCMX FMU
co-simulation package (Figure 6.1g) is ready to be instantiated by any FMI master
module and to be utilized in a vehicular multi-domain environment.
To exemplify the afore described design flow and to highlight the usability of the
framework, a multi-scale vehicle dynamics library was assembled via VCMX, which
is presented in the following section.
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6.2 Multi-Scale Vehicle Dynamics Design via VCMX
To maximally support the ADAS refinement process, the possibility needs to be provided to model the controlled system, i.e., the vehicle dynamics, as realistically as
required for the target use case. The VCMX design flow and the corresponding custom code generator were explicitly tailored to guarantee such an environment, thus
accelerating, facilitating and augmenting the development process. To provide a tangible demonstration of its advantages, a multi-scale vehicle dynamics library was
assembled via VCMX. The component models were initially built upon the vehicle
dynamics contained in Speed Dreams [4], i.e., the VViL testing environment selected
for the research purposes of this thesis. As noted in Section 2.2.2, Speed Dreams
includes adequate simulated physics including chassis, engine, transmission, axles,
differential, steering, suspension, brakes and tire models, among others. Moreover,
the effects of aerodynamics are also added to affect the behavior of the vehicle. Thus,
the vehicle dynamics of Speed Dreams was taken as a baseline to be partially remodeled via VCMX also to have the possibility of verifying modeling consistency.
The goal of the envisioned library is to provide enhanced alternatives to the aforementioned component models via the multi-scale capability of VCMX. Lastly, the
provided multi-domain compliance of the driving simulator, detailed in Section 5.1.2,
leads to its convenient utilization alongside VCMX.
For the mathematical description of vehicle dynamics, the symbol notation was
organized into modules, each including a set of signals (i.e., variables) and properties (i.e., constants), all defined as tuples. Moreover, each modeled component has a
tuple assigned to it: aerodynamics (A), brakes (B), brake system (BS), chassis (CH),
road plane (R), user controls (U) and wheels (W). As certain car components can be
instanced multiple times (e.g., wheels and brakes), an additional location subindex (i)
was defined to specify their position unambiguously. To exemplify the mathematical notation, the symbol T1lB refers to the output temperature signal (T) of the brake
module (B) located at the front axle (1) on the driver side, left (l) on the virtual vehicle.

6.2.1 Brakes
The disc brake was the first target component to be remodeled among the Speed
Dreams vehicle dynamics. Such brakes generally consist of a disc rotating together
with the attached wheel, while a stationary shoe applies normal force against it. This
generates frictional forces between the two mating surfaces causing braking torque.
For the description of the brake model, Table 6.1 contains the mathematical notation.
a) The Speed Dreams Reference Model
First, the baseline model was examined, calculating brake torque as follows:
MiB =

1 BS
· P · ΦiB · aiB · κiB
2 i

(6.1)
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Table 6.1:

Mathematical symbol notation of the brake model

Symbol

Unit

Description

aiB

m2

Operating piston cross section area

ΦiB

m

Disc outer diameter

cp B

kJ/kgK

Disc material specific heat

mB

kg

Disc mass

ηB

-

Dissipated heat share of the disc-shoe contact

ζ iB

-

Static friction coefficient between disc and pad (dry)

κiB

-

Rolling friction coefficient between disc and pad (dry)

̺iB

-

Static friction coefficient between disc and pad (wet)

ςBi

-

Rolling friction coefficient between disc and pad (wet)

µiB

-

Instant disc-pad friction coefficient

κB

-

Decrease ratio of µ with respect to temperature variation

liB

m

Brake pad cross section height

MiB

Nm

Brake moment

PiBS

kPa

Output pressure of the brake system at location i

TiB

K

Brake disc surface temperature

ωiW

rad/s

Angular velocity of the wheel at location i

B
Q̇in

W/s

Disc heat up ratio

B
Q̇out

W/s

Disc heat dissipation ratio

B
Q̇cond

W/s

Conductive heat transfer

B
Q̇conv

W/s

Convective heat transfer

B
Q̇rad

W/s

Radiative heat transfer
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After examining the implementation of the Speed Dreams reference model, it was
determined that the disc temperature (TiB ∈ R | 0 ≤ TiB ≤ 1) has no real influence on
the braking capability, and is used only for visual rendering representation.
b) The Enhanced Accuracy Model
Based on the description by Jacobs et al. [108], an enhanced model was created via
VCMX, featuring an instantaneous friction coefficient µiB , affected by the temperature,
the intermediate medium and the relative velocity between the mating surfaces. Moreover, the effect of precipitation was also modeled, denoted as W U ∈ R | 0 ≤ W U ≤ 1,
with 0 meaning dry and 1 fully wet conditions. Its influence on the solid and
fluid friction coefficients of the contact surfaces was also added. This effect can be
mathematically expressed as a linear interpolation between the boundary conditions
ζ iB , κiB , ̺iB , ςBi . Following the notation in [200], the calculation can be given as follows:
ζ̄ iB = ζ iB + (̺iB − ζ iB ) · W U

(6.2)

κ̄iB = κiB + (ςBi − κiB ) · W U

(6.3)

Beyond the notation of Table 6.1, the upper-score symbols refer to individual friction coefficients after interpolation. Based again on the description of Jacobs et al.
[108], the model was extended with static and rolling friction conditions, influenced
by the relative velocity of the brake disc and shoe. The final value is selected depending on the angular velocity of the wheel ωiW (according to [200]) as follows:
(
→ µiB = ζ̄ iB
ωiW ≤ 3 [rad/s]
B
µi =
(6.4)
ωiW > 3 [rad/s]
→ µiB = κ̄iB
Next, the effect of the disc temperature TiB on µiB can be incorporated. Here, the
calculated instant friction coefficient can be corrected with temperature variations:
µiB (TiB ) = µiB − κ B · ∆TiB

(6.5)

Lastly, based on Decker et al. [111], the brake torque is calculated as:
MiB

(ΦiB − liB ) ωiW
=−
· aiB · PiBS · [µiB − κ B · ∆TiB ]
·
W
2
| ωi |

(6.6)

As can be seen, the brake torque is affected by the common area of the mating
surfaces, the direction of rotation, the effective brake system pressure and the previously corrected friction coefficient. Moreover, the effect of the brake temperature was
also added by defining a control volume around the disc (i.e., a surrounding volume
for observing the heat flow). Herein, heat balance equations can be written as follows:
B
Q̇in
= ωiW · MiB · η B

(6.7)

MiB [Nm]
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B
B
B
B
Q̇out
= Q̇cond
+ Q̇conv
+ Q̇rad

(6.8)

B denotes the heat flow transferred to the disc,
In Equation 6.7, the symbol Q̇in
which is generated by frictional forces between the mating surfaces. Q̇out in Equation 6.8 refers to the heat flow from the disc to the surroundings by means of conduction, convection and radiation. At this point certain simplifications were made,
firstly assuming that the wheel hub serves as the single conductive heat sink, given
the ambient temperature T U as its initial value. Furthermore, by neglecting the thermal radiation from the surroundings to the disc, following the description of Marek
et al. [127], the brake temperature can be expressed as follows:
P B
B )
(Q̇in − Q̇out
B
Ti =
+ TU
(6.9)
cp B · m B

After modeling all previously described effects, the reference and enhanced models were compared. Figure 6.2 depicts the output torque signals of both variants
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with consistently applied inputs. As can be seen, the implemented enhancements
drastically change the behavior of the model. Generally, the refined component can
generate less brake torque than the reference model. This can be explained by (i) the
adjustment of the friction coefficient for solid or fluid traction conditions and (ii) the
adaptation of the brake pad geometry by realistic dimensions. By carefully examining
Figure 6.2, a slight torque reduction can be observed in case of the enhanced model
during the braking process between around 3 −7 s. This effect reflects a decrease in the
friction coefficient due to increasing disc temperature (as described by Equation 6.5).
To highlight further component enhancements, Figure 6.3 depicts a test sequence
of the brake model under different precipitation conditions. As anticipated, the
moister the contact surfaces become, the more strongly the friction coefficient decreases, resulting in the reduction of the output brake torque. However, a discontinuity can be noticed around 8.6 s as a result of the discrete selection between static
ζ̄ iB and rolling κ̄iB friction conditions (described by Equation 6.4). This transition is
significantly smoother in reality, yet modeling such frictional conditions in detail (via
so-called Stribeck curves [108]) would go beyond the extent of this thesis.
Further multi-scale model enhancements are presented in the next sections using
VCMX. The modeled components were built upon firm theoretical approaches, and
were formalized with the same mathematical thoroughness as the disc brake. However, as their full explanation exceeds the scope of this chapter, the characterizations
are summarized, while details are provided in the appendices of this thesis.

6.2.2 Brake System
The brake system of cars consists of a pedal, booster, master hydraulic cylinder and
pipes connected to the brakes. To improve maneuverability, a limiter valve is usually
employed, reducing the brake pressure applied on the rear axle. The so-called brake
repartition coefficient is used to model this pressure ratio between axles.
a) The Speed Dreams Reference Model
The baseline model includes a parallel brake system with independent hydraulic
circuits per axle, applying equal pressure on both wheels. The repartition coefficient
is used to scale the output pressure among axles. Moreover, a simplified hydraulic
handbrake system is also added to the model. The pressure reaching the rear brakes
is chosen as the larger among the repartitioned and the handbrake signal.
b) The Enhanced Accuracy Model
The improvements include a step brake cylinder with separate piston chambers
supplying hydraulic pressure to the brake circuits [68, 134]. An X-shape system was
designed here, with each circuit acting on one front and the diagonally opposite rear
wheel. Herein, transmission and rise times, as well as a pressure build up delay were
added. Beyond this brief summary, a full description is given in Appendix F.2.
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6.2.3 Aerodynamics
Since the original Speed Dreams vehicle dynamics package is aimed at mimicking
race cars, the baseline model implements aerodynamic forces caused by rear and
front spoilers. As this was considered rather uncommon for ordinary street vehicles,
this model was not replicated using VCMX. Instead, an enhanced accuracy model was
developed, based on a theoretical approach targeting urban vehicles. In the created
model, the effects of drag, side and lift forces were included to affect the turning
moment of the chassis. A complete description of the model is given in Appendix F.3.

6.2.4 Chassis Modeling
The chassis is the central and thus most complex component where all affecting forces
act commonly to influence the motion of the vehicle as a result of their equilibrium.
The baseline implementation of Speed Dreams uses these forces to model six degrees of freedom, i.e., translational (forward, backward, left, right, up, down) and
rotational (yaw, pitch, roll) movement. However, several unrelated functionalities
are integrated into the original chassis model (e.g., fuel consumption estimation and
rendering tasks). Furthermore, the stabilization of the component around boundary
conditions does not rely on any physical background, for which the baseline model
was not recreated via VCMX either.
Instead, an enhanced accuracy model was developed, incorporating all acting
forces and applying a transformation between the undercarriage (road plane) and
the Center of Gravity (CoG - car chassis) coordinate systems. The full weight of the
car was also included in the model to act at the CoG. As discussed previously, aerodynamic forces (drag, side and lift) were also joined to generate turning moments on
the chassis. Moreover, following the notion of Breuer et al. [35], advanced effects,
such as the energy required to overcome the inertia of rotating elements along the
power train (e.g., crankshaft, gearbox, shafts, differential, wheels), was also added to
the model. However, as the description of these effects would go beyond the scope of
this chapter, a complete characterization is given in Appendix F.4.

6.3 Experimental Results
This section is dedicated to evaluating the VCMX modeling flow, the code generation
facility and the final multi-scale co-simulation bundle. The first goal was to validate
modeling consistency between all simulation environments (Simulink, Speed Dreams
and VCMX). Next, the functional effects of accuracy enhancements of vehicle dynamics are presented, alongside multi-scale simulation performance evaluation. Lastly,
the benefits of model improvements are underlined for the purpose of prototyping
ADAS applications in a VViL testing environment.
It must be noted that in the current work the VHiL testing facilities, as detailed in
Chapters 4-5, were not utilized. This decision was taken as the focus of the evaluation
is of algorithmic nature only, for which functional ADAS modeling suffices.
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Comparison of brake system pressure outputs (rear left and right)

6.3.1 Model Consistency Verification
The main motivation behind this section is to present the analysis of modeling consistency between all simulation environments, i.e., components exported via VCMX
validated against Simulink and the Speed Dreams baseline models.
6.3.1.1 Simulink vs. VCMX
Primarily, it had to be validated that models created in Simulink are maintained coherently throughout the code generation process of VCMX, for which Figure 6.4 depicts
a validation setup. Herein, all previously modeled components were initially executed in Simulink. Afterward, the same models were exported as an FMU bundle via
VCMX and executed by a standalone tester program. For all test pairs, consistent,
predefined input signals were ensured, thus fully isolating model behavior.
All essential signals of the vehicle dynamics under test were logged in both test
setups, from which one concrete comparison is presented in Figure 6.5. This plot
depicts the brake system pressure signals of the pipes leading to the rear axle, first
when applying the brake pedal (between 1-7s) and then the handbrake (between 89s). As indicated in the plot, the signals obtained from Simulink and the same data
acquired from the VCMX FMU show full accordance. Similar consistency tests were
conducted for every model implementation inside the VCMX package. Thereby, it
was verified that components developed in Simulink are maintained coherently over
the model generation process of VCMX.
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6.3.1.2 Speed Dreams vs. VCMX
As detailed in Section 6.2, several Speed Dreams vehicle dynamics models were recreated via VCMX to serve as a baseline. The next goal was to verify that these components, encapsulated in the VCMX FMU, show the same behavior when used in
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Table 6.2:

Co-simulation test scenario accuracy settings

Test

Brake System

Brake

Aerodynamics

Chassis

Test A

baseline

baseline

baseline

baseline

Test B

enhanced

baseline

baseline

baseline

Test C

enhanced

enhanced

baseline

baseline

Test D

enhanced

enhanced

enhanced

baseline

Test E

enhanced

enhanced

enhanced

enhanced

a co-simulation with the driving simulator. The assembled validation setup for this
scenario is depicted in Figure 6.6. As previously performed, all essential signals of
the vehicle dynamics models were recorded once with and once without the exported
VCMX co-simulation package. To ensure input consistency, control commands of the
driver were captured from a test drive and encapsulated in a User Control Record and
Replay FMU. Next, multiple co-simulation runs were executed via the PFMI master
controller, detailed previously in Section 4.3. It must be noted that the obtained signal
logs are only accounted for after 2 s of simulation time, since prior to this the initialization of the driving simulator is performed. All recorded signal pairs were expected
to show full accordance, such as the brake torque, depicted in Figure 6.7.
However, certain inconsistencies were detected between the disc brake temperature signals, shown in Figure 6.8. As detailed in Section 6.2.1, even though the
baseline brake model does not assign any physical meaning to the temperature signal
(thus its unit marked as N/A), the mismatch called for deeper examination. Herein, it
was identified that this discrepancy arises due to an indeterminism within the Speed
Dreams road model, i.e., certain surface properties are assigned randomly at simulation time. This randomness affects the angular velocity ωiW of wheels, which has
a direct impact on the calculation of TiB (as detailed in Section 6.2.1). After removing this random factor, modeling consistency could be reached between the Speed
Dreams baseline models and the same components within the VCMX package.

6.3.2 Functional Effects of Accuracy Enhancements
The potential of vehicle dynamics accuracy enhancements was already indicated in
Section 6.2. Now, specific co-simulation scenarios are presented that highlight the
combined effects of component improvements on the overall behavior of the virtual
ego-vehicle. The conducted tests were configured with the VCMX package incorporating models on different accuracy levels, as suggested in Table 6.2. The chassis
velocity vCH was recorded in all co-simulation runs, since this signal reflects best the
combined effects of vehicle dynamics enhancements.
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Co-simulation results: chassis velocity recordings

For the test setups given in Table 6.2, the behavior of the virtual ego-vehicle is
presented in Figure 6.9. Test A represents the response corresponding to the purely
baseline Speed Dreams vehicle dynamics. As the first enhancement, Test B enables the
improved brake system within the VCMX package, leading to a more intense braking
effect. This can be explained by the influence of the aforementioned repartition coefficient (cf. Section 6.2.2), causing a higher pressure to arrive at the brakes, generating
thus more torque. The modeled pressure build up behavior can also be recognized
from the different slopes of Test A and B. The improved variant of the disc brake was
additionally activated in Test C, causing a reduction in brake torque. This is explained
with the effects detailed in Section 6.2.1, i.e., the aforementioned corrections applied to
the friction coefficient. The increasing temperature and the rolling friction conditions
reduce µiB , which leads to a decrease in brake torque generation. Next, the enhanced
aerodynamics model was also enabled, denoted as Test D in the figure. Because of
the relatively low velocity reached in the driving scenario and the absence of wind,
the arising aerodynamic forces exhibit a lower impact on vCH . Lastly, the improved
chassis model was additionally enabled in Test E. A more realistic vehicle acceleration
can be observed due to the enhancements in the rotational inertia behavior (noted
in Section 6.2.4). Herein, compared to the baseline, the ego-vehicle accelerated from
standstill in 4.3 s to around 11 m/s instead of 15 m/s, which is a considerably more
realistic behavior.
Conclusively, these tests highlighted that VCMX provides a tunable accuracy for
vehicle dynamics, targeting individual ADAS VViL use cases. Next, the impact of the
multi-scale modeling approach on the overall simulation performance is evaluated.
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Table 6.3:

Per-module step time measurements

Speed Dreams

VCMX

VCMX

Reference

Baseline

Enhanced

Brake

0.1388 µs

0.9191 µs

5.8151 µs

Brake System

0.1560 µs

0.6483 µs

0.6815 µs

Aerodynamics

0.4108 µs

-

1.0630 µs

Chassis

2.5076 µs

-

4.3893 µs

Model

6.3.3 Multi-Scale Simulation Performance Evaluation
The main idea behind multi-scale simulation is to represent models on different design abstractions, thus trading off simulation speed and accuracy (cf. Section 1.2.6).
Until this point, the effects of accuracy enhancements of the selected vehicle dynamics were only elaborated. Now, the estimation of the performance repercussion of
multi-scale modeling is presented, for which both Speed Dreams and VCMX were instrumented with simulation time measurement facilities. The previous co-simulation
scenarios were re-executed to capture performance indicators. In the conducted tests2 ,
the wall clock time duration of one FMI simulation step, i.e., t FMIstep =2 ms, was measured and averaged for the baseline and the enhanced models.
First, the step durations of the complete packages were acquired: 2.1096 ms for
the Speed Dreams vehicle dynamics, 2.0857 ms for the VCMX baseline and 2.0977 ms
for the improved accuracy setting. To involve a driver in upcoming ADAS VViL tests,
ensuring near real-time execution was of high priority, i.e., to achieve the simulation
of t FMIstep =2 ms in around 2 ms of wall clock time. As indicated by the results, VCMX
can guarantee this even with the enhanced package, although the model bundle does
not include the complete vehicle dynamics as in the case of Speed Dreams.
To compensate for this, a per-module performance breakdown is depicted in Table 6.3 for baseline models that could be redesigned in VCMX. The results indicate
an additional execution time overhead between the functionally equivalent Speed
Dreams reference and VCMX baseline models. First, it must be contemplated that
this overhead may arise due to time measurement uncertainties at the µs level. Furthermore, the behavior code, corresponding to stepping models, is created by the
ERT code generation facility of Simulink. This is not expected to be as efficient as
hand-written code, yet can greatly increase productivity by reducing development
time. Moreover, the VCMX code generator includes supplementary instrumentation
infrastructure around the step subroutines, which may cause an additional execution
overhead. Thus, a deeper profiling of the VCMX package, including more complex
models, needs to be dedicated as future work to identify optimization potential.
2 Simulation

host for all test runs: x86_64 AMD Phenom II X6 1055T 6xCPU, 6x128kB L1D and L1I,
6x512kB L2, 6MB L3 caches, 8GB RAM, using CentOS Linux 6.8.
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ADAS prototyping co-simulation scenario (notation adapted from Figure 2.4)

6.3.4 ADAS Prototyping Aided by VCMX
To present the strongest assets of the developed framework, two driver assistance
applications were prototyped in a VViL test environment alongside the VCMX cosimulation package. Recalling Section 4.4.3, the previously developed Anti-lock Brake
System (ABS) and Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR) subsystems were integrated into a more
advanced Traction Control System (TCS). To briefly recapitulate, the ABS regulates
per-wheel brake torque to reduce slippage when braking, while the ASR limits the
engine torque transferred to the wheels to increase traction at acceleration. The toplevel TCS module provides extra curve-awareness to its two subsystems. As the second ADAS, an Emergency Brake Assist (EBA) was prototyped from scratch. Based
on a virtual front radar, the EBA estimates a safe stopping distance by acquiring the
positional and velocity difference to frontal obstacles. It engages in automatic braking
if this minimal range is exceeded. These two applications are well suited for VViL
validation. On the one hand, the TCS requires testing on various road surfaces and
precipitation conditions. On the other hand, testing the EBA on a real track might
lead to causing property or personal damage especially in initial development stages.
Figure 6.10 presents the assembled co-simulation scenario for testing the two applications. Herein, the TCS and EBA were obtained as functional C/C++ code, and
manually wrapped into a standalone FMU (cf. Section 6.1.1). Furthermore, for the
envisioned tests, additional signals were exposed from the VCMX package toward
the co-simulation since, for example, the TCS needs to apply the brakes of the virtual
ego-vehicle. However, this task was rather straightforward via the model parameters
configuration GUI support, described in Section 6.1.3.
The essential signals obtained during the co-simulation runs are presented in Figure 6.11 with the driving simulator configured to rainy conditions. The image depicts
three test cases. First, VCMX was configured to include the brake system and disc
brake models only. Figure 6.11a shows the captured chassis velocity vCH with the TCS
initially disabled, where the ego-vehicle is not able to accelerate to a desired speed,
and then to brake efficiently until standstill due to wheel slippage on the wet road
surface. In a next co-simulation run, the TCS was enabled with VCMX set first to
baseline and then to enhanced accuracy settings. As anticipated, the TCS assists the
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Co-simulation results of prototyping the TCS and EBA applications
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acceleration and brake processes of the ego-vehicle even with the decreased braking
effect of the enhanced model (as discussed in Section 6.3.2).
In a follow-up co-simulation scenario, the previous test was repeated with the full
VCMX vehicle dynamics included. Figure 6.11b depicts the obtained chassis speed
signal, where both acceleration and braking reflect a more realistic dynamic vehicular
behavior with the enabled enhanced models (as discussed in Section 6.3.2).
However, the impact of model enhancements entailed severe consequences only in
the final co-simulation scenario, depicted in Figure 6.11c. Herein, the EBA was additionally activated alongside the TCS, and the tests were repeated with a stationary car
placed front in lane with d f r = 85 m from the ego-vehicle. With the VCMX enhanced
models enabled, the aforementioned functional effects resulted in a mild hit of the
two vehicles, due to physical properties for which the EBA did not account. Yet, with
further refinement applied to the EBA, the ego-vehicle could stop safely again.
As a conclusion, the presented test scenarios perfectly underline how vehicle dynamics enhancements can improve the early stages of ADAS development. With the
final virtual test drives, the critical impact of component modeling on algorithm design was also highlighted. The automated model generation capability of VCMX has
thus the potential to accelerate ADAS design by reducing late nonconformities. Lastly,
the simple integration of the VCMX package into standard FMI-based co-simulation
systems eases the integration process by fully avoiding manual adaptations.

6.4 Synopsis and Discussion
In this chapter it was highlighted why hand-in-hand controller and controlled system co-design is essential for ADAS prototyping. To validate this idea in practice,
the VCMX framework and its corresponding vehicle dynamics design flow were presented as main contributions. To reap the benefits of MBD tools, VCMX was implemented as a "one-click" template-based Simulink plugin. Herein, insights into the
base architecture of the co-simulation package, the VCMX code generation facility
and the corresponding component modeling flow were provided in Section 6.1. The
resulting framework integrates both multi-scale and multi-domain co-simulation aspects, as proposed in this thesis. The former property enables to interchange the
VCMX-included components to target an excellent speed-accuracy trade-off for individual ADAS test cases. The latter support allows the generated vehicle dynamics
package to be used for VViL testing alongside any FMI-compliant co-simulation unit.
VCMX was evaluated by designing a multi-scale vehicle dynamics library, as detailed in Section 6.2. Next, modeling consistency verification and the functional impact of accuracy enhancements on vehicular behavior were detailed in Section 6.3.
Following, the influence of multi-scale modeling on simulation performance was evaluated. Afterward, the significance of accuracy enhancements and their functional impacts on ADAS prototyping were highlighted. The package was finally utilized to
assist in the prototyping process of two driver assistance systems, with the emphasis
on the impact of component enhancements on control application design.
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However, certain shortcomings of the proposed approach were identified, which
need to be addressed in future work:

•

The reasons of the noted execution overhead of models within the VCMX package
need to be investigated to identify optimization potentials.

•

It is necessary to include a larger number and more complex multi-scale components and model templates into the designed vehicle dynamics library, such as
suspension, engine, transmission and differential, among others.

•

Run-time multi-scale model switching could be explored in future work as well.
Although this may be a rather challenging topic with regards to model state synchronization, it could provide a dynamically automated mechanism to achieve an
optimal trade-off between simulation speed and accuracy.

•

To avoid the manual transformation of ADAS applications into FMUs, an automated model generation from Simulink is necessary. A possible solution for this
task is presented in Chapter 7.

In the following chapter, the aforementioned conceptual gap of a fully automatic
model generation is addressed in the form of a second MBD plugin, representing the
final cornerstone technology of this thesis.

Chapter 7

Multi-Scale ADAS Code Generation
and Integration
As emphasized in previous chapters, the main motivation behind this thesis is extending the essential mechanisms of Model-Based Design (MBD) via the complete virtualization of X-in-the-Loop (XiL) validation techniques to achieve a fully simulationdriven ADAS prototyping ecosystem. In this pursuit, the work detailed in Chapter 4 aimed at integrating Virtual Platforms (VPs) into the proposed flow to enable
Virtual Hardware-in-the-Loop (VHiL) testing of ADAS applications. Extending this
environment, efficient means for Virtual Vehicle-in-the-Loop (VViL) validation were
presented in Chapter 5 by integrating fully fledged driving simulators into the system. Moreover, a multi-scale vehicle dynamics generation framework was introduced
in Chapter 6 to ensure modeling and testing consistency in different stages of ADAS
development. This final work is dedicated to addressing the conceptual gap noted
in previous chapters, i.e., completing the envisioned combined framework system of
this thesis via an automatic ADAS code generation facility. Such a framework aims at
overcoming the potentially error-prone process of manual code adaptation and integration of ADAS prototypes into a target system.
To take further advantage of the functionalities of model-based design, the target
code generator was implemented as a plugin of the chosen MBD tool of this thesis, Simulink. As demonstrated in Chapter 6, Simulink provides highly configurable
model export capabilities, for which a retargetable code generation facility was herein
envisioned, thus fully exploiting the features of the tool. The goal with this approach
is to further refine the ADAS design steps between Model-in-the-Loop (MiL) and
Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) testing via multiple intermediate steps. This idea aims
thus at accelerating ADAS design space exploration by ensuring a more fine-grained
refinement from the highest-level model representation down to embedded code in a
multi-scale fashion (cf. Section 1.2.6).

Contributions
The research effort described in this chapter is based on the publications presented in
[41, 42]1 , putting the previously presented ideas into practice. The Static Multi-scale
Export Layer Tool (SMELT) retargetable “one-click” ADAS code generation facility is
introduced in this work, also depicted in Figure 7.1. SMELT proposes ADAS refine1 All

figures, algorithms and tables of this chapter are adapted from the marked works © 2018 IEEE
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A simplified structural depiction and the application ranges of SMELT

ment over several levels of abstraction by implementing multiple model-based code
generation targets. The main contributions of the framework are as follows:
1

Functional SW generation: Aims at behavioral code instantiation in the form
of standard multi-domain co-simulation modules. This target may be used
for extended algorithmic exploration of ADAS, including further arbitrary cosimulation tools and models, such as a driving simulator.

2

Abstract SW generation: Targets ADAS model creation in the form of tasks that
can be directly integrated into VPs. This manifestation is used to experiment with
task encapsulation, determining timing properties early on, and exploring an
adequate application distribution on Virtual Electronic Control Units (VECUs).

3

Embedded SW generation: Aims at lowest-level model creation, i.e., C-based
ADAS SW instantiation in the form of tasks of a selected Real-Time Operating
System (RTOS). This target may be used for exact timing extraction and embedded code generation for upcoming ADAS validation phases, such as HiL.

4

Continuous ADAS refinement capability: Ensures modeling consistency and
seamless transitioning from the highest model representation down to the level of
real-time embedded code. This “one-model” approach accelerates optimization
steps in specific design stages, e.g., algorithmic exploration, model discretization,
as well as task partitioning and mapping, as indicated in Figure 7.1. The unification of the targets enables to choose the most adequate ADAS representation at
certain modeling steps, thus including a strong simulation acceleration potential.

To highlight the benefits of the framework, the design and optimization of an
ADAS library was performed by utilizing SMELT. Lastly, algorithmic and systemlevel evaluation is provided, alongside the simulation performance assessment.
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Outline
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Preliminaries are detailed in
Section 7.1, alongside the introduction of the three aforementioned SMELT code generation targets. Subsequently, the creation of a custom SMELT Simulink block set is
demonstrated, followed by the description of the proposed design automation flow
of the tool. Afterward, experimental results are presented in Section 7.2, commencing with algorithmic consistency verification. Next, the applications of the previously
mentioned ADAS library are introduced, which were prototyped using SMELT. Following, temporal system analyses and multi-scale simulation performance measurements are detailed, captured during the ADAS library design process. The chapter is
concluded with the synopsis and a discussion in Section 7.3.

7.1 The SMELT Code Generation Plugin
To utilize the highly advantageous features of MBD tools, the SMELT framework was
designed as a Simulink plugin. Therefore, SMELT builds upon the intrinsic code
generation mechanisms of Simulink, for which reason the preliminaries provided in
Section 2.1.2 are now summarized. Firstly, Simulink Coder [191] is the integrated
model generator facility within MATLAB. The code export process of Simulink Coder
builds upon and can be customized by the Target Language Compiler (TLC) [190].
Moreover, Simulink Coder integrates pre-designed code generation packages, from
which the following targets were used as a basis for SMELT:

•

The Rapid SIMulation (RSIM) target [191]: Aimed at non-real-time capable models
using variable step size solvers. The most notable advantage of RSIM is that
it can repeat simulation runs without rebuilding models, which is beneficial for
rapid parameter tuning. Due to its capabilities, RSIM was used as basis for the
aforementioned Functional SW target of SMELT (cf. Figure 7.1).

•

The Generic Real-Time (GRT) target [191]: Directed toward non-real-time capable
model generation and execution on common simulation host computers. As its
name implies, GRT may be used for more generic fixed and variable-step solver
based simulation models. Thus, the GRT target served as a base layer for the
previously noted Abstract SW target of SMELT, as shown in Figure 7.1.

•

The Embedded Real-Time (ERT) target [189]: Aimed at generating real-time capable C/C++ code for embedded controllers. Although ERT may be used only with
models based on fixed-step solvers, the generated C code has a confined set of
dependencies, leading to highly portable software. For these properties, ERT was
used for the aforementioned Embedded SW target of SMELT (cf. Figure 7.1).

Since SMELT builds upon these off-the-shelf targets, the customization mechanism of
the Simulink code generation flow is now summarized from Section 2.1.2.2. Initially,
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Simulink Coder compiles hierarchical models into a flattened intermediate representation. Next, the TLC facility converts this description into code, which can be externally controlled via specific scripts. The so-called system .tlc is the orchestrator
of this process, responsible for executing block .tlc files that specify how individual
Simulink blocks are converted into code. Lastly, custom .tlc scripts allow creating
libraries beyond the predefined block set of Simulink. In the following sections, this
customization process is detailed via the designed SMELT targets.

7.1.1 Functional SW Target
The first target aims at converting ADAS models into multi-domain co-simulation
units with the goal of performing extended algorithmic prototyping. As mentioned
in previous chapters, the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) [137] was chosen as a
simulation interoperability standard in this thesis. Thus, the goal with the current
target was generating and utilizing models compliant with the FMI specification. At
this point, a brief recapitulation of Section 2.5.2 is provided.
FMI defines a master-slave co-simulation mechanism, with a central master orchestrating multiple slaves, or Functional Mock-up Units (FMUs) that include actual
models. Such FMUs can be implemented either as standalone or tool-coupling modules. The former are self-contained and include the model, the solver and all run-time
dependencies, while the latter are only communication adapters interacting with a
particular tool that manages its model. Standalone coupling was used for the current
target as Simulink can be adapted to include the solver into a model package.
Following these preliminaries, the FMU-Gen target was developed as part of
SMELT, as shown in Figure 7.2b. Internally, FMU-Gen uses the aforementioned RSIM
Solver of Simulink, with the advantage of adapting parameters and resetting models
without rebuilding. Following the figure, FMU-Gen integrates custom .tlc files to
generate the following two sets of files for the final FMI-based co-simulation target:

•

Model sources and object: First, the ADAS Model Code is generated by rerouting
the RSIM target. The resulting behavioral model description is transformed via
custom .tlc files to comply with the FMI API [137]. Lastly, the simulation Host
Toolchain is invoked to compile the full package into the anticipated Model Object.

•

Model description .xml: Based on the flattened Simulink representation, the I/O
Interface of the model is extracted, alongside further basic attributes (e.g., name,
identifier, step size). All these properties are used by additional custom .tlc files
to create the FMI Model Description .xml, as indicated in Figure 7.2b.

The resulting object and descriptor files correspond to a functional ADAS FMU
bundle, to be used in a standard FMI-based co-simulation environment. Compared
to in-tool testing, the FMU-Gen target enables open-loop algorithmic evaluation with
further tools, which extends functional exploration (e.g., adapting control strategies).
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7.1.2 Abstract SW Target
The second SMELT target aims at model generation on the abstraction level related to
Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) testing approaches. The main mechanisms of this target
are built upon the concept of Timed Functional Tasks (TFTs), previously detailed in
Section 2.3.3. To recapitulate, TFTs are host-compiled algorithmic routines that are
encapsulated as single-shot tasks, augmented with an invocation frequency and tasklevel timing information, among other properties. Picking up on this concept, the
main assignment of the developed TFT-Gen target is to wrap around Simulink ADAS
models and generate code based on an established TFT implementation. TFT-Gen
builds upon the previously mentioned GRT Solver of Simulink for behavioral code
generation, as depicted in Figure 7.2c. Beyond this package, TFT-Gen implements a
set of custom .tlc files to generate further essential components as follows:

•

Bridge: A pre-defined API that TFTs need to comply with for system integration.
The bridge defines functions for, e.g., instantiation, initialization and termination,
as well as for advancing the models within TFTs by one simulation step.

•

Timing : This module allows the user to specify the estimated duration (i.e., deadline) of TFTs, which times are then consumed as delays in the underlying simulation system during execution. This mechanism enables to set timing specifications
to even functional ADAS models in a relatively early development stage.

•

Messages: A communication layer is generated to enable information exchange
between multiple TFTs distributed across the underlying simulation system. This
layer is created based on the I/O interface of models, mapping exposed variables
to implementation-specific system messages (e.g., CAN).

Following the figure, the ADAS Model Code is generated as a combination of the previous modules, which is subsequently compiled for the simulation host. To integrate
the resulting TFT Object into VPs, Abstract Execution Devices (AEDs) are utilized
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[167] (cf. Section 2.3.3). AEDs are essentially SystemC wrappers that, based on the
aforementioned bridge API, can host and execute an arbitrary number of TFTs. As indicated in Figure 7.2c, such virtual devices also incorporate a functional AED Hardware
Abstraction Layer (HAL), specific to the target platform. This allows AEDs to access peripherals of the underlying VP, e.g., timers and communication devices, among many
others. AEDs also implement a mechanism to execute the previously mentioned timing annotation request of TFTs by consuming their estimated execution time on the
task granularity. With all this instrumentation in place, AEDs may replace Instruction Set Simulators (ISSs) within a VP with the goal of approximating the HW/SW
execution. During simulation, TFT-encapsulated tasks may first read their inputs in
the form of incoming messages, execute their model step, annotate the estimated execution time, and update their outputs as outgoing messages, all via the AED. Even
though AEDs cannot reach the same level of accuracy as ISS-based SW execution, the
proposed application abstraction mechanism vastly improves VP simulation performance. This provides a great trade-off between simulation speed and timing accuracy,
as proposed by the multi-scale approach in this thesis. Lastly, since the TFT-Gen target
completely automates the generation and integration process, potentially error-prone
and time consuming manual means are fully avoided.

7.1.3 Embedded SW Target
The final SMELT target aims at converting models into embedded real-time capable
C/C++ code, enclosed as tasks of a selected RTOS. The main goal with this representation is to address safety-critical requirements set for typical ADAS applications,
such as hard real-time execution guarantees. Several RTOS standards were laid down
to support such applications, from which the OSEK specification got in the focus of
this work. Moreover, among many possible implementations, the ERIKA Enterprise
[74, 82] OSEK-conform RTOS package was selected for research purposes. A concrete
use case of ERIKA Enterprise was already presented in Section 5.1.4, whose obtained
findings formed the basis of the current code generation target. At this point, essential OS mechanisms are revisited from Section 2.4.2 to fully grasp the features of
the designed code generator. OSEK-based systems define several processing entities,
from which tasks were placed into the focus of code generation, since they can be
implemented in Simulink more straightforward. Moreover, OSEK offers a set of OS
mechanisms and services to be utilized by processing entities. From the complete feature set of ERIKA Enterprise, counters, alarms, events and messages were identified
as essential for the proposed code generator.
Recalling Sections 2.4.2.4 and 2.4.2.5, the OSEK Implementation Language (OIL)
is used to describe the selection of constructs that shall be included in the ERIKA
Enterprise package prior to compilation [193]. Subsequently, the RT-Druid [78] tool
of ERIKA Enterprise is invoked to perform system generation based on the aforementioned OIL description. Next, the prepared system is augmented with the HAL
of the target platform, message objects, the OS kick-start trigger and miscellaneous
configuration sources. Lastly, the process is concluded with the compilation of the
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resulting ERIKA Enterprise package, including all incorporated ADAS applications.
Since the described system generation process is a relatively forthright mechanism, it
was essential to fully automate this flow via the proposed code generation target.
To put all previous concepts into practice, the OSEK-Gen target was implemented
as part of SMELT, also depicted in Figure 7.2d. OSEK-Gen relies on the aforementioned
ERT Solver of Simulink for the generation of the model step code. Beyond this, OSEKGen includes a set of custom .tlc files to generate the following essential constructs:

•

OIL Description: This file is generated from the flattened Simulink system description. The instantiated OIL file includes essential properties of the target system,
such as the CPU type, its clock frequency, the used communication layer and a
pre-declaration of all periodically executed tasks. All these properties are used
subsequently by RT-Druid to set up the final kernel package.

•

ADAS Tasks: This includes a bundle of source files incorporating the user-designed
ADAS models as periodic tasks of ERIKA Enterprise. Herein, certain internal OS
tasks are implicitly added by OSEK-Gen, e.g., an INIT task, for initializing the
applications and the communication layer after boot-up, and a BASERATE task,
performing the bookkeeping of user applications.

•

OSEK Messages: Similarly to the previous code generation targets, OSEK-Gen
also automatically extracts model I/O from the flattened system description of
Simulink. In the current case, such signals are mapped to inter-task OSEK messages. Specific data structures are defined for this purpose, whose handling happens internally in the OS via system services. Since in its current adaptation stage
ERIKA Enterprise does not support external messaging, a CAN-based mechanism
was added to support communication over the CAN bus.

•

Miscellaneous Sources: Additional files created by OSEK-Gen, containing, for example, definitions, data structures, the OS kick-start trigger and the application
entry point, among others. These sources have the responsibility of performing
HW-specific initialization and launching the OS execution, which implicitly hands
over control to the RTOS scheduler. Lastly, low-level system utilities are also created, e.g., Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs) for the platform HAL.

After the instantiation of these files, OSEK-Gen invokes RT-Druid for system generation, as shown in Figure 7.2d. Lastly, the Target Toolchain is automatically invoked to
compile the whole ERIKA Enterprise OS Code, the user-defined ADAS Tasks, the OSEK
Messages, the VP HAL and all further sources into the VP Binary Image.
Although the described code generation and integration flow is fully automated
by OSEK-Gen, certain modeling aspects and configuration mechanisms require user
support during the design phase. For this reason, a custom SMELT Simulink block
set was designed in the scope of this work, as discussed in the following section.
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7.1.4 The Custom SMELT Block Set for Simulink
The content of the created SMELT block library was mainly based on OSEK constructs,
as these represent a more specific feature set. Nevertheless, a secondary goal behind
the designed blocks was to unify all three SMELT targets, thus enabling seamless
transitioning between ADAS development stages without the need to alter models.
This feature was envisioned via block reusability, i.e., by covering a common subset
of components that can be used for all SMELT targets. The block elements can then
be either transformed to TFT and FMU related constructs or functionally abstracted.
As depicted in Figure 7.3, the designed block library consists of the following
components: three flavors of SMELT Task blocks, Events, as well as outgoing and incoming Messages. Firstly, Periodic SMELT Tasks map either directly to periodic OSEK
tasks, TFTs or subroutines that implement the behavior of FMUs. Moreover, userconfigurable task-related parameters were implemented for this block, such as priority, preemptibility indication, execution frequency and annotated duration. Some of
these properties might have effect only on certain SMELT targets, e.g., annotated task
duration is utilized only for TFTs.
Furthermore, Sporadic and Event-Synchronized SMELT Tasks were also implemented in the proposed block library. These flavors differ from periodic tasks mostly
by their activation criteria, which are based by ad hoc external trigger conditions. One
such activation source is represented by the SMELT Event block. This construct is only
significant for the OSEK-Gen target, where it is mapped to OSEK events, i.e., system
actions signaling timer expiration, resource availability or message reception, among
others. Yet, for the other SMELT targets this block is simply abstracted away.
Lastly, SMELT Messages are also part of the library, which map either to incoming
or outgoing OSEK messages, raw CAN frames or I/O variables for the FMU use case.
However, the most notable benefit of such blocks is that they can include essential parameters simultaneously for all three targets, e.g., the unique CAN message identifier
and the FMI port index, among others.
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Figure 7.4: Block diagram of the SMELT plugin as a top-down model generator for
the joint co-simulation ecosystem presented in Chapter 5

7.1.5 The Complete Design Automation Flow
SMELT was designed as a top-down model generation facility that plugs seamlessly
into the multi-domain co-simulation ecosystem presented in Section 5.1. The components of this underlying simulation infrastructure are now briefly recapitulated.
Firstly, the infrastructure builds upon the PFMI master module (depicted in Figure 7.4i), a custom-designed co-simulation controller, which was introduced in Section 4.3. The main task of PFMI is loading and managing the execution and communication of any user-inserted FMU in a highly efficient manner.
Shown in Figure 7.4f, the co-simulation system also includes the Speed Dreams
[4] driving simulator, whose adaptation was previously detailed in Section 5.1.2.
The system also integrates an automotive-flavor VP, described in Section 5.1.3.
As shown in Figure 7.4h, the platform consists of a configurable number of VECUs
that can be networked over a CAN bus. An ARM ISS is embedded at the heart
of each such subsystem, alongside various peripheral devices (e.g., memory, system
bus, CAN transceiver). In the current work, the VP was adapted to replace any ISS
within VECUs with an aforementioned AED device to increase simulation speed.
With all elements in place, ADAS design can start in Simulink (Figure 7.4a), where
SMELT is invoked once a certain model maturity is reached. First, FMU-Gen can
export Functional ADAS FMUs for extended algorithmic prototyping (Figure 7.4b). In
later stages, TFT-Gen may help to perform task encapsulation, spatial distribution
and explore timing (Figure 7.4c). Finally, OSEK-Gen is used for, e.g., dynamic worstcase execution time analysis and final code generation (Figure 7.4d). For each design
iteration, a co-simulation run is executed via PFMI, including the driving simulator,
the VP and further FMUs (Figure 7.4e-i). A Driver Behavior Record and Replay FMU was
also added here for test repeatability (Figure 7.4e). The developer can thus perform
virtual test driving, while the target ADAS is executed on a chosen abstraction.
The main advantage of SMELT and the co-simulation system is the ability to drastically reduce the duration of complete ADAS design cycles (tuning-generation-test).
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Intentionally unstable test function on various modeling scales

7.2 Experimental Results
As previously underlined, the main goal of multi-scale model generation is to refine ADAS applications by lowering their design abstraction levels stepwise. SMELT
envisions this continuous refinement and seamless transitioning from functional simulation to the embedded HW/SW implementation of ADAS via the introduced code
generation targets. However, to reach this property it was first of utmost importance
to examine functional consistency, i.e., to validate that the designed models are maintained coherently throughout the multi-scale code generation process.

7.2.1 Algorithmic Consistency Verification
For the aforementioned reason, numerous test cases were created to verify algorithmic consistency between all SMELT targets, from which an open-loop scenario is presented now. Herein, a model was designed that includes a feedback loop over three
integrator stages, leading to an unstable transfer function. The resulting behavior is a
strongly magnified oscillation, which can be used to enlarge even the slightest output
deviations. The model was exported using all three SMELT targets, and the simulation results were collected from its execution, as depicted in Figure 7.5. The plot
indicates that the model behavior fully matches in all cases, even after a longer simulation time passes where the outputs change with an exponential magnitude. Here it
needs to be stressed that even the smallest signal discrepancy would be greatly magnified and reflected during simulation. Among many other conducted experiments,
this test highlights that the SMELT targets generate functionally equivalent models.

7.2.2 ADAS Library Prototyping via SMELT
Next, the SMELT-aided prototyping process of an ADAS library was performed to
highlight the benefits of the framework. However, the focus is not on the designed
applications, but rather on the features of SMELT to accelerate their design.

7.2. Experimental Results

Algorithm 7.1: ACCrev1 initial legacy implementation
VCon : velocity control on/off,
DCon : distance control on/off,
vset : set velocity [m/s],
dset : set following distance [m],
vcog : center-of-gravity velocity [m/s],
d f r : frontal distance [m],
tin : user throttle signal [0...1],
bin : user brake signal [0...1],
Output: tout : throttle control [0...1],
bout : brake control [0...1]
States: ρVC : velocity control PID,
ρDC : distance control PID

Input:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Function ACC(VCon, DCon , vset , dset , vcog , d f r , tin , bin ):
if VCon or DCon then
(t, b) ← VC(vset , vcog , tin , bin )
else
t ← tin
b ← bin
end
if DCon then
(tout , bout ) ← DC(dset , d f r , t, b)
else
tout ← t
bout ← b
end
return (tout , bout )
Function VC(vset , vcog , t, b):
verror ← (vset − vcog )/vset
(ρVC , y) ← PID(ρVC , verror )
if ¬(b ≈ 0) or (t > y) then
return (t, b)
end
if 0 ≤ y then
return (y, 0)
else
return (0, −y)
end
Function DC(dset , d f r , t, b):
d f r ← min(d f r , 90) // Assume an obstacle at the maximum radar distance (90m)
derror ← (dset − d f r )/dset
(ρDC , y) ← PID(ρDC , derror )
return (min(t,y), max(b,−y))
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Co-simulation results: ACC front distance measurements to a lead vehicle

7.2.2.1 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
An ACC is an active assistance system that adjusts the speed of an ego-vehicle, while
maintaining a set following distance to a leading car. In its design process, the following ad hoc requirements were defined for the ACC application:

•

In velocity control mode, it must sustain the set speed vset ∈ R | 0 ≤ vset ≤ 40 m/s,
within a delta of ±2 m/s in steady state.

•

In distance control mode, it must sustain a set distance dset ∈ R | 10 ≤ dset ≤ 70 m,
with a maximal steady-state error of ±1%.

•

The ACC must be periodically executed with an invocation frequency of precisely
2 ms, and is allowed to run up to the hard deadline of 10 µs.

At this point, the previously designed ACC was reused, detailed in Section 4.4.3. The
functionality of this basic legacy implementation is detailed in Algorithm 7.1. This
initial version (ACCrev1 ) invokes velocity and distance control (lines 3 and 9) based on
the speed of the ego-vehicle at the center of gravity vcog and the obtained front distance d f r to possible obstacles, among other inputs. In both control cases, the errors to
the user-set reference values are computed (lines 16 and 28) and a corresponding PID
controller is updated (lines 17 and 29). In the velocity control case, first the user input
override is taken in account (lines 18-20). Finally, if a decelerative (negative) action
is required, the request is forwarded to the distance control (lines 21-25). Examining
the latter block, a static object is always assumed at the maximum radar distance of
90 m to keep the PID controller in an attentive state even in idle situations (line 27).
Lastly, depending on the returned control actions of both subsystems, the throttle or
the brake is engaged, if not overridden by driver inputs (lines 5-6 and 11-12).
ACCrev1 was remodeled in Simulink and augmented with SMELT Message blocks
on the required I/O signals. Next, FMU-Gen was invoked for extended algorithmic
testing in a closed loop with the driving simulator. Herein, a virtual test scenario was
assembled with a lead car placed 85 m in front of the ego-vehicle, driving at 16.6 m/s
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Figure 7.7:

Augmented Simulink block diagram of the ACCrev2 model

on a curvy road with slight elevation. The applied ACC user inputs were arbitrarily
set to dset = 30 m and vset = 20 m/s. Initially, as the lead car passes beyond the front
radar range, the velocity control accelerates the ego-vehicle to vset . As the ego-vehicle
approaches the lead car, the distance control takes over the regulation as soon as the
gap falls below dset . The front radar distance d f r , captured in the latter part of the
scenario, is shown in Figure 7.6. However, with an average steady state error of 7.26%
and RMS error of 8.69%, ACCrev1 does not meet the original requirements.
To address this issue, a model refinement step was necessary before commencing with subsequent ADAS design phases. A restructured ACCrev2 variant was thus
designed as a cascade controller, depicted in Figure 7.7. As can be seen in the figure, the distance control module provides the setpoint velocity to the speed control
subsystem that establishes the final output. The ACCrev2 application was tested in
the same co-simulation setup as the previous revision, where the captured results are
also depicted in Figure 7.6. As indicated in the figure, ACCrev2 meets its original requirements with an average steady state error of 0.85%, an RMS error of 0.93% and a
settling time of around 4.4 s faster than its predecessor.
Focusing on the temporal aspects of the ACC requirements, the TFT-Gen target
was used next, also addressing further refinements, such as model discretization and
task encapsulation. The former consisted only of selecting a discrete Simulink solver,
since ACCrev2 does not include continuous-time models. For the latter, the application
was inserted into a Simulink function subsystem and SMELT Message blocks were instantiated for its I/O. A periodic SMELT Task block was used to invoke the subsystem
with a period of 2 ms, while a duration of 10 µs was set to address the requirements.
Herein, the same co-simulation runs were executed as previously, but including the
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VP, which was configured to integrate AEDs. The goal here was to examine the
approximate timing execution of the ACC and the CAN bus activity.
Lastly, the OSEK-Gen target was utilized to instantiate the embedded SW stack.
The same co-simulation scenario was set up as previously, now with the VP integrating ISSs. The main goal with these tests was to perform OS tracing to extract
sufficiently precise task execution times dynamically. During the test runs, a maximum of 7.5 µs execution time was measured for the ACC, which matched the deadline
defined in the requirements. On a final note, this deepest level of simulation involves
the VP with ISSs executing the full ERIKA Enterprise SW stack. Thus, on this abstraction, simulation execution is significantly slower than the FMU or AED use cases, for
which OSEK-Gen shall be used only in later design stages.
In the following sections, further applications of the prototyped ADAS library are
presented. Although these were modeled with the same thoroughness as the ACC,
their descriptions are summarized as a profound explanation would go beyond the
extent of this chapter. Yet, details are provided in the appendices of this thesis.
7.2.2.2 Traction Control System (TCS)
At this point, Section 6.3.4 is revisited, in which a TCS prototype was already introduced. This TCS consists of an Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) and an Anti-Slip
Regulation (ASR) subblock. The former regulates per-wheel brake torque to reduce
slippage when braking, while the latter limits the engine torque transferred to the
driving wheels to increase traction at acceleration. For the current library, the aforementioned base application was remodeled, as detailed in Appendix G.1.
7.2.2.3 Automatic Transmission Control (ATC)
Similarly, the original ATC application from Section 5.2.1.2 was herein also recreated in Simulink, as particularized in Appendix G.2. This application performs gear
control based on the engine speed and the user throttle inputs, among others. Gear
changes are issued when the engine speed passes an upper or a lower threshold value.
7.2.2.4 Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)
The LKAS application was also revisited from Section 5.2.1.1 and remodeled, as detailed in Appendix G.3. To summarize, this ADAS performs steering control based
on the current position of the vehicle in the lane and its yaw relative to the track.
7.2.2.5 Emergency Brake Assist (EBA)
Lastly, the EBA prototype from Section 6.3.4 was also redesigned in Simulink, as
detailed in Appendix G.4. As a summary, the EBA performs automatic braking of
the vehicle if the front distance to the nearest obstacle falls below an estimated safe
braking distance with respect to the current cruising speed.
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Closed-loop system configurations used for benchmarking

7.2.3 System Analysis
Following the driver assistance library design, more profound multi-application cosimulation scenarios were assembled with the goal of exploring the effects of ADAS
integration on the system. A detailed composition of these scenarios is shown in
Figure 7.8. Beyond the noted subsystems, the scenarios also include the driving simulator, the aforementioned Driver Behavior Record Replay FMU, as well as the VP in the
OSEK and AED use cases, thus forming a closed-loop virtual test system.
The scenarios denoted as CFG Ai in Figure 7.8 are presented now in detail. All of
these test cases focus on the TCS application (with its ABS and ASR subsystems) in
combination with the ATC. As can be seen in the figure, the TCS prototype is refined
via the three SMELT targets in the presented configurations. The same virtual test
drive scenario was utilized in all cases, with the ego-vehicle first strongly accelerating
and then braking until standstill, while a sinusoidal steering signal is applied. The
former segment of the test scenario examines the ASR subsystem, while the latter part
analyzes the curve behavior of the ABS application.
Figure 7.9 depicts an excerpt of the co-simulation results of CFG Ai . Particularly,
the brake valve position of the rear right wheel is shown here, as a direct control
subject of the ABS. The plot indicates that at around 8.3 s as the wheel slip exceeds a
pre-defined threshold, the ABS reduces brake pressure by closing the valve. The valve
is again opened as soon as the wheel slip goes below the aforementioned threshold

Brake Valve Position [%]
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Figure 7.9:

Co-simulation results: ABS brake pressure regulation on various modeling scales

and the loop repeats again at a high pace. As can be observed in Figure 7.9, the
captured signals were fully matching, which indicates functional consistency.
Afterward, the TFT-Gen and OSEK-Gen targets of SMELT were employed to perform a more precise timing analysis of the TCS in the CFG A2 and CFG A3 scenarios.
In the corresponding tests, certain timing discrepancies were expected. In CFG A3 ,
ERIKA Enterprise was traced to extract scheduling information, task execution orders
and durations, as well as the dispatching times of outgoing messages. Two excerpts
of such task execution traces within CFG A3 are depicted in Figures 7.10 and 7.11.
Firstly, as can be observed in both images, OSEK-Gen created the user-defined periodic ABS and ASR tasks. Moreover, the BASERATE task was also implicitly generated
(cf. Section 7.1.3). This executes every 2 ms following the user-defined invocation
frequency set in the SMELT Task block of the ABS and ASR. Furthermore, the phases
where ERIKA Enterprise performs task scheduling or where the system is idling, are
jointly denoted as SCH/IDLE in the figures. The implicitly generated INIT task is not
displayed in the plots since it executes only once at system boot-up.
The schedule excerpt of Figure 7.10 was captured in the acceleration part of the
aforementioned virtual test drive, while that of Figure 7.11 was extracted in the braking phase. As can be noticed in the diagrams, certain variances arise between the ABS
and ASR task execution times in these two phases. In the former segment, the ASR
executes visibly longer since it is actively running here. Conversely, the ABS executes
longer in the latter phase where it is activated. Such system properties cannot be modeled using the TFT-Gen target of SMELT, since it annotates only a constant estimated
task duration. This causes a timing accuracy degradation compared to OSEK-Gen.
Lastly, the outgoing message dispatch times of the ABS and ASR tasks were compared in CFG A2 and CFG A3 . These are denoted as MSG AED and MSGOSEK in the
figures. Messages sent close after each other are joined and marked with the number
of occurrence (e.g., 5x). Even though the message types are not displayed here, the
correctness of their dispatch order was verified. Herein, a further accuracy degradation can be noted, because AED messages are transmitted only after task execution.
Conversely, outgoing OSEK messages are dispatched as soon as the corresponding
output signals are updated, even in the midst of task execution.
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However, the presented timing divergence repercussions are only a reflection of
the multi-scale simulation approach. In the following section, the favorable effects of
accuracy reduction on simulation performance are precisely quantified.
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Figure 7.12: Overall co-simulation performance analysis in CFGBi with various VP
quantum settings. OSEK-based subsystems cause a noticeable simulation bottleneck.

7.2.4 Multi-Scale Simulation Performance Measurements
To exactly assess the performance aspects of multi-scale modeling, another set of test
scenarios was assembled, denoted as CFGBi in Figure 7.8. These tests followed up
on the detailed prototyping example of the ACC from Section 7.2.2.1. The overall
goal of these scenarios was to integrate the newly developed ACC into a system with
other already implemented ADAS applications. Thus, after algorithmic exploration,
the CFGB1 system setup was assembled first. This included the AED variant of the
ACC as a first approximately timed implementation to be tested alongside the other
ADAS. Subsequently, the CFGB2 design stage was reached, which aims at lowering the
abstraction level of the ACC, while testing communication and approximate timing
with the other ADAS. Lastly, the CFGB3 setup was used for full-scale system testing
and validation of beyond-functional properties. All these configurations were applied
in the same virtual test drive scenario as detailed in Section 7.2.2.1, while thorough
simulation speed measurements2 were performed during the execution.
To determine the overall performance of the co-simulation system, the concept of
Real-Time Factor (RTF) was reused, which quantifies the ratio of wall clock time over
simulated time (cf. Section 4.4.3.3). In other words, it evaluates how many wall clock
seconds pass for one second of simulation (thus smaller values mean faster execution,
while RTF = 1 corresponds to real-time). The measurement results for CFGBi are depicted in Figure 7.12. The VP quantum was set herein to 50 µs and then increased to
250 µs. As can be seen, CFGB3 achieves the lowest execution speed, followed by CFGB1
and CFGB2 in correlation with the number of OSEK-based subsystems in the simulation. Is is also observable that higher quanta result in increased performance. The
minimum of RTF = 4.3 was achieved with a quantum of 250 µs in CFGB2 , including
only one OSEK-based VECU, with the other applications integrated on AEDs. These
measurements highlight the benefits of the TFT-Gen target of SMELT and reflect the
positive effects of trading off accuracy for simulation speed.
2 Simulation

host of all tests: x86_64 Intel i5-6500 4xCPU, f clk =3.2GHz, 4x32kB L1D and L1I, 4x256kB
L2, 6MB L3 caches, 32GB RAM, using CentOS Linux 7.5.1804
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On a further note, the used quantum values are significantly lower than the ones
applied in Section 5.2.4, as certain anomalies were observed with higher settings. In
particular, the ISSs were shown to miss certain system events (e.g., interrupts) as a
result of decoupling from the rest of the VP simulation. In the most critical cases, this
lead to lost timer and alarm activations that would normally trigger the ERIKA Enterprise scheduler. Such effects can make the simulator unfit for testing certain safetycritical applications, e.g., the EBA, where its periodically missed execution caused
even occasional crashes of the ego-vehicle in some test setups. Thus, although the VP
could achieve significantly higher performance, timing accuracy degradation might
bear critical consequences for certain applications and system settings.
Lastly, for in-depth analysis, the number of executed Millions of simulated Instructions Per wall clock Second (MIPS) was captured and averaged over 10 runs for
all ISSs within the VP, as depicted in Figure 7.13. The same quantum settings were
applied as previously, with again higher decoupling leading to increased simulation
speed. As can be seen in the figure, all ISSs achieve comparable speeds. This can
be explained with the dominance of the execution in the ERIKA Enterprise kernel,
conversely to the integrated ADAS. However, certain trends can be observed that lead
to differences in individual execution speeds. In the 50 µs quantum configuration,
in both the CFGB1 and CFGB3 cases, ISSa (LKAS, ATC) achieve higher speeds than
ISSb (TCS, EBA). This is explained with the simple implementation of the LKAS and
ATC applications, leading to slightly faster runs and more simulation idle time. It is
also observable that ISSa in CFGB2 and ISSc in CFGB3 achieve similar performance,
which is a desirable result as they are both executing the ACC in a standalone manner.
When comparing the cases within CFGB3 , ISSc (running the ACC) reaches a similar
performance as ISSa (LKAS and ATC), which highlights the complexity of the ACC
application. Finally, similar trends are notable in the 250 µs quantum configuration,
although the slight differences are evened out due to the significantly larger window
of instruction execution and performance measurement.
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As a summary, the performance effects of the multi-scale approach implemented
by SMELT were quantified in this section. Herein, the exact effects of trading off
timing accuracy for simulation performance were evaluated. Lastly, the achieved
multi-scale multi-domain co-simulation system facilitates ADAS design iterations by
always providing the best suited abstraction level in a particular development stage.

7.3 Synopsis and Discussion
In this chapter, the final technological cornerstone of this thesis was presented: the
SMELT retargetable, multi-scale ADAS code generator plugin for Simulink. Insights
into the development and application flow, as well as the architecture of the SMELT
targets (FMU-Gen, TFT-Gen and OSEK-Gen) were given in Section 7.1. The customdesigned SMELT Simulink block set was also presented, followed by the guidelines
for use of the the full design automation system. By building upon the multi-domain
co-simulation ecosystem of Chapter 5, SMELT enables a fine-grained, stepwise refinement of ADAS prototypes, as well as their fully automated system integration.
Subsequently, a thorough experimental evaluation of SMELT was provided in Section 7.2. After algorithmic consistency verification, the prototyping process of an
ADAS library was presented, including the ACC, TCS, ATC, LKAS and EBA applications. Herein, the additional goal was to support multi-application system integration scenarios. Following, a set of system analyses was performed, alongside a
detailed multi-scale simulation performance assessment. All presented functionalities of SMELT underline that the framework can significantly facilitate and accelerate
the design space exploration of ADAS prototypes.
However, several limitations were identified, to be addressed in future work:

•

The feature set of the AED implementation needs to be extended, for example, via
RTOS-awareness to model scheduling and task preemption, among others.

•

In the present state, the adaptation of the AED HAL layer for target platforms is
a manual process. This is envisioned to be automatically generated as a possible
future improvement.

•

A more comprehensive utilization of the features of ERIKA Enterprise is also
noted as future work. Herein, the extension of the ERIKA Enterprise communication layer and support for multi-core VECUs may need to be provided.

•

Lastly, legacy applications may pose a strong limitation to the presented workflow. Herein, preferably automated mechanisms need to be explored to be able to
include such applications as MATLAB models.

The current chapter completes the description of the technical achievements of
this thesis. In the following, an overall summary of the complete thesis is provided,
drawn conclusions are given and possible future improvements are presented.

Chapter 8

Conclusion
In recent years, the developers of state-of-the-art ADAS applications have been facing two major design challenges. On the one hand, the complexity of the in-vehicle
HW/SW infrastructure has been exploding due to the functionalities required for
fully automated driving. On the other hand, functional safety aspects have become
high priority in the automotive sector, as the aforementioned infrastructural growth
lead to a vast amount of safety-critical failures related to the HW/SW system. Moreover, traditional system engineering processes (e.g., the V-model) and standard Xin-the-Loop (XiL) validation techniques fall short of addressing these issues. To augment or even supersede these methods, dedicated simulation-driven approaches were
proposed in this work, which enable early system exploration prior to implementation. For example, Model-Based Design (MBD) tools, driving simulators and virtual
prototyping frameworks can significantly accelerate the iterative design-validationrefinement cycle of the ADAS development process, and were thus integrated into
the established system. Furthermore, to reap their mutual benefits and to maximize
their capabilities, two innovative technologies were explored in this thesis. Firstly,
several augmenting multi-scale simulation approaches were proposed to improve the
trade-off of execution performance and modeling accuracy of the previously mentioned tools. Moreover, different aspects of multi-domain co-simulation were studied
and applied to integrate tools and models into a top-level multi-disciplinary fullvehicle simulator. The resulting framework system aims at completely virtualizing
certain XiL validation steps, thus accelerating system design and providing early
safety guarantees for ADAS development. To use the implemented system efficiently,
a corresponding design flow was also established, defining the following intermediate
development steps: (i) model-based ADAS and vehicle dynamics design, (ii) virtual
system integration, (iii) virtual system testing and verification and (iv) refinement.
The subsequent section is dedicated to recapitulate the concrete scientific contributions behind this thesis with regards to the defined design flow and the underlying
system of frameworks. Lastly, the chapter is concluded with an outlook in Section 8.2,
focusing on the potentials of possible further improvements to the presented work.

8.1 Summary and Conclusions
The aforementioned top-level framework was developed as an ensemble of four composite subsystems, each contributing to the overall automotive system design flow.
These individual subsystems were presented in separate chapters of this thesis, and
their main features and scientific contributions are summarized as follows:
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a) Virtual Platform Integration: The first significant exploration step was the integration of Virtual Platforms (VPs) into the proposed multi-domain co-simulation
ecosystem, detailed in Chapter 4. In this work, all possible adaptation mechanisms
were examined for SystemC modules to comply with the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) standard, thus addressing the highly unique modeling formalism of virtual prototyping frameworks. Hence, the tool-coupling and the standalone Functional
Mock-up Unit (FMU) integration mechanisms were researched via two complex VPs,
based on different simulation technologies. Furthermore, the Parallel FMI (PFMI)
master was introduced, a custom-tailored co-simulation controller used for all further
experiments in this thesis. Next, different multi-domain co-simulation scenarios were
assembled to test a set of safety-critical ADAS applications in a Virtual Hardwarein-the-Loop (VHiL) setup. HW/SW functional and temporal analyses were here performed in diverse virtual test driving scenarios. As a final step, experiments were
conducted that explore system-level fault injection to increase functional safety and
the overall robustness of the HW/SW infrastructure.
b) A Combined Multi-Domain Co-Simulation Ecosystem: In Chapter 5, the previously explored FMI-based integration techniques were improved and extended to
driving simulator frameworks, thus enabling Virtual Vehicle-in-the-Loop (VViL) testing. Firstly, the presented work introduced an easily adaptable generic compliance
method for all incorporated frameworks to FMI. Furthermore, the Speed Dreams
driving simulator (cf. Section 2.2.2) was adapted to support ADAS virtual test driving. Herein, support for two-lane roads and intersections was added, alongside
the adaptation of racing AIs to follow traffic regulations, e.g., keeping speed limits
and yielding the right of way. More importantly, a high-performance, automotiveflavor VP was developed in this work as well, addressing the shortcomings of previously utilized virtual prototyping technologies. The VP was designed to resemble distributed multi-core architectures. Moreover, special attention was paid here
to simulation performance, for which the VP was built upon the GreenSoCs-based
instruction set simulation mechanism (cf. Section 2.3.5). Afterward, the target SW
architecture was laid down for integrating ADAS prototypes in the form of either
bare-metal embedded code or tasks of the ERIKA Enterprise automotive Real-Time
Operating System (RTOS), detailed in Section 2.4.2. The advantages of the resulting joint multi-domain co-simulation system were highlighted by prototyping two
ADAS applications in a VHiL and VViL setup. The integration of the applications
was also explored over different stages of virtual HW/SW system configurations. Beyond algorithmic and temporal analyses, whole-system co-simulation performance
measurements were performed as well. The resulting vehicular multi-domain simulation system was shown to reach near real-time execution speeds (up to 31.7 FPS in
a single-core VP configuration), thus enabling to interactively include the developer
in the ADAS test driving process.
c) Multi-Scale Vehicle Dynamics Generation: Chapter 6 was dedicated to explore
means for hand-in-hand controller and controlled system co-design in a fully virtual
development environment. As a result, the Vehicle Component Modeling and eX-
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port (VCMX) Simulink plugin was designed, aiming at model-based vehicle dynamics generation. VCMX defines a custom design paradigm for hierarchical vehicular
component modeling. This flow guides the development process via the help of a
component API library, the possibility for co-existing multi-scale model implementations, simplified model dependency resolving, co-simulation property selection and
the automatic generation of mechatronics models. To use the created vehicle dynamics for VViL testing, VCMX encapsulates the top-level hierarchical component as an
FMI-based co-simulation unit. Moreover, multi-scale modeling is also supported implicitly, i.e., VCMX can integrate different versions of component types into the final
co-simulation package. Thus, the accuracy of the resulting bundle can be tuned per
component. To highlight this feature and the advantages of the tool, a partial vehicle
model was designed using VCMX. Special attention was paid hereby to the functional
effects of accuracy enhancements, as well as the benefits of multi-scale modeling on
the overall simulation performance. Lastly, via the case example of two ADAS, it was
underlined that VCMX can enhance the development of automotive applications by
focusing on the impact of different accuracy settings of vehicle dynamics models.
d) Multi-Scale ADAS Code Generation: In Chapter 7, the Static Multi-scale Export
Layer Tool (SMELT) was introduced, a model-based ADAS code generation plugin
for Simulink. SMELT was designed to export user-designed automotive applications
on three levels of abstraction: functional SW, abstract SW and embedded SW. This
capability enables a continuous ADAS refinement process, i.e., ensuring modeling
consistency and seamless transitioning from the highest model characterization down
to the level of real-time embedded code. Moreover, the multi-scale implementation
of SMELT enables to choose the most adequate ADAS representation at a specific
stage of application design. This feature provides a great trade-off between simulation speed and timing accuracy, and includes thus a strong acceleration potential. To
provide user configurability and to unify the three code generation targets, a custom
SMELT block set for Simulink was also implemented. The benefits of SMELT were
highlighted by designing and optimizing an ADAS library. The presented algorithmic and system-level evaluation underlined how SMELT can refine and accelerate the
ADAS development process. Lastly, the provided simulation performance measurements noted VP executions speeds up to RTF = 4.3 with a low quantum of 250 µs,
emphasizing the potentials of the multi-scale modeling approach.
As a conclusion, the presented framework assembly enables to compose fullfledged virtual vehicular simulation systems via multi-domain co-simulation. Moreover, the proposed and implemented multi-scale techniques ensure a great tradeoff between simulation performance and modeling accuracy. These two techniques
interwoven in the presented framework system enable to completely virtualize certain steps of the ADAS design-validation-refinement cycle. As a result, besides a
vast reduction of development turnaround times, higher ADAS maturity levels can
be reached early on in the design. These advantages emphasize, that the proposed
framework assembly and the underlying contributions of this thesis reach beyond the
state of the art.
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8.2 Outlook
For potential future work, multiple types of enhancements may be taken into account:
framework feature improvements and conceptual refinements. Regarding the latter,
it must be considered to set the starting point of application modeling to a higher
level of abstraction than that of MBD tools. One promising direction was explored by
Krammer et al. [118], proposing a system-level perspective via SysML [149].
A further conceptual improvement may be the integration of various vehicular
sensor models (e.g., radar, lidar) into the developed co-simulation ecosystem. This
would be a substantial step, as the vast majority of ADAS applications require the
fusion of different sensoric data for improving system robustness. Furthermore, sensor modeling techniques may strongly benefit from the multi-domain and multi-scale
approaches proposed in this thesis, since these research methods could be perfectly
applied to the aforementioned application area.
Considering framework improvements, potential enhancements have already been
outlined in most chapters of this thesis. However, certain further extensions may be
anticipated, e.g., the PFMI master could be integrated into a top-level test automation
server in future work. Moreover, to enhance its fault injection capabilities, PFMI
is envisioned to support the ASAM XiL standard [20] for generic simulation model
access, which has been seamlessly integrated with FMI in recent years.
Concerning the virtual prototyping technologies utilized at present, it must be
noted that after the research in this thesis was conducted, novel, highly promising
framework alternatives were released. For instance, the Unicorn emulator [7] has
become of strong interest, since it is technologically as performant yet less complex
than the currently used GreenSoCs framework. At this point, its deeper analysis is
considered as possible future work.
Regarding the currently supported embedded RTOS configuration, it is envisioned to utilize the multi-core support of the employed ERIKA Enterprise package.
Nevertheless, ERIKA Enterprise shall be replaced in the long run with an available
AUTOSAR-compliant operating system (cf. Chapter 2), since this has become the
de facto standard in the European automotive industry.
Considering driving simulators, it is noted that a few promising framework alternatives emerged after the work of this thesis was conducted. For example, the LGSVL
Simulator by LG Silicon Valley Lab [124], CARLA by Intel Labs and CVC [63, 105], the
Self-Driving Car Simulator of Udacity [197] and Apollo by Baidu [27] are of strong interest, as they aim the development of automated driving applications. Their deeper
analysis remains future work with regards to the scope of this thesis. Lastly, it may
be also considered to integrate a vehicular motion platform into the complete setup.
Such a device could provide physical feedback to the developer during virtual test
drives, which can help to anticipate how certain ADAS might react in a real vehicle.
Finally, the development and integration of novel ADAS may be considered in
future efforts. Herein, fully automated driving functionalities are in the focus, such
as visioned-based and machine learning applications, as these may shed light on
modeling factors perhaps not yet covered by the established simulation ecosystem.

Appendix A

Comparison of Tools and Standards
This appendix is dedicated to elaborating on the selection process of various frameworks and standards utilized in this thesis.

A.1 Model-Based Design Tools
As detailed in Section 2.1.1, a careful tool comparison was carried out in the planning
phase of this work to specify which Model-Based Design (MBD) tool shall be used
in the envisioned multi-domain co-simulation ecosystem. In the decision process, the
following technical aspects were taken into consideration:

•

The supported modeling semantics, e.g., modeling dynamic control systems
should be possible, as well as modeling state machines. Hierarchical modeling
and referencing capabilities are also well desirable.

•

A comprehensive block set needs to be available, providing modeling aspects of
automotive applications.

•

Preferably multiple appropriate solvers need to be provided to be able to trade off
simulation speed against accuracy.

•

Support for a reliable way to export the functionality of modeled applications as
embedded code that can be compiled for a given platform (code generation). Manual editing must not be necessary, the code generation facility therefore needs to
be adjustable to the interfaces of other SW components in use on a target platform.

•

The range of supported operating system(s) was a further comparison aspect.

•

Licensing scheme and potential cost were also considered in the comparison.

•

Development status, documentation and community were also considered.

According to these points, the following MBD frameworks were thoroughly examined and compared:
a) Dymola by Dassault Systémes [59]
b) LabVIEW by National Instruments [146]
c) MATLAB/Simulink by MathWorks [186]
d) SCADE Suite by Esterel/ANSYS [70]
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e) TargetLink by dSPACE [66]
f) JModelica.org by Modelon [139]
g) Octave by GNU [87]
h) OpenModelica by OSMC [150]
i) Ptolemy II by UC Berkeley [158]
j) Scicos by INRIA [132]
k) Scilab by Scilab Enterprises [170]
l) ScicosLab by INRIA and ENPC [133]
In this enumeration, the tools a) - e) are commercial and need a royalty-bearing
license, while the frameworks f) - l) are fully open-source. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, MATLAB/Simulink [186] was selected among all tools to be integrated
into the proposed rapid ADAS design automation flow considering all previously
described comparison aspects.

A.2 Driving Simulators
As noted in Section 2.2.1, a thorough tool comparison was performed in the planning
phase of this work to determine which driving simulator shall be integrated into
the envisioned multi-domain co-simulation ecosystem. In the decision process, the
following technical aspects were taken into account:

•

Development language (may determine the simulation performance)

•

Physics and vehicle dynamics engine

•

Simulated environment conditions - weather, track, traffic

•

Vehicles - configuration mechanism, accessible physical parameters

•

I/O connectivity

•

Supported operating system(s)

•

Graphics engine

•

Licensing scheme and potential cost

•

Development status, documentation and community

According to these points, the following significant driving simulators were carefully examined and compared:
a) ASM by dSPACE [65]

A.3. Virtual Prototyping Technologies
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b) CarMaker by IPG [106]
c) CarSim by the Mechanical Simulation Corporation [129]
d) DYNA4 by TESIS [185]
e) Prescan by TASS International [184]
f) Pro-SiVIC by the ESI Group [69]
g) SCANeR Studio by AVSimulation [23]
h) SILAB by WIVW [213]
i) Trainer by Foerst [80]
j) TRS Traffic Simulator by NISYS [147]
k) Virtual Test Drive by VIRES [202]
l) City Car Driving by Forward Development [81]
m) Racer by Dolphinity [62]
n) OpenDS by DFKI [60]
o) Rigs Of Rods [3]
p) Speed Dreams [4]
q) StuntRally [5]
r) TORCS [6, 215]
s) VDrift [8]
In this enumeration, the tools a) - k) are commercial and need a royalty-bearing
license, while the simulators l) & m) are freeware but closed-source, and the frameworks n) - s) are fully open-source. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the open-source
racing game Speed Dreams [4] was selected among all tools to be adapted and integrated into the proposed ADAS rapid prototyping design flow.

A.3 Virtual Prototyping Technologies
As elaborated in Section 2.3.1, a tool comparison was carried out to determine which
virtual prototyping technology shall be integrated into the envisioned joint multidomain co-simulation framework system. In the decision process, the following technical aspects were taken into consideration:

•

Range of supported target Instruction Set Simulators (ISSs), platform variants and
virtual peripheral devices
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•

Simulation performance

•

Possible configurability of simulation accuracy settings

•

Support for connecting an embedded debugger to virtual CPUs

•

Supported operating system(s)

•

Licensing scheme and potential cost

•

Development status, documentation and community

Corresponding to these points, the following virtual prototyping solutions were
thoroughly examined and compared:
a) Fast Models by ARM [16]
b) Simics by Wind River Systems [211]
c) Virtual System Platform by Cadence [49]
d) Virtualizer by Synopsys [177]
e) OVPSim by Imperas [103]
f) gem5 [32]
g) SoCLib by TIMA [195]
h) QEMU [2, 31]
i) GreenSoCs [88]
j) Rabbits [86]
In this enumeration, the tools a) - d) are commercial and need a royalty-bearing
license, while the simulator e) is freeware but closed-source, and the frameworks f) - j)
are fully open-source. According to Section 2.3.1, two tool suites were utilized during
the development of this work as the result of the comparison. Firstly, the Virtualizer
tool suite of Synopsys [177] was utilized, because of its vast range of supported target architectures and platform variants, as well as its easy integribility. Moreover, to
experiment with acceleration techniques, the open-source GreenSoCs [88] technology
was also used in the proposed framework system. In the latter case, the high simulation performance potential and the degrees of freedom of utilizing the technology
were the most significant decision criteria.

A.4. Automotive Real-Time Operating Systems
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A.4 Automotive Real-Time Operating Systems
As noted in Section 2.4.1, a comprehensive tool comparison was done in the planning
phase of this work to select an embedded automotive Real-Time Operating System
(RTOS) to be integrated on the virtual platform detailed in Chapter 5. For reasons
detailed in the aforementioned chapter, the OSEK standard [194] got in focus herein,
since neither freely accessible AUTOSAR implementations, nor open-source packages
with the required functionalities were available for utilization at the time the work
behind this thesis was conducted. Thus, the following open-source OSEK-compliant
RTOS implementations were found, examined and compared:
a) ERIKA Enterprise by Evidence [74, 82]
b) FreeOSEK [1]
c) TOPPERS [196]
d) TrampolineRTOS by INRIA [30, 104]
As determined in Section 2.4.1, the ERIKA Enterprise [74, 82] package was selected among all compared implementations. The reason behind this decision was
that ERIKA Enterprise has been developed toward AUTOSAR and has the most complete tool support, required by a well defined design automation flow.

A.5 Multi-Domain Co-Simulation Standards
As noted in Section 2.5.1, a comparison of standards was finally performed in the
planning phase of this work to determine which multi-domain co-simulation standard shall the envisioned ecosystem be built upon. The most significant aspects for
selection were the simplicity of its API, tool-independence and its prevalence in the
automotive domain. The examined and compared multi-domain co-simulation standards were then listed as follows:
a) CAPE-OPEN by CO-LaN [57]
b) CosiMate by ChiasTek [54]
c) Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) [34, 136, 137]
d) High Level Architecture (HLA) [58, 102]
In this enumeration, the standards a) - b) are commercial and need a royaltybearing license, while the specifications c) - d) are openly available. As detailed in
Section 2.5.1, the FMI standard [34, 136, 137] was selected among the available options, a lightweight, open-source, tool-independent specification, also considered the
de facto simulation interoperability standard for automotive applications.
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Appendix B

Example OSEK OIL Description
As described in Section 2.4.2.4, file(s) of the OSEK Implementation Language (OIL)
[193] specify the possible constructs to be included into a target OSEK-compliant OS
prior to its compilation. An example description file is presented in Listing B.1.
Listing B.1:

Excerpts of the OIL description file of the platform presented in Chapter 5 1

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * */
/*
ARM Virtual Platform ( AVP ) System D e s c r i p t i o n
*/
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * */
CPU e e _ a p p l i c a t i o n {
OS EE {
EE_OPT = " E E _ E X E C U T E _ F R O M _ R A M ";
CPU_DATA = AVP_CPU {
C P U _ C L O C K = " 100 " ;
APP_SRC = " e b s _ a b s _ a s r. c " ;
APP_SRC = " c a n _ m e s s a g e s. c " ;
APP_SRC = " main . c " ;
C O M P I L E R _ T Y P E = GNU ;
M U L T I _ S T A C K = FALSE ;
};
MCU_DATA = AVP {
MODEL = CUSTOM {
MODEL = " A U T O M O T I V E" ;
};
};
};
OS EE {
K E R N E L _ T Y P E = BCC1 ;
STATUS = EXTENDED ;
S T A R T U P H O O K = FALSE ;
E R R O R H O O K = FALSE ;
S H U T D O W N H O O K = FALSE ;
P R E T A S K H O O K = FALSE ;
P O S T T A S K H O O K = FALSE ;
1 The

marked listing in this section is adapted from Heistermann et al. [96].
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U S E G E T S E R V I C E I D = TRUE ;
U S E P A R A M E T E R A C C E S S = FALSE ;
U S E R E S S C H E D U L E R = FALSE ;
O R T I _ S E C T I O N S = T A S K _ S E C T I O N;

};
/* S y s t e m T i m e r is software driven */
COUNTER S y s t e m T i m e r {
MINCYCLE = 1;
MAXALLOWEDVALUE = 2147483647;
T I C K S P E R B A S E = 1;
};
COM EE_Com {
C O M E R R O R H O O K = FALSE ;
C O M U S E G E T S E R V I C E I D = FALSE ;
C O M U S E P A R A M E T E R A C C E S S = FALSE ;
C O M A P P M O D E = " C O M _ A P P M O D E" ;
C O M S T A T U S = C O M S T A N D A R D;
C O M S T A R T C O M E X T E N S I O N = FALSE ;
COMTYPE = CCCA ;
INCLUDES = " rtwtypes . h " ;
};
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * */
/*
Tasks
*/
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * */
TASK init {
SCHEDULE = NON ;
PRIORITY = 52;
A C T I V A T I O N = 1;
A U T O S T A R T = TRUE ;
};
TASK baseRate {
SCHEDULE = FULL ;
PRIORITY = 30;
A C T I V A T I O N = 1;
A U T O S T A R T = FALSE ;
};
TASK EBS
{
SCHEDULE = FULL ;
PRIORITY = 51;
A C T I V A T I O N = 1;
A U T O S T A R T = FALSE ;
};
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TASK ABS
{
SCHEDULE = FULL ;
PRIORITY = 50;
A C T I V A T I O N = 1;
A U T O S T A R T = FALSE ;
};
TASK ASR
{
SCHEDULE = FULL ;
PRIORITY = 49;
A C T I V A T I O N = 1;
A U T O S T A R T = FALSE ;
};
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * */
/*
Alarms
*/
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * */
ALARM b a s e A l a r m {
COUNTER = S y s t e m T i m e r;
ACTION = A C T I V A T E T A S K {
TASK = baseRate ;
};
};
ALARM t a s k A l a r m _ E B S {
COUNTER = S y s t e m T i m e r;
ACTION = A C T I V A T E T A S K {
TASK = EBS ;
};
};
ALARM t a s k A l a r m _ A B S {
COUNTER = S y s t e m T i m e r;
ACTION = A C T I V A T E T A S K {
TASK = ABS ;
};
};
ALARM t a s k A l a r m _ A S R {
COUNTER = S y s t e m T i m e r;
ACTION = A C T I V A T E T A S K {
TASK = ASR ;
};
};
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/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * */
/*
Messages
*/
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * */
MESSAGE b r a k e _ i n _ S
{
MESSAGEPROPERTY = SEND_STATIC_INTERNAL {
C D A T A T Y P E = " real_T " ;
};
};
MESSAGE b r a k e _ i n _ R
{
MESSAGEPROPERTY = RECEIVE_UNQUEUED_INTERNAL {
S E N D I N G M E S S A G E = b r a k e _ i n _ S;
I N I T I A L V A L U E = 0;
};
};
/* ... */
};

As can be seen in this example, objects are defined that describe, for example,
properties of the CPU, the conformance class, alarms, resources, messages and a definition of all tasks, among many other properties. Each object may have attributes that
specify its properties. An OIL description consists of a definition and a declaration
part. The former determines what kind of objects and attributes may occur overall,
while the latter specifies which particular objects do occur and which values are assigned to their attributes. On a final note, when using RT-Druid [78], the definitions
are always fixed, while the declaration part needs to be provided by the user.

Appendix C

Example FMI Model Description File
As detailed in Section 2.5.2.1, an FMI model description .xml includes basic properties
of an FMU and the definition of all exposed variables, i.e., its external interface. An
example model description file is given in Listing C.1.
Listing C.1:

Example FMI model description file of the VP presented in Chapter 5 1

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<fmiModelDescription
fmiVersion="2.0"
modelName="avp_tool_coupling_fmu"
guid="{ICE-AVP_TOOL_COUPLING_FMU}"
numberOfEventIndicators="1">
<CoSimulation
modelIdentifier="avp_tool_coupling_fmu"
canHandleVariableCommunicationStepSize="true"/>
<LogCategories>
<Category name="logStatusError"/>
</LogCategories>
<ModelVariables>
<ScalarVariable name="ebs_activated" valueReference="1" description="Emergency
braking system activated" variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Boolean start="false"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="abs_activated" valueReference="2" description="Anti-lock
braking system activated" variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Boolean start="false"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="asr_activated" valueReference="3" description="Anti slip
regulation activated" variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Boolean start="false"/>
</ScalarVariable>

1 The

marked listing in this section is adapted from Lakshman et al. [121].
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<ScalarVariable name="brake_in" valueReference="4" description="User brake
command [ 0.0 ... 1.0 ]" variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="throttle_in" valueReference="5" description="User
throttle command [ 0.0 ... 1.0 ]" variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="d_nearest_fil" valueReference="6" description="Distance
to the nearest car in front [m]" variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="dv_fil" valueReference="7" description="Speed difference
to the nearest car in front [m]" variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="throttle_out" valueReference="8" description="Engine
throttle input [ 0.0 ... 1.0 ]" variability="discrete" causality="output">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="brake_out" valueReference="9" description="Brake input
command [ 0.0 ... 1.0 ]" variability="discrete" causality="output">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="v_cog" valueReference="10" description="Vehicle center
of gravity velocity [m/s]" variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="wh_slipx_0" valueReference="11" description="Wheel slip
Front Right." variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="wh_slipx_1" valueReference="12" description="Wheel slip
Front Left." variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="wh_slipx_2" valueReference="13" description="Wheel slip
Rear Right." variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
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<ScalarVariable name="wh_slipx_3" valueReference="14" description="Wheel slip
Rear Left." variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="brk_pres_scale_0" valueReference="15"
description="Pressure scaling brake Front Right [0.0 ... 1.0]."
variability="discrete" causality="output">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="brk_pres_scale_1" valueReference="16"
description="Pressure scaling brake Front Left [0.0 ... 1.0]."
variability="discrete" causality="output">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="brk_pres_scale_2" valueReference="17"
description="Pressure scaling brake Rear Right [0.0 ... 1.0]."
variability="discrete" causality="output">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="brk_pres_scale_3" valueReference="18"
description="Pressure scaling brake Rear Left [0.0 ... 1.0]."
variability="discrete" causality="output">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="engine_tq_scale" valueReference="19" description="Engine
torque scaling [0.0 ... 1.0]." variability="discrete" causality="output">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="mu" valueReference="20" description="Wheel-roadsurface
friction coefficient [ unitless ]" variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
<ScalarVariable name="veh_total_mass" valueReference="21" description="Mass of
vehicle and fuel" variability="discrete" causality="input">
<Real start="0.0"/>
</ScalarVariable>
</ModelVariables>
<!-- ... -->
</fmiModelDescription>
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As seen in the listing, the file includes multiple sections. First, basic co-simulation
properties (e.g., model name, variable step size support) can be specified. Afterward,
the general logging category of the FMU can be selected, to be respected by the FMI
master during co-simulation. Finally, so-called scalar variables, i.e., the model parameters are to be specified. Herein, model name, port index (value reference), textual
description, port direction, data type and the initial value can be indicated, among
many other features detailed in the FMI API [137].

Appendix D

FMI Subroutine Call to FIP Frame
Mappings
As noted in Section 5.1.1, the FMI-based IPC Protocol (FIP) was designed within
the context of this thesis to provide a highly flexible tool-coupling solution for cosimulation purposes. Besides the short excerpt provided in the aforementioned chapter, Table D.1 provides the complete mapping of FMI functions calls to FIP request
and response commands, as well as their acknowledgment. As can be seen from the
table, FIP implements only a subset of corresponding functions from the FMI API
[137]. However, the selected collection of subroutines was determined based on the
requirements of the target co-simulation tools and models.
Table D.1:

The complete set of FIP commands and acknowledgments1

FMI Request/Response
Initialize Model
Terminate Model
Reset Model
Request Model Step
Fetch All
Integer Variables
Fetch All
Real Variables
Fetch All
Boolean Variables
Fetch All
String Variables
Set All
Integer Variables
Set All
Real Variables
Set All
Boolean Variables
Set All
String Variables

1 The

FIP Command
$cinit#
$cterm#
$crset#
$cstep<step_size_sec>#
$cgtin<n,
vr[0], ..., vr[n-1]>#
$cgtrl<n,
vr[0], ..., vr[n-1]>#
$cgtbl<n,
vr[0], ..., vr[n-1]>#
$cgtsr<n,
vr[0], ..., vr[n-1]>#
$cstin<n,
vr[0], ..., vr[n-1],
val[0], ..., val[n-1]>#
$cstrl<n,
vr[0], ..., vr[n-1],
val[0], ..., val[n-1]>#
$cstbl<n,
vr[0], ..., vr[n-1],
val[0], ..., val[n-1]>#
$cstsr<n,
vr[0], ..., vr[n-1],
sl[0], sl[1], ..., sl[n-1],
val[0], ..., val[n-1]>#

FIP Acknowledgment
$ainit#
$aterm#
$arset#
$astep#
$dgtin<retst,
val[0], ..., val[n-1]>#
$dgtrl<retst,
val[0], ..., val[n-1]>#
$dgtbl<retst,
val[0], ..., val[n-1]>#
$dgtsr<retst,
val[0], ..., val[n-1]>#

marked table in this section is adapted from Lakshman et al. [121].
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$dstin<retst>#

$dstrl<retst>#

$dstbl<retst>#

$dstsr<retst>#
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In the table, certain specific variables are noted that require explanation. For
instance, vr[0] denotes the FMI value reference (i.e., port index) of an input or output,
while val[0] represents the corresponding sent or received value. One special case of
this mechanism can be noted in the FIP command for setting string variables. Herein,
sl[i] corresponds to the length of the i-th sent string value additionally.
On a final note, several FIP acknowledgment packets provide a return value, depending on the success or failure of the requested command. The values marked
retst were chosen to match their FMI counterpart. Thus, in accordance with the FMI
standard, the return values correspond to the fmi2Status type [137] as follows:

•

retst == 0 corresponds to fmi2OK

•

retst == 1 corresponds to fmi2Warning

•

retst == 2 corresponds to fmi2Discard

•

retst == 3 corresponds to fmi2Error

•

retst == 4 corresponds to fmi2Fatal

•

retst == 5 corresponds to fmi2Pending

In practice, however, since all implemented subroutine invocations are blocking
calls, fmi2OK might be the only actually returned value, while possible internal model
errors or warnings may simply cause a halt to the co-simulation.

Appendix E

VCMX Car Component Descriptor
As detailed in Section 6.1.1, a dedicated .xml file structure was created to store car
component parameters (e.g., material properties, dimensions) to be loaded by the
VCMX packet during simulation. An example descriptor is presented in Listing E.1.
Listing E.1:

Excerpt of a car component descriptor file used in Chapter 6 1

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<xsd_params:car xmlns:xsd_params="xsd_params">
<!-- ... -->
<component ID="brake_L1">
<data ID="area">
<Desc>Area of the operating piston.</Desc>
<Unit>m*m</Unit>
<Magn> 0.0050 </Magn>
</data>
<data ID="brk_inertia">
<Desc>Inertia Moment around the rotation Axis.</Desc>
<Unit>kg*m*m</Unit>
<Magn> 0.1241 </Magn>
</data>
<data ID="diameter">
<Desc>Brake disc diameter</Desc>
<Unit>mm</Unit>
<Magn> 318.0 </Magn>
</data>
<data ID="disc_thickness">
<Desc>Disc Thickness</Desc>
<Unit>mm</Unit>
<Magn> 28.0 </Magn>
</data>
<data ID="inner_diameter">
<Desc>Disc internal Diameter</Desc>
<Unit>mm</Unit>
<Magn> 158.0 </Magn>
</data>
1 The

marked listing in this section is adapted from Reyes et al. [161].
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<data ID="mu1">
<Desc>Friction coefficient between brake pad and disc - Dry - Stopped</Desc>
<Unit>none</Unit>
<Magn> 0.3 </Magn>
</data>
<data ID="mu2">
<Desc>Friction coefficient between brake pad and disc - Dry - Rolling</Desc>
<Unit>none</Unit>
<Magn> 0.225 </Magn>
</data>
<data ID="mu3">
<Desc>Friction coefficient between brake pad and disc - Wet - Rolling</Desc>
<Unit>none</Unit>
<Magn> 0.075 </Magn>
</data>
<data ID="mu4">
<Desc>Friction coefficient between brake pad and disc - Wet - Stopped</Desc>
<Unit>none</Unit>
<Magn> 0.13 </Magn>
</data>
<data ID="pad_height">
<Desc>Average height of a single brake pad</Desc>
<Unit>mm</Unit>
<Magn> 90.3 </Magn>
</data>
</component>
<!-- ... -->
</xsd_params:car>

As can be seen in this excerpt, each top-level component ID element contains the
properties of one user-defined component instance. The subordinated data ID tag
specifies the magnitude and physical units of the referenced parameter.
However, during the modeling phase of complex systems, ambiguities may arise
between component parameters. Thus, an additional tag was introduced in order
to provide the user with a brief description of what the parameter represents. Here
it is noted, that the values contained by the tags Desc and Unit are exported from
the Simulink model during the automatic generation of the .xml file. Based on the
above stated, it can be inferred that the description of the referred parameter as well
as their physical units are consistently defined at the creation of the model. This feature represents a great advantage since it prevents ambiguities and possible manual
errors.

Appendix F

Details for Modeling via VCMX
This appendix is dedicated to elaborating on the modeling flow of the VCMX framework, presented in Chapter 6. Moreover, the detailed presentation of the enhanced
models is also given in the following sections.

F.1 VCMX Component API Example
As noted in Section 6.1.3, a component API library was created to support the hierarchical modeling scheme of the VCMX framework, for which this section1 is dedicated
to providing details. This library is comprised of Simulink templates for specifying
the I/O attributes of vehicle dynamics models. One such template is depicted in Figure F.1, representing the API of brake models. As can be noted, each I/O signal is
characterized with the following attributes:

•

Unique name

•

Description

•

Physical (SI) units

•

A so-called Custom Storage Class (CSC) [189]. Such elements provide applicationspecific control over the constructs required to represent data in a top-level model.
CSCs can be used, for example, to create user-defined structures to store specific parameters, data signals and definitions. These constructs are utilized by
VCMX in the API definitions to provide data representation specific to the toplevel model.

It can be seen in the figure, that regular Simulink I/O blocks are not connected to
further constructs but rather stubbed (grounded or terminated) in the API. Moreover,
a CSC is assigned to each signal, which attributes are automatically exported into
the model intermediate .rtw descriptor during code generation. For instance, the
DIAMETER signal is logged in the .rtw with the CSC attribute CONSTS. Furthermore,
a CSC attribute is used to define the ownership of the brake module to the DIAMETER
signal, as well as its behavior as a model constant. During code generation, a set of
custom .tlc files were created to automatically resolve model inter-dependencies by
routing the I/O ports between actual model implementations. Lastly, after the source
code is generated, the signals characterized by the CONSTS (model constants) CSC
attribute are included into the generated car descriptor .xml (cf. Section 6.1.1).
1 All

tables and figures in this section are adapted from Reyes et al. [161].
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1

(m·m)
CONSTS

AREA
Area of the operating piston.

2

Terminator5

(mm)
CONSTS

DIAMETER
Brake disc diameter

Unit System Configuration

Terminator6

...

5

(kPa)

6

1

BRK_TORQUE
Brake torque transmited to the wheel

Terminator7

(m/s)
CAR CHASSIS

Terminator2

(kg·m·m)

BRK_INERTIA
Inertia Moment around the rotation Axis.
9

VARS

Ground

WHEEL

COG_VEL_X
Car's gravity center forward speed
8

Terminator4

(rad/s)

W_SPIN
Wheel spin angular velocity
7

(N·m)

BRAKE SYSTEM

BRK_SYS_PRESS
Pressure comming from the pressure repartition system

CONSTS

Terminator1

VARS

Ground1

2

BRK_TEMP
Aproximation to the brake pad-disc temperature

CONSTS

MU1
Friction coefficient between brake pad and disc - Dry - Stopped

Terminator8

Figure F.1: Predefined brake template API

On a final note, the predefined module APIs can be extended in order to include
additional parameters or to perform a further sub-modularization of complex hierarchical systems.

F.2 Brake System Modeling
As noted in Section 6.2.2, two brake system models were implemented using the
VCMX framework, for which this section is dedicated to providing details. However,
for a thorough formalization, the mathematical notations need to be clarified first.

F.2.1 Mathematical Formalization of the Brake System
Firstly, the pressure ratio between rear and front axles is called the brake repartition
coefficient. Furthermore, the maximum achievable pressure of the system is defined
and the handbrake behavior is assumed hydraulic for simplicity. The corresponding
mathematical signal notation of the brake system module is presented in Table F.1.

F.2.2 Speed Dreams Reference Model
The brake system model within the game was implemented similarly to the IIdistribution circuit detailed by Eckstein et al. [68]. This defines two independent
hydraulic circuits, each acting on the common wheels of a single axle. For instance,
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Mathematical symbol notation of the brake system model

Symbol

Unit

Description

r BS

-

Brake repartition coefficient

p BS

kPa

Maximum achievable pressure of the brake main circuit

h BS

kPa

Maximum hypothetical pressure of the handbrake

PiBS

kPa

Output brake pressure at the corresponding i location

one circuit for the wheels of the front and another for the rear axles. Yet, in the game,
the pressure is not limited but multiplied by the repartition coefficient as follows:
P1BS = BU · p BS · r BS

(F.1)

P2BS = BU · p BS · (1 − r BS )

(F.2)

In these equations, BU { BU ∈ R |0 ≤ BU ≤ 1} corresponds to the user brake
signal. Speed Dreams also models a handbrake as a hydraulic system as follows:
P2BS = H U · h BS

(F.3)

Herein, H U { H U ∈ R |0 ≤ H U ≤ 1} denotes the user handbrake command.
Finally, the pressure acting on rear brakes is chosen as the larger among the results of
Equations F.2 and F.3.

F.2.3 Enhanced Accuracy Brake System
The Speed Dreams brake system implementation excludes important physical effects
that need to be present in a more accurate model. Thus, within the scope of this work,
a more detailed model was built, including the behavior of a step brake cylinder as
described in [68]. In the new model, two separate piston chambers are responsible for
the supply of hydraulic pressure to the brake circuit pipes. The ratio between cross
sectional areas of the chambers was assumed to be equal to r BS . Moreover, a pressure
build-up behavior was introduced as explained by Meywerk et al. [134]. Following
the idea, an certain delay occurs before the actual deceleration process of the vehicle
starts. This time interval can be divided into the following segments:

•

Reaction time

•

Foot pressure build up time

•

Transmission time

•

Rise time until maximum pressure
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Figure F.2: Enhanced brake system: output brake pressure on the left side of the vehicle
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Figure F.3: Enhanced brake system: output brake pressure on the right side of the vehicle

To model this physical behavior, a first order discrete transfer function was designed in Simulink as follows:
H (z) =

Y (z)
0.02 · z
=
X (z)
1 · z − 0.98

(F.4)

The pole and zero were determined experimentally to approximate the results
indicated in [134]. The transfer function was then applied to the user brake command,
which corresponds to a convolution using its time domain representation h(t):
′

BU = h ( t ) ⊛ BU
′

(F.5)

BU denotes the adjusted brake command, corrected by the aforementioned pressure build-up behavior. In this case, a diagonal brake system distribution was implemented, also denoted as the X-distribution by Eckstein et al. [68]. In this disposition,
each circuit supplies pressurized brake fluid to one of the front wheels and the diagonally opposite rear wheel.
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Figures F.2 and F.3 highlight this diagonal behavior of the brake circuit. As can
be noted between 0-8 s of simulation time, the output pressure values are equal, i.e.,
BS and P BS = P BS . However, between 8-9 s only the handbrake is applied,
P1lBS = P2r
1r
2l
BS = P BS and P BS = P BS = 0. This highlights the independence of the
therefore P2r
1r
2l
1l
control commands and the output pressure signals. Accordingly, the pressure outputs
for the X-distribution brake system are calculated using the following equations:
′

(F.6)

′

(F.7)

BS
P1lBS = P2r
= BU · p BS

BS
P2lBS = P1r
= max ( BU , r BS ) · p BS

Lastly it must be noted, that in the enhanced version, the handbrake model was
kept as the Speeds Dreams default implementation.

F.3 Aerodynamics Modeling
As noted in Section 6.2.3, an extended aerodynamics model was designed via the
VCMX framework, for which this section provides details. From a physical perspective, the car chassis is hindered by the surrounding media, e.g., air, rain or snow,
among others. The displaced media produce not only drag but undesired lift forces
and noise. Yet, to model such aspects, the mathematical notation was clarified first.

F.3.1 Mathematical Formalization of the Aerodynamics
The associated mathematical notation of the aerodynamics is given in Table F.2.
Table F.2: Mathematical symbol notation of the aerodynamics module

Symbol
FXA
FYA
FZA
MXA
MYA
MZA
ξA
ζA
ςA
κA
γA
τA
aA
νA

Unit
N
N
N
Nm
Nm
Nm
m2
m/s

Description
Drag force in driving direction
Side force in driving transverse direction
Lift force
Roll moment
Pitch moment
Yaw moment
Drag force coefficient as cW (cf. [35, Section 3.1])
Side force coefficient as cY (cf. [35, Section 3.1])
Lift force coefficient as c A (cf. [35, Section 3.1])
Roll moment coefficient as c L (cf. [35, Section 3.1])
Pitch moment coefficient as c M (cf. [35, Section 3.1])
Yaw moment coefficient as c N (cf. [35, Section 3.1])
Vehicle cross section frontal area
Relative velocity between wind and car body
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F.3.2 Speed Dreams Reference Model
In the Speed Dreams reference model, aerodynamic forces, induced by rear and front
spoilers, are calculated to mimic race conditions simulated by the game. As this was
considered rather uncommon for ordinary street vehicles, this model was not replicated using VCMX. Instead, a theoretical approach for urban vehicles was followed.

F.3.3 Enhanced Accuracy Aerodynamics
In this work, the group of friction, stress and resistance forces were thoroughly modeled, also noted as air resistance. The developed enhanced accuracy model was based
on approximations given by Breuer et al. [35]. Herein, drag, side and lift force calculations are described by the following equations:
FXA

vCH
1
X
= · CH
· ρ · ξ A · a A · ( ν A )2
2 | vX |

(F.8)

vCH
1
· YCH · ρ · ζ A · a A · (ν A )2
2 | vY |

(F.9)

1
· ρ · ς A · a A · ( ν A )2
2

(F.10)

FYA =

FZA =

vCH = 0

with the discontinuity,

→ FiA = 0

In these equations, ρ corresponds to the air density (with its unit [kg/m3 ]). Accordingly, the individual turning moments can be calculated as follows:
MXA =

1
· ρ · κ A · a A · (b1CH + b2CH ) · (ν A )2
2

(F.11)

MYA =

1
· ρ · γ A · a A · (b1CH + b2CH ) · (ν A )2
2

(F.12)

MZA =

1
· ρ · τ A · a A · (b1CH + b2CH ) · (ν A )2
2

(F.13)

The computation of lift forces per axle is essential for calculations of the car chassis
behavior. Assuming that the lift force (calculated in Equation F.10) is equal to the sum
of lift forces at the front and rear axle, the specific force per axle can be obtained from
Equations F.10 and F.12. This can be mathematically expressed as follows:
FZA = ( FZA )1 + ( FZA )2

(F.14)

Substituting Equations F.10 and F.12 in Equation F.14:

( FZA )1

1
= ·ρ·
2




ςA
A
· a A · ( ν A )2
+γ
2

(F.15)
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( FZA )2

1
= ·ρ·
2




ςA
A
· a A · ( ν A )2
−γ
2

(F.16)

Although the aerodynamic coefficients (ξ A , ζ A , ς A , κ A , γ A , τ A ) vary depending on
a multitude of factors, they were assumed to be constant in this work. The magnitudes
of these coefficients were adapted from the values specified in [35].

F.4 Chassis Modeling
As noted in Section 6.2.4, an extended chassis model was designed via the VCMX
framework, for which this section provides details. From a physical point of view,
the chassis is the key component where all influencing forces are joined together to
determine the motion of the vehicle as a result of their equilibrium. However, for a
thorough formalization, the mathematical notations need to be clarified first.

F.4.1 Mathematical Formalization of the Chassis
Signals from several components converge in this module, summarized in Table F.3.

Table F.3:

Mathematical symbol notation of the chassis module

Symbol

Unit

Description

θ CH

rad

Pitch angle, adapted from [61, Section 5.2.2]

ϕCH

rad

Roll angle, adapted from [61, Section 5.2.4]

biCH

m

Distance from CoG to axle i across the X reference axis

tiCH

m

Wheel track at axle i

hCH

m

CoG height, measured from the road plane across the Y axis

l CH

m

Distance from CoG to the rotational axis p, across the Y axis

mCH

kg

Overall vehicle mass

wCH
j
CH
Ij
aCH
j
MCH
j
CH
αj
TCH
X
CH
TY

N

Weight component across the j axis

kgm2

Moment of inertia around the j axis

m/s2

Acceleration component across the j axis

Nm

Moment component around the j axis

rad/s2

Angular acceleration around the j axis

-

Rotational matrix around X axis

-

Rotational matrix around Y axis

T(CoG →U )

-

Transformation matrix between coordinate systems

vCH
j
CH
v

m/s

Chassis velocity vectorial component across the j axis

m/s

Chassis velocity magnitude
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Center of Gravity
Coordinate System
Undercarriage
Coordinate System

Figure F.4: CoG (vehicle) and undercarriage (road plane) coordinate systems

F.4.2 Speed Dreams Reference Model
The baseline implementation of Speed Dreams models six degrees of freedom, i.e.,
translational (forward, backward, left, right, up, down) and rotational (yaw, pitch,
roll) movement. Yet, several unrelated functionalities are integrated into the original chassis model (e.g., fuel consumption estimation, conversion between coordinate
systems and rendering). Furthermore, the stabilization of the component around
boundary conditions does not rely on any physical background. For these reasons,
the chassis module included in Speed Dreams was not replicated using VCMX.

F.4.3 Enhanced Accuracy Chassis
Instead, a theoretical approach was followed based on the available signals provided
by the vehicle dynamics modeled within the driving simulator. The car chassis module includes several of these physical signals from different component sources, which
are introduced step-by-step in the following sections.

F.4.3.1 Reference Coordinate Systems
The transformation of vectors between coordinate systems plays an important role for
modeling. For instance, the forces of the undercarriage system (road plane) need to
be transformed to the center of gravity (car chassis) coordinate system. The former
is defined in world coordinates inside the driving simulator, while the latter denotes
the frame of reference relative to the vehicle, as indicated in Figure F.4. Moreover, the
plane orientation relative to the fixed world coordinate system is defined by the socalled plane and camber elevation angles [61]. The notation is provided in Table F.4.
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Table F.4:

Mathematical symbol notation of the road plane

Symbol

Unit

Description

λR

rad

Plane elevation angle (cf. [61, Section 2.7.1])

ηR

rad

Camber elevation angle (cf. [61, Section 2.7.2])

ziR

m

Elevation at point i (cf. [61, Section 2.9])

In the implemented model, all tire contact planes were assumed equal to the road
plane. Moreover, as the suspension and tire deformations were neglected, the pitch
and roll angles of the vehicle were assumed equal to those of the road plane. This can
be mathematically expressed as follows:
R + z R ) − (z R + z R )
(z1l
2r
1r
2l
CH
CH
2 · (b1 + b2 )

θ CH = λR = arcsin

ϕCH = η R = arcsin

1
·
2

R − zR
z1l
1r

t1CH

+

R − zR
z2l
2r

t2CH

!

(F.17)

!!

(F.18)

Based on Kiencke et al. [114], the transformation between the undercarriage and
the car chassis coordinate systems can be calculated by a multiplication with the
rotational matrices for the axes following the order: yaw-pitch-roll. The rotational
matrices around the X and Y axis can be calculated in the following form:



TYCH = 

TCH
X

cos(θ CH )
0

− sin(θ CH )

0 sin(θ CH )
1

0

0

cos(θ CH )





(F.19)



(F.20)





1
0
0


CH

= 0 cos( ϕ ) − sin( ϕCH )

CH
CH
0 sin( ϕ ) cos( ϕ )

According to the previous points, the rotation matrices for transformation between
the Undercarriage (U) and the Center of Gravity (CoG) coordinate systems, can be
expressed as follows:
CH
CH
TCH
(CoG →U ) = TY · TX ;

(F.21)

CH
−1
TCH
(U →CoG ) = [T(CoG →U ) ]

(F.22)
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Table F.5: Mathematical symbol notation of the wheel

Symbol

Unit

Description

ωiW

rad/s

Angular velocity of wheel i

( FjR )i

N

Force in j direction of wheel i

F.4.3.2 Gravitational Forces
The weight of the vehicle is applied at the CoG, with the vectorial orientation toward
the −z direction. For the transformation of the arising forces into the undercarriage
coordinate system X, Y, Z the following equation was used2 :




CH
0
w

 X 

wCH  = T(U →CoG ) ·  0 
(F.23)

 Y 

wCH
mCH · g
Z
F.4.3.3 Aerodynamic Forces
The calculation of the aerodynamic forces was already detailed in Appendix F.3. The
CH
resulting turning moments are affected by a factor hl CH corresponding to the transformation from the coordinate system referred by Breuer et al. [35] to the rotation
axis p. Since the lift forces are computed and added separately to the corresponding
axle, the rotating moments produced by FXA and ( FZA )i are included in the equilibrium
equations instead of MYA .
F.4.3.4 Wheel Forces
The forces arising from the power train are transferred to the ground by the tires.
However, since a tire model was not implemented using VCMX, the affecting forces
were reused from the reference models of the driving simulator. Moreover, the coordinate system transformation between the wheels and the CoG coordinate system
was also build upon the calculations of Speed Dreams. The extracted signals were
grouped in the tuple W, for which the mathematical notation is given in Table F.5.
F.4.3.5 Equilibrium Equations
Based on the previously clarified and determined forces, further force and moment
computations can follow Newton’s laws of equilibrium:
X

2 In

FXCH = λPT · mCH · aCH
X ;

X

FYCH = mCH · aYCH ;

X

FZCH = mCH · aCH
Z

(F.24)

this model, the mass of car components was added to the total vehicular mass applied at the CoG.
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.
.

Figure F.5: Free body diagram depicting the car forces - side view

X

CH
MX
= IXCH · αCH
X ;

X

MYCH = IYCH · αYCH ;

X

MZCH = IZCH · αCH
Z

(F.25)

Herein, the λPT coefficient depends on the conversion ratio of the power train.
Moreover, based on [35], the energy required to overcome the inertia of rotating elements along the power train (e.g., crankshaft, gearbox, wheels) was also modeled:
λPT = f (GU )

(F.26)

In this equation, GU corresponds to the current gear selection, which factor accounts for the reduced rotational inertia of the power train.
In the following, free body diagrams are used to depict acting forces and moments. Equilibrium equations are calculated following each diagram (side, rear, top
views) and applied in form of linear acceleration and overall moment per axis. These
values are returned to Speed Dreams for further calculations and rendering purposes.
In the model, wheel and aerodynamic forces are referenced to the road. Turning
moments around the X and Y axes at p arise via the lever arm (hCH − l CH ). Inertial
CH
forces induced by aCH
X and aY are applied at CoG, which produces pitch and roll
moments via by l CH . The lift forces, computed via the distance from the CoG to
the associated axle across X, are added to the aerodynamics per axle. Following
CH
Figure F.5, Equation F.24 can be solved for aCH
X and Equation F.25 for MY :

aCH
X =

2r
X

( FXW )i − FXA + wCH
X

i =1l

λPT · mCH

(F.27)
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.
.

Figure F.6: Free body diagram depicting the car forces - rear view

X

MYCH = (hCH − l CH ) ·

FXA −

2r
X

( FXW )i

!

− mCH · l CH · aCH
X +

i =1l
CH
W
W
A
b2 · (( FZ )2l + ( FZ )2r + ( FZ )2 ) − b1CH · (( FZW )1l

(F.28)

+ ( FZW )1r + ( FZA )1 )

Similarly, via Figure F.6, the accelerations in the Y and Z directions are calculated:

aYCH =

aCH
Z =
X

CH
MX

= (h

CH

−l

CH

2r
X

( FYW )i − FYA + wYCH

2r
X

( FZW )i + FZA + wCH
Z

i =1l

i =1l

)·

2r
X



(F.30)

mCH

( FYW )i +

i =1l

t1CH

(F.29)

mCH



t2CH
· (( FZW )2l − ( FZW )2r )+
2

(F.31)

l CH

· ( FZW )1l − ( FZW )1r − mCH · l CH · aYCH − CH · MXA
2
h
It is important to note that in this model, the so-called track (i.e., the distance
between wheels of the same axle along the Y axis) of the front and rear axle were kept
as independent parameters: t1CH 6= t2CH . The remaining equilibrium equation can be

formulated via Figure F.7. In this case, MZA is not multiplied by the factor
the referenced coordinate systems are collinear:

l CH
hCH

because
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.

Figure F.7: Free body diagram depicting the car forces - top view

X

MZCH = b1CH · (( FYW )1l + ( FYW )1r ) − b2CH · ((( FYW )2l + ( FZW )2r ))+
t1CH
tCH
· (( FXW )1r − ( FXW )1l ) − 2 · (( FXW )2r − ( FXW )2l ) + MZA
2
2

(F.32)

This section presented the modeling and computation flow of the enhanced chassis model, i.e., a six degrees of freedom rigid body. However, certain features were
not included in this model, such as the integration required for the calculation of
velocities and displacement or signal stabilization beyond the boundary conditions.
Due to the absence of the wheel module inside VCMX, additional signals required for
performing more precise calculations were also not included. Thus, more complex
models, e.g., the single or double-track models, were not implemented. Despite the
aforementioned limitation, enhancements of the original vehicular behavior can be
observed in the results presented in Section 6.3.2.
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Appendix G

Details of ADAS Prototyping via
SMELT
This appendix1 is dedicated to detailing the modeling flow of various ADAS applications using the SMELT framework, introduced in Chapter 7. All presented applications were developed using a similar flow as detailed for the ACC in Section 7.2.2.1.

G.1 Traction Control System (TCS)
As noted in Section 7.2.2.2, the TCS consists of an Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) and
an Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR) subblock. The former regulates per-wheel brake torque
to reduce slippage when braking, while the latter limits the engine torque transferred
to the driving wheels to increase traction at acceleration. The ABS can significantly
reduce braking distances and help maintain steerability of a vehicle during a strong
braking action. The ASR implements a similar functionality for strong acceleration
actions. When too much power is applied to a wheel during acceleration, it may loose
traction and slip. The ASR intervenes by requesting torque reduction from the engine
controller or selectively applying brake forces at the individual driving wheels. The
ABS and ASR prototypes were implemented in Simulink, both of which constantly
monitor wheel slip signals from the driving simulator.
The ABS interrupts braking by opening a valve that decreases the pressure arriving at the brake disc for individual wheels when the slip in longitudinal direction
exceeds 20%. This causes the wheel slip to decrease and thereby the friction to be regained. Figure G.1 shows the implemented Simulink subsystem respectively. The incoming brake_pressure_scale_factors_in input is in the current development stage
set to a constant [1 1 1 1] T . This way, stability systems that require differential braking
can be used in conjunction with the ABS in the future.
The ASR prototype, on the other hand, sends a signal to the engine controller
to reduce the engine power, when the wheel slip in longitudinal direction at any
driving wheel exceeds 20% in strong acceleration scenarios. An engine controller
may realize a fast reduction of output torque by varying the throttle valve position,
ignition timing or fuel injection quantity. The loss of friction due to wheel spin is
thereby reduced, which strongly improves the lateral and longitudinal control of the
vehicle. The corresponding Simulink subsystem is depicted in Figure G.2.
1 All

tables, figures and algorithms in this section are adapted from Heistermann et al. [96].
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Figure G.1: Traction control: ABS subsystem modeled in Simulink
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engine_tq_scale
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Traction control: ASR subsystem modeled in Simulink

G.2 Automatic Transmission Control (ATC)
Following Section 7.2.2.3, the ATC application was developed next, implementing
the functionality of a digitally controlled automatic gearbox. It determines at which
points in time the system has to change the gear according to the engine speed, the
velocity of the vehicle and the throttle input. The ATC logic was based on a previous
version, detailed in Section 5.2.1.2. The algorithm is designed in a way that the gear is
changed when the engine speed goes above or falls below certain threshold values for
longer than 400 ms, and at least 750 ms have passed since the last gear change. Special
cases are shifts from and into neutral gear where the 400 ms delay can be bypassed.
The gear shift logic was implemented as a StateFlow diagram of Simulink, depicted in Figure G.3. It contains two separate automata. The top automaton counts
the up and down shift commands and controls the output variable Gear. The bottom
one implements the actual shift logic. The transition labels are defined as follows:

•

The command after(t,sec) defines a delay, after which conditions are evaluated.

•

This delay does not effect the evaluation of other transitions from the active state.

•

The condition for a transition is given in square brackets, and actions to be executed when the transition is taken are given in curly brackets.

•

In this case, the actions are the UP and DOWN commands to the upper automaton.
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gear_state

1
neutral
entry:
Gear = 0;

UP

DOWN
1

first
2
entry:
Gear = 1;

UP

DOWN

second
1
entry:
2 Gear = 2;

UP

UP
UP
UP
third
fourth
fifth
sixth
1
1
1
entry:
entry:
entry:
entry:
2 Gear = 3;
2 Gear = 5;
2 Gear = 4;
Gear = 6;
DOWN
DOWN
DOWN
DOWN

selection_state
during:
[down_th, up_th] = ComputeThreshold(max_rpm);
t_wait = 0.4;

2

{}

[Gear==0 &&...
thr_in > 0.1]
{gear_state.UP}

[Gear==1 &&...
v_cog < 0.3 &&...
thr_in < 0.1]
{gear_state.DOWN}

stay_in_gear

after(t_wait,sec)
[Gear>=2 &&...
curr_rpm <= down_th]
{gear_state.DOWN}

after(t_wait,sec)
[curr_rpm >= up_th]
{gear_state.UP}

after(0.35,sec)
[!mid_shift]
[curr_rpm > down_th]

[curr_rpm < up_th]
steady_state

2
2

1

3

[curr_rpm < down_th]

1
[curr_rpm > up_th]

2

downshifting

1

3

upshifting

Figure G.3:

ATC modeled as a StateFlow chart of Simulink

The engine speed threshold values are computed by a custom Simulink subsystem,
denoted as ComputeThreshold(max_rpm). It calculates the lower engine speed threshold down_th as 20% and the upper threshold up_th as 70% of the maximum max_rpm.

G.3 Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)
The designed LKAS was based on the implementation presented in Section 5.2.1.1.
The application provides automatic steering control by minimizing the distance between the vehicle and the center of the lane, as well as by minimizing the yaw θrel of
the vehicle relative to the track. The required inputs of the application are the distance
of the vehicle to the road boundaries dle f t and dright as well as the relative yaw θrel .
The working principle of the system is shown in Algorithm G.1, which is an
adaptation of the previously presented application in Algorithm 5.1. First, the position difference derror is computed as the distance of the vehicle center to the optimal
center line of the lane divided by the road width (lines 4-8). The steering angle is then
computed as a linear composition of the error terms (−θrel ) and derror with factors K1
and K2 (line 11). Ideally, K1 is chosen such that the relative yaw is minimized without
any overshoot (line 9). K2 needs to be tuned in a way so that offsets from the lane
center are rapidly corrected but without causing abrupt lateral acceleration for the
sake of driving stability and passenger comfort (line 10). Lastly, the control signal is
saturated according to the maximal steering angle δsteer,max of the vehicle (line 12).
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Algorithm G.1: Algorithm behind the improved LKAS steering control
Input: dle f t, dright: distance to left and right road boundary [m],
θrel : segment-relative yaw [rad],
δsteer,max: maximum steering angle [rad]
lane: ongoing/incoming
Output: ∢steer : steering angle [rad]
1

Function LKAS(dle f t, dright, θrel , δsteer,max, lane):
// Determine optimal lane position
wroad ← dle f t + dright
dopt ← wroad /4

2
3

8

// Select the target lane
if lane == ongoing then
derror ← (d opt − dright )/d opt
else
derror ← (d le f t − dopt )/d opt
end

9

// Penalty for relative yaw
K1 ← 1.0

4
5
6
7

10

// Penalty for position offset
K2 ← 0.25

11

// Apply control of steering angle
∢steer ← K1 ∗ (−θrel ) + K2 ∗ derror

12

// Limit steering angle to maximum possible value
∢steer ← max(−δsteer,max, min(δsteer,max, ∢steer ))

13

return ∢steer
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Figure G.4: LKAS subsystem modeled in Simulink

Figure G.4 shows the corresponding LKAS implementation in Simulink. The input segment_relative_yaw provides θrel , but with an inverted sign. steer_out corresponds to ∢steer normalized to the maximum steering angle, which for the given test
vehicle was defined as δsteer,max = π/4. The finished application was also encased in
a Simulink function-call subsystem attached to a SMELT Periodic Task block, which
was set to a period of 2 ms.

G.4. Emergency Brake Assist (EBA)
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Figure G.5: EBA subsystem modeled in Simulink

G.4 Emergency Brake Assist (EBA)
Finally, the EBA application was designed, as noted in Section 7.2.2.5. This ADAS
automatically triggers emergency braking if it detects that the ego-vehicle is about to
collide frontally with an obstacle. Such emergency situations are recognized by comparing the current front distance d to the obstacle with an estimation of the minimal
possible stopping distance of the ego-vehicle. Emergency braking is engaged when
the distance to the object in front falls below 110% of this distance (d f r < 110% · d).
The estimation of the braking distance takes multiple factors into account. For
instance, the tire-road friction coefficient µ, the total mass of the ego-vehicle mtotal
and the relative velocity to the frontal object ∆v f r are considered. The formula for this
estimation was originally extracted from the driving simulator as follows:
log(c + (∆v f r )2 · dˆ) − log(c)
d=
2dˆ
C · µ + CW
with dˆ = A
mtotal
and c = µ · g

(G.1)

Herein, the gravitational constant was assumed to be g = 9.81m/s2 . Moreover, both
the aerodynamic downforce and drag coefficients were assumed to be constant as
well: C A = 1.5719 and CW = 0.68370.
Figure G.5 shows the implementation in Simulink, with the above formula created as a MATLAB function (estimate_braking_distance). In case of an impending
frontal collision, the system overrides the brake signal with a full brake. Otherwise,
the signal is forwarded from the brake input, which is usually connected to the brake
pedal.
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